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REPUBLICAN BALLOT SECURITY PROGRAMS: VOTE PROTECTION OR
MINORITY VOTE SUPPRESSION—OR BOTH?
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Police brutality in the spring of 1965 against civil rights marchers on the Edmund
Pettus Bridge in Selma, Alabama was a watershed event in American history. The
beating of the defenseless, unarmed marchers protesting the disfranchisement of blacks in
the South was captured by TV cameras and the images were quickly beamed around the
world. The event served as a catalyst for passage of the Voting Rights Act that same
year. The act was widely perceived as the climax of the post-World War II black civil
rights movement. It gave the U.S. Department of Justice broad new powers to enforce
the voting rights of African Americans (and, in subsequent amendments, various other
minority groups as well), particularly in the South where those rights had been most
seriously curtailed throughout the Twentieth Century.
Yet, despite the reach of the new act, despite the aggressive enforcement of it
early on by the Justice Department and the courts, and despite the extension and
expansion of the non-permanent features of the act in 1970, 1975, and 1982, efforts to
disfranchise people of color, not only in the South but throughout the nation, continues
into the Twenty-first Century.
This Report focuses on vote suppression connected with what the authors call
ballot security programs gone bad. These are programs that, in the name of protecting
against vote fraud, almost exclusively target heavily black, Latino, or Indian voting
precincts and have the intent or effect of discouraging or preventing voters in those
precincts from casting a ballot. In some cases, these programs have been found by courts
to be illegal. Still, they continue to exist in spite of strong criticism by leaders of
minority communities, their allies, and voting rights lawyers.
Until the mid-1960s the political entity most closely associated with efforts to
disfranchise people of color was the southern wing of the Democratic Party. However, as
explained in Chapter 2 of this Report, a sea change in American politics occurred in the
decade of the 1960s. Both the presidential campaigns of Barry Goldwater in 1964 and
Richard Nixon in 1968 employed the so-called “southern strategy,” in which
conservatives in the GOP, long identified as the Party of Lincoln, began making racial
appeals to whites in the states of the former Confederacy who were angry at the federal
government for its abolition of the Jim Crow system in the 1950s and 1960s. Such
appeals have continued to be a Republican stock-in-trade, even though they have become
attenuated with the passing of the rabid white segregationists of an earlier era.
Until the 1960s, Republican presidential candidates stood a reasonable chance of
gaining as much as a third of the African-American vote and, with a progressive racial
platform, it seems reasonable to suppose they could have gotten even more in the future.
However, once the conservative wing of the GOP began to court white southerners by
appealing to “states’ rights,” a code word of the day for white supremacy, blacks began to
vote heavily for Democrats—as did Latinos in the Southwest, albeit to a lesser extent.
In the 1960s, then, a party realignment occurred in American politics, with race as
the cleavage plane. The Republican Party became worried by the potential for high

turnout in black and Latino precincts, which would add disproportionately to the
Democratic vote. The GOP also publicly expressed concern that vote fraud in these same
minority precincts would shift even more votes into the Democratic column.
These concerns gave rise to the widespread phenomenon of the Republican ballot
security program, implemented ostensibly to guard against Democratic and minority vote
fraud. But, as became obvious from the first major nationwide GOP ballot security
program in 1964, named “Operation Eagle Eye,” such programs had the potential for
discouraging legitimate minority citizens from voting at least as much as for discouraging
vote fraud.
Indeed, efforts that discouraged minority voting were carried out in such
southwestern states as Arizona even before Goldwater campaign adopted the southern
strategy in 1964. The Senate confirmation hearings of William Rehnquist, when he was
nominated to the U.S. Supreme Court in 1971 and again when he was nominated as Chief
Justice in 1986, brought to light his involvement in ballot security programs in the 1950s
and early 1960s that, according to a number of credible witnesses, employed tactics that
could very well have depressed the votes of registered minority citizens in Phoenix.
There is reason to believe that programs in states such as Arizona provided a model for
Operation Eagle Eye in 1964 and were precursors of similar programs in New Jersey,
Louisiana, Texas, and California, among others, in the 1980s. Some of these programs
drew national attention not only because of their egregious tactics but because of the
Republican National Committee’s involvement in them, and the scrutiny the programs
received by state and federal courts.
There are several noteworthy characteristics of these programs. They focus on
minority precincts almost exclusively. There is often only the flimsiest evidence that
vote fraud is likely to be perpetrated in such precincts. In addition to encouraging the
presence of sometimes intimidating Republican poll watchers or challengers who may
slow down voting lines and embarrass potential voters by asking them humiliating
questions, these programs have sometimes posted people in official-looking uniforms
with badges and side arms who question voters about their citizenship or their
registration. In addition, warning signs may be posted near the polls, or radio ads may be
targeted to minority listeners containing dire threats of prison terms for people who are
not properly registered—messages that seem designed to put minority voters on the
defensive. Sometimes false information about voting qualifications is sent to minority
voters through the mail.
The purpose of this Report is to provide a brief history of some of the most
indefensible Republican ballot security programs from the 1950s on, but particularly, in
Chapter 6, from 1981 through 2002. These case studies, along with the description of
events in Louisville, Kentucky in 2003, presented in Chapter 1, are intended to give the
reader a sense of the nature of Republican ballot security excesses, and why they
continue to pose a threat to minority voters some forty years after the Voting Rights Act
was passed.
In the concluding chapter, the authors address the question of how to abolish these
“ballot security programs gone bad.” In so doing, the authors stress that not all ballot
security programs are illegitimate. There is undoubtedly some voter fraud in the U.S.,
engaged in not only by Democrats but by Republicans. How to accommodate the need
for voting integrity with the rights of legitimate minority voters not to be harassed in the

name of ballot security is a challenging problem, especially in a time of highly polarized
partisanship such as the present. The authors discuss legal remedies as well as political
ones. Among the latter, the authors suggest that the newly created Election Assistance
Commission, created by the Help America Vote Act of 2002, might be able to play a
useful role.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Marie Foster, an African-American dental technician, died on September 6, 2003
at the age of 85. She received national attention when she, along with others, was
brutally beaten by state troopers at the foot of the Edmund Pettus Bridge in Selma,
Alabama, on March 7, 1965 in the first of three attempts by voting rights activists to
march to Montgomery, the state capital, to demand voting rights for African Americans.
The unprovoked violence of the troopers was captured in sickening detail on television
and the images were quickly beamed around the world. The event came to be called
“Bloody Sunday” in the annals of the Civil Rights Movement. The second attempt
occurred two days later, and it was stopped without violence. Mrs. Foster attempted to
hobble in that march as well.
Four days after that, President Lyndon Johnson announced on national television
that he would send a voting rights bill to Congress. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. watched
the president's speech in Mrs. Foster's living room, and famously wept—something his
close friends and aides had never seen him do before. The march to Montgomery was
finally allowed to proceed two weeks later. Despite injuries to both her knees from the
earlier beating by state troopers, Marie Foster, then forty-six years old and a mother of
three, walked fifty miles in five days.
Like many participants in the civil rights movement, Mrs. Foster had humble
origins. She had dropped out of high school to marry, and when her husband died,
leaving her with three young children, she went to work. Years later she finished high
school, went to junior college, and became a dental hygienist. She worked for her
brother, a dentist, and was therefore not dependent on a white employer and the pressure
that could be exerted through such a relationship. She became involved in voting rights
activities, passing out leaflets door to door and urging ministers to announce voter
registration drives from their pulpits. She was threatened several times by the Ku Klux
Klan. Mrs. Foster was herself able to register to vote only after having tried eight times.
By then she had already begun coaching other blacks on how to pass "the deliberately
bewildering voter registration tests," as one writer described them.
According to friends, Mrs. Foster's efforts on behalf of social justice continued to
her death. In recent years she led a successful effort to obtain public housing for poor
people in Selma. She helped remove a statue of the founder of the Klan from a public
park. She taught reading to poor children, and took them to Sunday school. "She never
quit," a friend told the New York Times after her death.1
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This account of Marie Foster's life is taken from Douglas Martin, "Marie Foster, Early fighter for Voting
Rights, Dies at 85," The New York Times, 12 Sept. 2003, C18. See also David Halberstam, The Children
(New York: Random House 1998), 421, 516-17; and Taylor Branch, Pillar of Fire: America in the King
Years 1963-65 (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1998), 64, 391, 553. On King’s weeping in Foster’s home,
see David J. Garrow, Bearing the Cross: Martin Luther King, Jr., and the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference (New York: Vintage Books, 1988, 2d ed.), 408-9.
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Louisville 2003
The summer Marie Foster died, almost forty years after passage of the Voting
Rights Act, an event unfolded in Louisville, Kentucky, which to many blacks in that city
was redolent of the Jim Crow institutions Mrs. Foster had fought to abolish. A
gubernatorial campaign was in progress, pitting Republican Ernie Fletcher against
incumbent attorney general Ben Chandler, a Democrat. Mike Czerwonka, who had lost
a race for state representative the previous year, circulated a one-page handbill to fellow
Louisville Republicans entitled "Gubernatorial Election Integrity Call to Arms.”
Following his defeat in 2002, Czerwonka had alleged there were a number of voting
irregularities in the election, although Jefferson County (Louisville) voting officials said
they found none. Local Republicans also believed there was vote fraud in some minority
precincts in 1995, but subsequent investigations were indeterminate.2
His handbill asserted that various previous GOP candidacies in the area and in
Louisiana had been
adversely impacted by the presence and influence of the Democratic National Committee, the A.
Phillip Randolph Institute (the black militant division of the AFL-CIO and funded in part by the
DNC); and the NAACP and their efforts to marshal the Get Out To Vote [sic] efforts targeted
toward the black, poor voters in selected communities and selected targeted races of national
impact.3

Czerwonka alleged that the tactics of these organizations included encouraging the
unregistered to vote and to engage in other illegal practices, "(i.e., vote buying, etc.), all
for the sole singular intent of getting the Democratic nominee in Gubernatorial, and
National Congressional and Senatorial races elected."4
Czerwonka's flier said he had "been asked by the Fletcher campaign for Governor
to serve in the capacity of insuring the integrity of the election process in the
[predominantly black] West End/Portland areas of Louisville. We will require
approximately Three Hundred (300) Republican Precinct Poll Workers to achieve this
goal." He urged readers to "join Ernie Fletcher and me for an informational meeting at
the ABC Office's [sic]" in Louisville on July 21.5
What happened at the July meeting was not reported in the news media at the
time. However, as the gubernatorial campaign heated up in the fall and it became public
knowledge that the Fletcher campaign in cooperation with the state Republican party
would be fielding poll-watchers at voter precincts around the state, the county GOP in
Louisville announced it planned on placing Election-Day challengers at fifty-nine of the
city's voting precincts. Kentucky law allows a political party to assign one challenger per
precinct on Election Day to question the credentials of voters who the challengers have
reason to believe are not legitimate. All but four of the fifty-nine precincts named by the
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Sheldon S. Shafer, "GOP to put challengers in black voting precincts; Critics call strategy intimidation,”
The Courier-Journal (Louisville), 23 Oct. 2003, A1; “Targeting black voters,” The Courier-Journal
(Louisville), 24 Oct. 2003, 6A.
3
Copy of handbill in senior author’s possession.
4
Ibid.
5
Ibid.
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Republicans were in the predominantly black West End of the city, and the other four
were in a low-income, racially mixed area.6
African-American leaders in the community expressed outrage, as did Democratic
Party officials. Raoul Cunningham, a Louisville resident and former Kentucky NAACP
Voter Empowerment Coordinator, asserted in an op-ed in the local daily, The CourierJournal, that the purpose of the challengers was to "question and intimidate voters and
suppress the African-American vote." He pointed out that there were 483 precincts in the
county, yet virtually the only ones targeted by challengers were African-American. He
noted that the Republican party had not been able to fill a complete slate of election
officials in the county, yet they had no trouble coming up with almost sixty Republicans
whose job it would be to monitor the voting of blacks. Moreover, of the fifty-eight
challengers whose names he had seen, "only five have zip codes in or near the targeted
areas.” Cunningham added:
The vast majority of the challengers will need detailed directions from the Internet to even find their
assigned precinct. How will a challenger who lives in the East End know who is a resident of a
particular precinct in the West End or who is a convicted felon? What criteria will the challengers use
to object to a voter? The color of one's shoes? Whether one's hair is braided? Sculptured nails? Or
the color or size of one's earring? There is absolutely no way possible for these challengers to
7
properly execute their responsibilities under the law.

Cunningham's questions were particularly apt inasmuch as Kentucky law states that
voters cannot be challenged indiscriminately; challengers must have "a reason to
believe" a potential voter has dubious qualifications.
The GOP stoutly defended their ballot security effort. Ellen Williams,
chairwoman of the Kentucky Republican party, said she was "saddened that some have
chosen to brand our efforts as an attempt to intimidate voters. If anything, we believe
our efforts actually encourage voter turnout because people are more likely to
participate in an election if they believe their vote is counted fairly and not diluted by a
flood of illegitimate votes."8 However, she could not give a reporter specific reasons
for the statewide "Kentucky Ballot Security Taskforce" which the Republicans had put
in place. "We're like Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts," Williams said; "we want to be
prepared. We want to make sure that people are comfortable on Election Day, that they
feel confident." 9
The county GOP chairman, Jack Richardson IV, at first denied the precincts were
chosen on the basis of race or voting patterns. They were chosen either at random or
because Republicans had had difficulty finding qualified voters in those precincts to
serve as election workers, he said.10 A few days later he was quoted as saying the GOP
strategy was not to target minority precincts but rather Democratic ones, and he
6

Shafer, "GOP to put challengers in black voting precincts”; Raoul Cunningham, interview with senior
author, 8 Aug. 2004; Raoul Cunningham, "Action targets African-American participation," The CourierJournal (Louisville), 26 Oct. 2003, D1.
7
Cunningham, "Action targets African-American participation.”
8
Ellen Williams, "'Perfectly legal' practice will ensure fair results," The Courier-Journal (Louisville), 26
Oct. 2003, D1.
9
Joe Biesk, "State Parties Field Legal Teams for Election Day," Associated Press (Frankfort, Kentucky), 28
Oct. 2003.
10
Shafer, "GOP to put challengers in black voting precincts.”
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estimated that about a third of the fifty-nine precincts with Republican challengers were
predominantly white—an assertion disputed by Cunningham, the former NAACP
official.11 (Richardson's latter reason for choosing the black precincts was the one used
by the Republicans' defense lawyer when a suit against the challenger program was
subsequently heard in court.)12
A Fletcher campaign representative was contacted by a reporter who asked
whether Fletcher had attended the July 21 meeting at the ABC offices in Louisville
which Czerwonka had urged his fellow Republicans to attend. The representative said
that to the best of his knowledge Fletcher had not attended the meeting. In addition, he
said he thought Czerwonka was not connected to Fletcher's campaign but to the state
party. Later, another Fletcher campaign spokesman said the candidate had indeed
attended a meeting on July 21 at the Associated Building Contractors (ABC) offices
mentioned in Czerwonka's flier, but that it was a normal meeting with supporters, and
the candidate did not discuss ballot security.13 A few days later county GOP chairman
Richardson added that while he had asked Czerwonka to help recruit volunteers, he
wasn't authorized to speak for the party. Some, though not all, Republican officials
seemed anxious to disavow Czerwonka's earlier recruiting flier charging black
organizations with vote fraud.14
As Election Day approached, African Americans and Democrats rallied potential
black voters. Leaders held a forum that included Democratic candidate Ben Chandler
at a black Baptist church. All nine major presidential candidates in the Democratic
primaries signed a letter deploring the Louisville ballot security program. The
Kentucky Democratic party published a flier titled "Know Your Rights—You Can
Vote," which it planned to distribute in the fifty-nine targeted precincts. Included on
the flier were directions on how to respond to a challenger, and a toll-free telephone
number for obtaining legal advice. The ACLU of Kentucky filed suit in state and
federal courts claiming that the Republican challenger program in Louisville was
intended to intimidate black voters and slow the voting process in black precincts. The
U.S. Department of Justice announced it was sending staff to Louisville to monitor the
election.15
Some days before the election, a cross-section of African-American, Democratic,
and labor leaders held an intense meeting at the local Urban League Office. Also
attending were eight members of the Louisville Metro Council, some present and
former members of the legislature, and a smattering of students and residents—about
one hundred in all. In an atmosphere one reporter likened to a religious tent meeting, a
11

Al Cross, "Presidential hopefuls urge halt to poll challenges," The Courier-Journal (Louisville), 26 Oct.
2003, B3.
12
Joseph Gerth and Sheldon S.Shafer, "Judge allows vote challengers," The Courier-Journal (Louisville), 4
Nov. 2003, A1.
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"There They Go Again," Talking Points Memo, 27 Oct. 2003,
http://www.talkingpointsmemo.com/archives/week_2003_10_26.php.
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biased," The Courier-Journal (Louisville), 31 Oct. 2003, B1.
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Cross, "Presidential hopefuls urge halt to poll challenges”; Tom Loftus, "Parties add lawyers to handle
queries on wrongdoing at polls," The Courier-Journal (Louisville), Kentucky State Edition, 28 Oct. 2003,
B1; “State News," Democracy Dispatches No. 38, 11 Nov. 2003, 1-2, http://www.demosusa.org/pub78.cfm.
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series of rallies in black neighborhoods was planned, a goal of 60-percent turnout in
those same areas was adopted, and the president of the local Urban League announced a
fund drive to raise $30,000 to $40,000 to support turnout efforts, including printed
materials and radio ads. Amidst the excitement, former state senator Georgia Powers,
80, the first African-American (and the first woman) elected to Kentucky's upper house,
addressed the absent Republicans: "We won't let you roll back the clock. I marched at
Selma in 1965. . . . We will go to the polls with our armor of dignity," she vowed. The
chairman of the county GOP, interviewed after the meeting and obviously under
pressure from Fletcher's campaign, said the local party had decided on its challenger
program without consulting Fletcher or the state party.16
On Election Day the Louisville Courier-Journal reported that instead of the
original fifty-nine challengers announced earlier by the local GOP, only eighteen would
go to polling locations. The remainder had either been reassigned as poll workers or
had not attended training sessions for challengers.17 This occurred after a judge refused
to prevent the challengers from going into Democratic precincts but remarked, "It's a
shame that you can't get people to work in all these precincts but you can get people to
volunteer as challengers."18
The reduced number of challengers did not, however, mollify black leaders, who
had led motorcades, rallies, and a door-to-door canvassing drive to get out the vote in
their neighborhoods. "If they [the GOP] had one challenger in one precinct, we would
be up in arms," averred a black minister. "It would still send the message that black
voters are not honest when they go to the polls, and that they are untrustworthy."19
In response to the white challengers, the NAACP on Election Day sent volunteer
monitors to polling sites to keep an eye on the behavior of the eighteen challengers. A
Democratic attorney told a reporter he didn't expect the Republicans to try to suppress
the minority vote at that point. "I think some of the advance publicity made it
impossible for them to do anything. . . . What they have done is, they have gotten
people out to vote."20
In fact, virtually nothing out of the ordinary was observed either by the
challengers or their monitors as the election took place. One of the challengers who
lived elsewhere in the city arrived around 5:15 a.m. at the polling site, a senior citizen
housing complex on Muhammad Ali Boulevard—a street named for the famous
Louisville native. For most of the day he sat quietly near a voting registration table as
black people filed in to vote. A photo of him in the newspaper depicted an older white
man with black women on either side of him, looking rather out of place. He admitted
to a reporter that he didn't know any of the voters. His being there, he allowed, didn't
"make much sense."21
Shortly after the polls closed that night, Republican Fletcher was declared the
winner of the gubernatorial contest by a ten-point margin statewide, although Chandler
16

Sheldon S. Shafer, "Group aims for higher turnout in black areas," The Courier-Journal (Louisville), 31
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Ibid.
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Ibid.
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narrowly carried Jefferson County.22 In a post-election analysis, a University of
Louisville political scientist compared turnout in the city with that in the 2002 mid-term
elections the year before. In predominantly white precincts, turnout fell 7 percent. In
predominantly black precincts as a whole, however, it was nearly identical with the
previous year's. The only precincts in which turnout actually rose were twenty-one
among the fifty-nine which the Republicans had originally targeted for challengers—a
pattern the political scientist attributed to a backlash against the Republicans' ballot
security program. However, Jack Richardson, the Jefferson County GOP chairman,
said he thought the party's program, along with the Democrats' response to it, spurred
Republican voters "in other parts of the county" to vote, and he vowed to send more
poll-watchers out the next year—a vow perhaps influenced by the fact that voters in the
targeted black precincts voted 8-1 in favor of Chandler and helped him carry the
county. True to his word, Richardson announced in July 2004 that the party planned to
place challengers “in predominantly Democratic precincts” in November.23
Ballot Security Programs Gone Bad: A Model
Ballot security programs have played a salient role in American politics over the
past half-century, as this Report will show. They sometimes are nothing more than
legitimate efforts to prevent vote fraud. But at other times they clearly involve attempts
to suppress minority votes. Virtually nothing has been written about either function of
these programs in the scholarly literature, however. Elections A to Z, John L. Moore’s
excellent encyclopedic guide to American elections, doesn’t contain an entry on them, or
refer to them in its index.24 Moore’s work is not alone in this respect.25
A list of key aspects of the events in Louisville might serve as a rough model for a
phenomenon that is the focus of this Report—excesses of ballot security programs, or
what might be called “ballot security programs gone bad.”
First, a group of Republicans planned and organized what they hoped would be a
well-publicized effort to place white Republicans primarily at black Democratic polling
places, ostensibly to protect against vote fraud through challenging anyone not qualified
to cast a ballot.
Second, while some of the Republican leaders first denied to reporters any
rationale for choosing the precincts in which to place challengers, and others insisted they
were not focusing on black precincts per se but on heavily Democratic ones, the ballot
security effort was clearly aimed at black neighborhoods far removed from the
overwhelmingly white Republican ones., as well as from white precincts in which many
Democratic votes were typically cast.
22

Michael Janofsky, "Kentucky Elects a Republican Governor," The New York Times, 5 Nov. 2003, A22;
Joseph Gerth, "Jefferson Turnout: Challengers likely raised black vote, observers say," The CourierJournal (Louisville), 6 Nov. 2003, A6.
23
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Joseph Gerth, “Some critics call plan intimidation,” The Courier-Journal (Louisville), 30 July 2004, 8B.
24
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25
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Third, some of the Republicans claimed they were concerned with ballot security
because of recent voting fraud in the same black precincts, although county officials
denied it. Perhaps more to the point, even Mr. Czerwonka, the Republican candidate who
made the allegation of fraud and who played a key role in getting Republican party
officials involved in ballot security efforts, had not claimed that all fifty-nine precincts
that his group hoped to blanket with challengers had engaged in vote fraud.
Fourth, although the Republican party’s legal right to place challengers in the
black precincts was not at issue, none of the Republicans had an answer to the question
posed by a black leader as to how a white Republican challenger living on the other side
of town would be able to determine—simply by watching blacks march up to the polling
place, sign in, and cast a ballot—whether these voters, whom they had presumably never
seen before and would probably never see again, were qualified to vote.
Fifth, the leadership in the black community was outraged to the point of holding
rallies, conducting a spirited get-out-the-vote drive, and denouncing the Republicans’
ballot security program as nothing more than a means of harassing black voters. Some of
the leadership found particularly galling the fact that what appeared to them as
harassment directed solely at their community was being organized by whites against a
racial minority many of whose members could vividly recall the disfranchisement of their
race during the era of Jim Crow, when southern Democrats were responsible for
preventing blacks from voting.
These features of the events in Louisville in the summer and fall of 2003 were by
no means unique to that time and place. On the contrary, forays by white, affluent pollwatchers or challengers into minority neighborhoods that the same whites would almost
never go into otherwise, in the name of “ballot security,” has been a prominent feature of
Republican political strategy for at least fifty years. On many occasions these forays on
Election Day have also been accompanied by other measures, such as posting at the polls
uniformed men, sometimes with badges or guns, who are intended to look like law
enforcement officers; posting off-duty police officers at the polls; photographing or
videotaping voters; aggressive, hostile questioning of potential voters or polling officials
in ways that can embarrass or humiliate; spreading false information about voting
requirements, candidates, and the election date in the days before the election;
challenging voters on the basis of inaccurate registration lists that disproportionately
winnow out low-income people; or a combination of these tactics. When successful,
these measures are a form of vote suppression, which is a polite term for the
disfranchisement of eligible minority voters.26
Moreover, ballot-security programs gone bad are often not simply the work of a
few renegades who are out of touch with the GOP leadership structure. On the contrary,
as this Report will demonstrate, evidence indicates that some of the unsavory practices of
ballot security efforts are approved or winked at by the top echelons of the party
hierarchy and conducted by well-educated professionals, particularly lawyers, and
sometimes paid for by the Republican National Committee.
It is not the contention of this Report that all Republican efforts to protect against
vote fraud are intended to suppress minority votes. Vote fraud occurs with some
26
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frequency in the United States today, although there have been almost no systematic
efforts to ascertain its incidence nationally or within states, or whether certain
populations or political parties are more likely to engage in it than others.27
Over the past half century there have been well-documented instances of
fraudulent practices in black and Latino precincts. There are also equally welldocumented instances of voter fraud in white Anglo precincts, as well. In the words of a
Republican state election official addressing lawyers for a Latino voting rights
organization, “although there is probably a larger number of problems regarding
minorities and the election process, fraud in Texas knows no race.”28 And there are, to
be sure, numerous Republican as well as Democratic perpetrators of fraud.29 Moreover,
even if vote fraud across the nation is gradually declining, as two political scientists have
recently argued, the fact remains that it still exists, and in close elections it can determine
the outcome.30 The purpose of this Report, therefore, is not to argue against members of
any political party taking reasonable steps to prevent ballot fraud. Rather, it is simply to
highlight efforts that appear to be designed primarily to intimidate, misinform, stigmatize,
and ultimately suppress the vote of minority citizens who are eligible to vote.
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CHAPTER II
RACE AND PARTY REALIGNMENT IN THE UNITED STATES
To appreciate the outrage of minority voters at the sort of programs exemplified
by events in Louisville, it is useful to understand the tremendous sea change that has
gradually taken place in American politics—one that has fundamentally restructured
partisan alignments and played an important role in the Republican ascendancy during
the last third of the Twentieth Century.
What happened, in essence, was a reversal of the roles the two major parties had
played from the end of the Civil War to the New Deal. During that period of roughly
eighty years, the Republican Party was identified as “the party of Lincoln.” Particularly
in the eyes of African Americans, the GOP was seen as responsible not only for
emancipation but also for Reconstruction, events in which Republicans had provided the
leadership necessary to pass the Civil War Amendments giving civil rights—including
voting rights—to blacks. The Democratic Party, particularly in the South, took the lead
in curtailing those same rights for many African Americans. In consequence, most
blacks who could still vote, from the Nineteenth Century on, gave strong support to the
national Republican Party until the election of Franklin Roosevelt presaged the rising
influence of a northern faction of the Democratic Party concerned with the needs of the
poor, the working class, and ethnic and racial minorities. By the 1940s a racially and
economically liberal wing of the Democratic Party began to emerge even in the
South—one that was concerned with securing the right of blacks (and in Texas, Latinos)
to be treated as equal citizens.1
As the post-World War II civil rights movement gathered momentum, liberal
factions of both parties gradually joined in common cause to attack the barriers blacks
faced nationwide. This bipartisan coalition—encouraged by the monumental 1954
Brown decision (handed down by a unanimous Supreme Court whose chief justice was a
Republican); by two Congressional civil rights acts in 1957 and 1960 passed by Congress
with bipartisan support and signed by a Republican president; and by the growing mass
protest movement—gradually set its sights on abolishing the southern Jim Crow
institutions that, under state law, continued both to prevent blacks from receiving equal
treatment in public accommodations and to prevent blacks from voting. Put differently,
by the late 1950s racial progressives of both parties were sufficiently numerous and
sufficiently concerned with racial justice to collaborate more and more effectively in
efforts to achieve it.2
This bipartisanship on civil rights continued with passage of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964—which outlawed the southern Jim Crow laws—and the Voting Rights Act of
1965, a tough new law guaranteeing the right to vote through effective, wide-ranging
enforcement mechanisms overseen by the U.S. Department of Justice. The most
cohesive bloc of Democrats voting against both laws consisted of southern white
1
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legislators—a fact that was deeply troubling to Lyndon Johnson, the southern Democratic
president whose superb leadership on racial matters at that crucial point in American
history was in large measure responsible for the so-called “Second Reconstruction.”3
Reversing the Democrats’ successful efforts during and after the first
Reconstruction to wall blacks out of public life, these two laws presented tantalizing
possibilities to the two parties, both of which consisted of a liberal and conservative
wing. The conservative Democrats were based disproportionately in the South, and the
whites in that region, led by such figures as Mississippi Senator James Eastland, Alabama
Governor George Wallace, and South Carolina Senator Strom Thurmond—the latter of
whom had headed a “Dixiecrat” third-party presidential ticket in 1948 to protest civil
rights planks in the national Democratic Party’s platform—fought hard to maintain racial
segregation and black disfranchisement. Their rallying cry was “states’ rights,”
shorthand for the maintenance of the Jim Crow system. Liberal Republicans, such as
New York Governor Nelson Rockefeller, Pennsylvania Senator Hugh Scott and Governor
William Scranton, and Connecticut Senator Prescott Bush (father and grandfather of men
who as presidential candidates would actively court southern whites, sometimes with
racial appeals), were concentrated in the Northeast. Many in the progressive Republican
leadership ranks belonged to the wealthy Eastern Seaboard establishment. There were, of
course, sections of the nation in which conservative Republicans were gaining strength,
such as the southwestern states—particularly Texas, Arizona, and California—areas
where “Anglos,” or non-Hispanic whites, were worried by the potential growth of the
Hispanic population, which tended to vote Democratic.
Republicans nationally were at a crossroads with regard to party ideology
generally and racial strategy in particular. While blacks had gradually begun to desert the
party of Lincoln from the New Deal on, their voting patterns in the 1950s had
demonstrated that they were not securely in the Democratic camp. In 1956 Dwight
Eisenhower, whose Democratic opponent Adlai Stevenson had soft-pedaled civil rights to
pacify southern whites, received 40 percent of the black vote (and as much as 60 percent
in many southern black communities).4 And while Kennedy won about 70 percent of the
black vote in 1960, that support could not be attributed to a significantly stronger civil
rights posture than Nixon’s—there was little distinction between them on that score—but
primarily to Kennedy’s having sent a letter expressing concern to Coretta Scott King
when her husband had been sentenced, on a technicality, to four months in a backwater
Georgia prison for participating in a sit-in at an Atlanta restaurant. (Neither Nixon nor
President Eisenhower expressed concern.)5
The racially liberal wing of the GOP saw that the black vote was not firmly
Democratic and estimated that, in close elections such as the one in 1960, a unified black
vote could provide the margin of victory in certain key northern states. Republican
advocates of civil rights therefore urged it to remain true to its tradition as the party of
Lincoln. They argued that the best course of action, not only for narrow partisan
purposes but for the sake of racial justice, was to support the civil rights struggle, destroy
the Jim Crow system, and not cede this important voting bloc to the Democrats.
3
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Republican conservatives, on the other hand, saw a great opportunity to entice
into their party the southern white Democrats who had so desperately—and sometimes
murderously—tried to maintain Jim Crow. The whites in the eleven states of the old
Confederacy were more numerous than those of the nation’s blacks, and—even more
important—southern whites greatly outnumbered blacks in the southern states, although
blacks were disproportionately concentrated there. The Republican national convention
in 1964 would become a referendum of sorts on which strategy the party would
pursue—not only in that year’s presidential campaign but, as it turned out, in succeeding
campaigns right into the Twenty-first Century. The top contenders for the nomination
were New York Governor Nelson Rockefeller and Pennsylvania Governor William
Scranton, representing the civil rights wing of the party, and Arizona Senator Barry
Goldwater, whose hard-right positions on a host of issues gave the convention a dramatic
choice.
Goldwater and the Republican Southern Strategy
Goldwater, a native Arizonan and heir to a department store fortune in Phoenix,
was a libertarian conservative, deeply suspicious of the federal government except for
purposes of national defense. On racial matters, however, he had liberal instincts,
supporting local integration efforts in Phoenix, a city which in the 1950s had a small
black and Latino population.6 Even so, he was on record by 1960 as favoring a “states’
rights” solution to school desegregation and opposing on that basis the U.S. Supreme
Court’s recently decided Brown v. Board of Education decision. The tenor of his
speeches to southerners in the presidential election that year caused presidential candidate
Kennedy on one occasion to refer to Goldwater’s “Confederate uniform that he has been
using in the South.”7
The following year, 1961, Goldwater went a step further, blaming Nixon’s defeat
on his progressive civil rights plank, which Nixon had adopted at the urging of Governor
Rockefeller.8 Also in 1961, speaking to the Republican Southern States Regional
Conference in Atlanta, Goldwater said, “I wouldn’t like to see my party assume that it is
the role of the Federal Government to enforce integration in the schools.” This statement
occurred four years after President Eisenhower, by mobilizing federal troops to ensure
the desegregation of Little Rock High School in Arkansas, had done just that—an action
Goldwater had criticized.9 The senator then went on to tell the same audience, “We’re
not going to get the Negro vote as a bloc in 1964 and 1968, so we ought to go hunting
where the ducks are.”10 In short, Goldwater seemed ready to point his party in a very
different direction on civil rights policy from the one it had traditionally taken.
In the wake of events in Birmingham in the summer of 1963, when the city’s
Commissioner of Public Safety, Bull Connor, directed that dogs, fire hoses, and clubwielding policemen be used to quell peaceful civil rights protests in that Alabama city,
President Kennedy delivered what has been called “the most memorable speech of his
6
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presidency,” defending the civil rights of African Americans.11 A few days later, on June
19, Kennedy sent a comprehensive civil rights bill to Congress—one much stronger than
the bill he had initially sent the previous February. However, civil rights advocates
feared that Goldwater’s rise to national prominence would cause Kennedy to proceed
cautiously and perhaps compromise key provisions. That fall Andrew Young, an aide to
the Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr., told him that Kennedy’s moderation on civil
rights—and that of his brother Robert—reflected their fear that Goldwater would be the
Republican presidential candidate in 1964. The Kennedys’ effort “to maintain a more
moderate image,” Young told King, “could do us a great deal of harm between now and
the ’64 elections.”12
Shortly thereafter, President Kennedy was assassinated, and Lyndon Johnson, his
successor, made passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 a top legislative priority. He
made it clear that he would use his formidable knowledge and skills developed as a U.S.
Senator to shepherd it through Congress intact. As summarized by political scientists
Edward Carmines and James Stimson, the bill
Barred discrimination in public facilities and accommodations, granted the attorney general the
power to initiate suits against public schools that practiced segregation, forbade job discrimination
by employers or unions, extended efforts to assure the right to vote, allowed the Justice
Department to sue to desegregate state and local facilities, and provided that federal funds would
be withheld from any federally funded program or activity that practiced discrimination.13

The historical context in which the bill was debated was extraordinary. That
summer Mississippi Klansmen “were responsible for at least 35 shooting incidents and 6
murders, the burnings of 65 homes and churches, and the beatings of at least 80 [civil
rights] volunteers,” according to the historian Joshua Zeitz. 14 It was the summer young
civil rights workers Andrew Goodman, Michael Schwerner, and James Cheney, two
whites and a black, were murdered in Neshoba County, Mississippi. The House of
Representatives voted by a margin of 290 to 130 in favor of the bill. A larger proportion
of Republican representatives (78 percent) than Democrats (61 percent) supported it. The
strongest opposition in both parties came from southerners. In the Senate, southern
senators led the longest filibuster in history against it. Finally, in June a vote for
cloture—then requiring a two-thirds majority—brought the filibuster to an end. In this
vote, too, a higher proportion of Republicans than Democrats voted affirmatively. Only 6
of the 33 Republicans voted against cloture and thus for continuing the southerners’
filibuster. Goldwater was one of them. Then a final roll-call vote on the bill was taken
on June 19, and it passed 73 to 27, with Goldwater again voting no. His was one of only
eight no votes from outside the South.15 Why did he do so? The Republican southern
“duck hunting” strategy undoubtedly played a part. But perhaps there were other causes
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as well. A friend of the senator told President Nixon’s counsel, John Dean, that
Goldwater had explained his vote this way:
[H]e said he had sought the best legal advice he could get, at the time, as to whether the law was
constitutional. He said he was advised that it was unconstitutional, and likely would be so found
by the Supreme Court. His advice came from the most conservative lawyer he’d ever met—Bill
Rehnquist.16

It is almost impossible to convey, in 2004, how important the passage of the 1964
Civil Rights Act was perceived to be at the time—both by advocates of civil rights and by
segregationists. It was one of those defining watershed moments in American
history—“a time to stand and be counted,” in the words of presidential campaign
historian Theodore H. White. “Barry Goldwater stood in Washington to be counted.
And he voted against cloture, in effect voting against the Civil Rights Bill (which he was
to do nine days later); and also, in effect, declaring that the apparent Republican nominee
for the Presidency was unalterably opposed to intervention by the Federal Government to
secure the human liberties and civil rights of all its citizens, black or white, in any state
where such fundamental rights might have been denied by previous Constitutional
interpretation of states’ rights.”17
“Almost overnight,” historian Adam Fairclough writes, “the South’s elaborate
structure of racial segregation collapsed. Jim Crow had finally expired.”18 When
Goldwater was nominated as the Republican standard-bearer on July 15, less than two
weeks after Johnson had signed the Act, the Rev. King denounced the event as
“unfortunate and disastrous.” Goldwater, King said, “articulates a philosophy which
gives aid and comfort to the racist.”19 As if to bear him out, the only states in addition to
Arizona to give their electoral votes to Goldwater in November were the five Deep South
states of Mississippi, Alabama, South Carolina, Louisiana, and Georgia, in which a
relatively small proportion of African Americans were able to vote. (Less than 1 percent
of voting-age blacks in Mississippi were registered to vote in 1964, a state in which
Goldwater received 87 percent of the total vote.)20
The Southern Strategy Endures
LBJ’s landslide victory in November appeared initially to be an overwhelming
repudiation of Goldwater’s racial conservatism, as did the strong bipartisan support the
next year for the Voting Rights Act. But appearances were deceiving. Gradually, the
influence of the civil rights wing of the Republican Party began to shrivel, partly because
the Democrats continued to champion civil rights (thus maintaining strong black
16
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support), partly because many succeeding Republican candidates and almost all
Republican presidents made racial appeals—some subtle, some otherwise—to southern
whites still angry at federal abolition of the Jim Crow system, the re-enfranchisement of
African Americans, and various federal policies supported by Democrats seen as giving
special consideration to blacks.21
One of the least subtle of these appeals was presidential candidate Ronald
Reagan’s decision to launch his post-convention campaign in 1980 by appearing at the
Neshoba, Mississippi, County fair—the county still notorious for the murders of
Goodman, Schwerner, and Cheney.22 The fair, first organized in 1889, had a long
tradition of featuring segregationist politicians as speakers. Reagan, who was wellknown for having voiced opposition to both the 1964 Civil Rights Act and the 1965
Voting Rights Act, gave a speech advocating “states’ rights” to the almost all-white
audience of 10,000, which responded with thunderous applause.23
In summary, the election of 1964 is crucial to understanding the dynamics of
partisan politics in the forty subsequent years. The American party system, observe
Carmines and Stimson, “was fundamentally transformed during the mid-1960s. The
progressive racial tradition in the Republican Party gave way to racial conservatism, and
the Democratic Party firmly embraced racial liberalism. These changes unleashed
political forces that permanently reshaped the contours of American politics.”24
The national black and Latino leadership, as well as many of the rank-and-file in
minority communities across the nation, are still poignantly aware of the role race has
played in transforming the American party structure over the past generation. The efforts
of some Republicans to focus ballot security programs primarily in black and Latino
neighborhoods thus rubs salt in old wounds. To many minority voters, it is as though the
historic animus towards their racial and ethnic groups harbored by segregationist white
Democrats of yore has been passed on to modern white Republicans, and finds dramatic
expression in the behavior of “ballot security activists” in minority precincts at election
time. Acting on an unproven stereotype of minority precincts as rife with fraud and
chicanery, such Republicans eagerly send teams into these precincts to “observe,” to
challenge—and sometimes to misinform and to intimidate—racial and ethnic minority
voters, who still live in the shadow of massive historical disfranchisement.
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CHAPTER III
THE REHNQUIST CONFIRMATION HEARINGS:
SHEDDING LIGHT ON BALLOT SECURITY PROGRAMS IN ARIZONA
GOP ballot security programs gained national attention in the fall of 1971, after
President Richard Nixon nominated William H. Rehnquist to the U.S. Supreme Court.
The nomination surprised observers. Nixon and his staff had kept their consideration of
Rehnquist quiet, and Nixon, in fact, had decided on him only the day before the public
announcement.1 His hesitation and secrecy was a consequence of previous confirmation
battles. Opposition in 1969 to Nixon’s Supreme Court nominees, conservative
southerners Clement Haynsworth and G. Harrold Carswell, forced the president to
withdraw their names. A weary Senate later confirmed Harry Blackmun and Warren
Burger.2 In 1971 few senators opposed Nixon’s nomination of Lewis Powell, but public
concern about Rehnquist’s stance on civil rights arose soon after the surprise
announcement. Opponents believed he had worked against civil rights, and part of the
evidence they offered was information about his involvement in the Arizona Republican
Party and GOP ballot security programs.
Rehnquist became active in the Arizona Republican Party after completing his
clerkship for Supreme Court Justice Robert H. Jackson in June 1953.3 It was an exciting
time to join the Arizona GOP. The state had become a Democratic stronghold in the
1930s, with the number of Republican registered voters declining to an all-time low of 12
percent by 1940.4 The narrow victories of Republicans Barry Goldwater to the U.S.
Senate and John Rhodes to the U.S. House of Representatives (the first Arizona
1
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Republican ever elected to the U.S. House) in 1952 revived the state’s competitive twoparty system. Particularly noteworthy was the fact that Goldwater defeated Ernest
McFarland, the Democratic majority leader of the Senate. Republicans also made sharp
inroads in the state legislature that year, and the GOP was suddenly a force to be
reckoned with in Arizona. Goldwater won a landslide victory in 1958, although
Arizona’s black precincts voted heavily against him.5 He won this election, in part, with
the help of volunteers like Rehnquist and Sandra Day O’Connor—bright, aspiring white
professionals who wanted to build a national Republican party reflecting their
conservative values.6
Several factors aided the Republicans. Conservative newcomers from other
states, hardworking volunteers, a pro-GOP press, and popular candidates like Barry
Goldwater contributed to their success. They also benefited from a split in the
Democratic Party between liberal activists, many of whom had moved to Arizona after
1945, and the so-called Pinto Democrats, traditional conservatives who were alienated by
the national Democratic Party’s increasing support for black civil rights.7
Nonetheless, while Republicans made steady progress after 1952, electoral
contests in the state remained highly competitive.8 In this context, blacks and Latinos
played an important role. Both groups on the whole were desperately poor. Their
situation—as measured by the degree of residential and school segregation, exclusion
from public accommodations by an informal Jim Crow system, and exclusion as well
from the local political system—was not all that different from that of blacks in the
South.9 Barry Goldwater’s butler, Otis Burns, told an interviewer many years later that
the city “wasn’t any better than a southern town.”10
Blacks in 1960 made up 4.8 percent of Phoenix’s residents, having declined from
6.5 percent in 1940. Residents with Hispanic surnames, while growing in numbers along
with the general population, composed 8.2 percent in 1960.11 For various reasons,
including their low socioeconomic status and their younger average age, these two groups
composed a much smaller percentage of the city’s actual voters—probably less than 10
percent combined.
5
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Still, in spite of their small proportion of the electorate, Republicans took minority
voters seriously—not as a group to be won over, but as one that could frustrate their aims,
particularly when elections were tight. Historical memory also came into play.
Democrats, after all, had taken over the state in the 1930s with the support of new voters
and Latinos. And blacks had demonstrated they were not Goldwater fans.12
It is in this context that ballot security measures in Phoenix and elsewhere in
Maricopa County, made famous by the Rehnquist hearings, can best be understood. The
Republicans were especially blessed at this time with a perfect rationale for focusing on
minority, low-income precincts that just happened to vote Democratic: a state law
requiring that voters be literate in English. This law had been enacted shortly after
statehood, as one historian described it, “to limit ‘the ignorant Mexican vote’. . . . As
recently as the 1960s, registrars applied the test to reduce the ability of blacks, Indians,
and Hispanics to register to vote.” The literacy test would continue in use until
prohibited by the Voting Rights Act of 1965. However, the state of Arizona went to
court and succeeded in getting it reinstated. Amendments to the Voting Rights Act in
1970 imposed a temporary nationwide ban on literacy tests, and this became permanent
as a result of a 1971 court decision. The Arizona legislature did not officially repeal the
test until 1972—the year Rehnquist became a member of the Supreme Court. But during
the Republican ascendancy in Arizona, the literacy test was a key tool of minority vote
suppression. As Arizona political historian David Berman describes it:
Anglos sometimes challenged minorities at the polls and asked them to read and explain “literacy”
cards. Intimidators hoped to discourage minorities from standing in line to vote.13

Challenging Voters in Phoenix Minority Precincts
Experiments with ballot security in Phoenix began at least as early as 1954, but
the first large-scale ballot security drive took place in 1958 when the Arizona Republican
Party sent volunteers and party leaders to 90 percent of Maricopa county’s 220 polling
places in order to turn out the Republican vote and to challenge Democratic voters’
qualifications. The first basis for challenge was residency. Republicans had mailed
campaign literature to 18,000 Democrats marked “Do not forward” and “Return postage
guaranteed,” a tactic that the GOP would continue to use in various states for many years.
The returned mail was collected to form challenge lists. Equipped with these lists of
voters whose current address apparently did not correspond to their address of
registration, GOP challengers tried to disqualify the Democratic voters if they showed up
at the polls.14 In terms of minority voting rights, a serious problem with this tactic was
12
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that, in general, there are many reasons why a “Do Not Forward” letter can be returned:
it might have been delivered to the wrong address, for example; or the registration list the
challengers worked with might have been out of date or inaccurate. Moreover, partisan
activists can make mistakes—unintentional or otherwise—in matching the names on the
returned letters with the names on the registration lists they are using.
Voting rights lawyer Dayna Cunningham has marshaled evidence to raise serious
questions about the fairness of challenges or purges based on address verification.
Among the most important of these is simply poor mail delivery in such areas. Both
Internal Revenue Service and census data “suggest that a major contributor to low
response rates in minority communities may be ineffective mail delivery,” she writes.15
Yet once a voter’s name is on the Republicans’ challenge list, he or she is the target of a
challenge on Election Day, even if qualified to vote. Each voter confronted by a
challenge slows down the line. And, depending on how self-confident the voter (and how
knowledgeable about the voting process), and how aggressive the challenger, the voter
will either persevere or give up.
The second basis for challenge in 1958 was literacy: voters had to be able to read
from the U.S. Constitution, if challenged. On Election Day, Republicans sent challengers
to confront potential voters with passages from this document. According to witnesses,
the challengers (described as Anglos) flanked voters (described as blacks or Latinos, and
often elderly) and asked them to read aloud a passage from the Constitution printed out
on a note card. If the voter refused or could not read satisfactorily, the challengers often
asked the person to leave the voting line, although the law stipulated that the challenger
could not harass or intimidate the voter.16 To make matters even more confusing in this
particular election, contrary to the law, the Maricopa Republican county chairman
assigned poll-watchers and challengers to selected precincts, when the official precinct
committee had sole legal jurisdiction to do so.17
Opponents of these practices argued that the GOP ballot security programs
attempted to disfranchise qualified minority voters. Richard G. Kleindienst, Arizona
GOP chairman in the late 1950s and later Attorney General under President Nixon,
denied it, and claimed in 1962 that Republicans “challenge in precincts where it has been
demonstrated in the past that some parts of the Democratic organization in Maricopa
County try to crowd into the polls at the last minute people who are not qualified to
vote.” The Arizona Republic only mentioned southside minority precincts, however, as
was compiled on the basis of returned mailings to registered Republicans. See Bill King, “Postcards
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the ones in which Republican challengers were active that year. County Democratic
chairman Vince Maggiore claimed that some of the challengers were arrogating authority
reserved for precinct election officials. “There should be no place in Arizona for
deliberate attempts to impede the voting of groups which have fought so hard for their
rights,” he said. Other Democrats claimed some Republican challengers were asking
voters to read sections of the Constitution “containing a lot of big and difficult words.”18
This interparty dispute over the focus and rationale of GOP ballot security efforts
continues into the present century.
Events at a Polling Place in 1962: The 1971 Hearings
Rehnquist’s involvement in these disputed ballot security programs came to light
near the end of the 1971 Judiciary Committee hearings when five witnesses sent sworn
affidavits accusing him of challenging and harassing voters with literacy tests in the
predominantly black Bethune precinct in 1964.19 Although they seem to have confused
Rehnquist with Wayne Bentson, a Republican who challenged voters to read from his
note card at the Bethune precinct in 1962 and was involved in a scuffle with a
Democratic Party representative that year, accurate information that Rehnquist had
trained GOP challengers prevented the Senate from ignoring the charges.20 The fact that
the FBI had investigated voting interference in Arizona in the 1960s; relevant testimony
from Clarence Mitchell, director of the NAACP Washington Bureau and legislative
18
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chairman for the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights; and a letter from Superior Court
Judge Charles L. Hardy explaining in general terms how some of the state’s voters were
intimidated in 1962, prompted the Senate to submit written questions to Rehnquist.21
Judge Hardy’s letter shed a harsh light on the GOP ballot security activities:
In each precinct [with overwhelmingly Democratic registrants] every black or Mexican person was
being challenged on this latter ground [that he or she was unable to read the Constitution of the
United States in the English language] and it was quite clear that this type of challenging was a
deliberate effort to slow down the voting so as to cause people awaiting their turn to vote to grow
tired of waiting and leave without voting. In addition, there was a well organized campaign of
outright harassment and intimidation to discourage persons from attempting to vote. In the black
and brown areas, handbills were distributed warning persons that if they were not properly
qualified to vote they would be prosecuted. There were squads of people taking photographs of
voters standing in line waiting to vote and asking for their names[.] There is no doubt in my mind
that these tactics of harassment, intimidation and indiscriminate challenging were highly improper
and violative of the spirit of free elections.”22

The Senate committee’s questions on ballot security issues concerned Rehnquist’s
involvement in elections from 1958 to 1968. Rehnquist was asked if he had ever
personally challenged voters; if he had trained or counseled poll-watchers or challengers;
if he had explained the bases on which proper challenges could be made; if he had ever
prepared, selected, or advised on the use of printed passages from the Constitution for
literacy challenges; when such practices came to his attention; and if he thought the
practices lawful or took action to curb them. Rehnquist responded: “In none of these
years did I personally engage in challenging the qualifications of any voters.” He denied
recruiting challengers but admitted that he had spoken at a challengers’ school to train
them.23 He also distanced himself from the practice of literacy challenges, which he
asserted he never prepared, selected, or advised on. "No such practice came to my
attention until sometime on Election Day, 1962,” Rehnquist claimed. “The manner in
which I saw this type of challenge being used, when I visited one precinct, struck me as
amounting to harassment and intimidation, and I advised the Republican challenger to
stop using these tactics.”24
Rehnquist also claimed that when he saw one Republican challenger “going down
the line and requiring prospective voters to read some passage of the Constitution, rather
than presenting his challenge to the Election Board in an orderly way,” that he “advised
him to stop this practice, and to make any challenges in the manner provided by the
law."25 In response to Judge Hardy’s description of GOP challengers in 1962 deliberately
slowing down voting lines to discourage people from voting, and intimidating and
21
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harassing voters by photographing them and recording their names, Rehnquist explained
that before 1962 Republican challengers concerned themselves with preventing
unregistered persons or persons who had moved from voting. “I did not realize the
change in emphasis of some of the Republican challengers in 1962 until sometime during
Election Day of that year. I therefore feel that there was no connection between my role
and the circumstances related by Judge Hardy."26
Rehnquist’s sworn response forced senators to decide whether they believed the
nominee—who stated he had neither intimidated and harassed voters nor supported such
ballot security measures—or whether they believed his opponents, who linked him to
GOP ballot security efforts but who could not prove that Rehnquist himself had harassed
and intimidated voters. (Affidavits from witnesses in the 1971 hearings confused
Rehnquist with Bentson and the year 1964 with 1962.) John P. Frank, “a leading
constitutional and Supreme Court expert” in Phoenix, wrote in the Washington Post that
Rehnquist “has been an intellectual force for reaction. . . . He honestly doesn’t believe in
civil rights and will oppose them.”27 The American Civil Liberties Union joined the
debate, breaking a fifty-two year position of never opposing a nominee for public office,
when it publicly called for the defeat of Rehnquist as “a dedicated opponent of individual
civil liberties.”28
The Court had been in session since early October with two vacancies. And a
national debate on Rehnquist’s resistance to civil rights brought attention and controversy
to the hearings. The senators were under pressure, and a vote was finally taken. It was
not an easy confirmation for Rehnquist: 68 senators sided with him and 26 with his
opponents. Lewis Powell’s simultaneous confirmation was much more decisive at 89-1.29
Events at a Polling Place in 1962: 1986 Hearings
Publicity about ballot security programs in Arizona resurfaced in 1986 when
President Reagan nominated Rehnquist for Chief Justice. Ironically, 1986 was the same
year the GOP was involved in a major scandal regarding efforts to disfranchise blacks in
Louisiana using a type of return-mail registration verification Arizona Republicans had
used in the 1950s.30 This time Rehnquist’s opponents were better organized and more
credible. During his confirmation hearings, Senator Edward Kennedy of Massachusetts
charged that Rehnquist “led a Republican Party ballot security program designed to
disenfranchise minority voters” in the early 1960s.
In accord with a 1971 New York Times article stating that Rehnquist was cochairman of the GOP ballot security program in 1960, as well as chairman of the lawyer’s
committee of the Maricopa County Republican Party who also trained challengers in
1962, and chairman of the ballot security program in 1964, Kennedy asserted that
Rehnquist “held a high and responsible position in the election day apparatus from at
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least 1960 to 1964, a period that saw very substantial harassment and intimidation of
voters in minority group precincts.”31
New and credible witnesses also testified or submitted sworn affidavits about
Rehnquist’s roles in ballot security programs. James Brosnahan, an Assistant U.S.
Attorney in Arizona in 1962, later a U.S. Attorney, and in 1986 senior partner in a San
Francisco law firm (with cases before the Supreme Court), provided the strongest
refutation of Rehnquist’s sworn statements. During the Judiciary Committee hearings, he
explained that he had not come forward in 1971 because he had not known that events in
south Phoenix in 1962 were a focus of the hearings.32
Unlike previous witnesses at the earlier hearings who mistook Rehnquist for
another challenger, Brosnahan knew Rehnquist personally. He had attended bar
association functions with him and had introduced his wife to him.33 Brosnahan testified
that he did not personally see Rehnquist challenge voters. However, in his official
capacity as an Assistant U.S. Attorney, he was called to a polling place in 1962 in order
to investigate claims of harassment. “At that polling place, I saw William Rehnquist,
who was known to me as an attorney in the city of Phoenix,” Brosnahan asserted.34
Rehnquist, he said, was the only challenger present when he arrived. The atmosphere
was very tense, and the voters waiting in line told him that Rehnquist was challenging,
and they complained about the aggressiveness of the challenging. Brosnahan talked with
Rehnquist who “did not deny he was a challenger. At that time in 1962, he did not raise
any question about credentials or any of that. He did not deny that."35
Brosnahan further testified that while talking to Rehnquist about the complaints
against him, Rehnquist’s comments indicated that he had been challenging voters.36
Brosnahan stated his views on events in south Phoenix in 1962. “Based on interviews
with voters, polling officials, and my fellow assistant U.S. attorneys, it was my opinion in
1962 that the challenging effort was designed to reduce the number of black and Hispanic
31
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voters by confrontation and intimidation.”37 “The thrust of the effort,” he continued later,
“was to confront voters, to challenge them, in hope that they would be intimidated, that
they would not stand in line, that they would be fearful that maybe they would be
embarrassed.”38
Other witnesses corroborated Brosnahan’s testimony that the nominee challenged
minority voters in Phoenix and that the effects of those challenges were intimidating. Dr.
Sydney Smith, a professor of psychology and former professor at Arizona State
University, was not certain if it was Election Day in 1960 or 1962, but he was certain he
heard Rehnquist tell two black voters in line, after asking them to read, “You have no
business in this line trying to vote. I would ask you to leave.”39 Melvin Mirkin, an
attorney in Phoenix who supported Rehnquist’s nomination, testified that he saw
Rehnquist intimidate voters by encouraging them to leave the line at a minority polling
place and by instructing Republican challengers loudly enough for voters to hear that
unregistered or illiterate people would not be allowed to vote.40
These charges became a central obstacle to Rehnquist’s confirmation as Chief
Justice. He again denied them and claimed that his recollection was not good enough to
give more detailed information.41 When Kennedy asked Rehnquist if he challenged
individuals, Rehnquist replied: “I don’t think you—I think it was simply watching the
vote being counted.” Kennedy bore in: “Well you’d remember whether you challenged
them now, Mr. Justice, wouldn’t you. Did you at any time challenge any individual?”
Rehnquist tried to explain that a challenger was authorized by law to go to a polling place
most often to watch the vote being counted. Kennedy then read aloud from Rehnquist’s
1971 affidavit in which the nominee swore that he did not intimidate or harass voters or
encourage such behavior in 1964 or at any other time from 1958-1968. “So you might
have challenged them,” Kennedy queried, “but you didn’t intimidate or harass them, I
guess is the way I should conclude.” Rehnquist responded: “Well, I’ve answered all of
your questions the best I can, I think.” Kennedy did not press further for an answer.42
Senators again faced the choice of siding with Rehnquist or his opponents, only
this time they had to decide whether a sitting Supreme Court Justice rather than a mere
nominee to the court was lying. In making their decision, senators had to sort through
confusing aspects of Rehnquist’s testimony. In 1986 Kennedy pressed Rehnquist on his
1971 affidavit in which Rehnquist wrote: “In none of these years [1958-1968] did I
personally engage in challenging the qualifications of any voters.”43 This carefully
crafted statement did not mean that Rehnquist denied ever having been involved in the
process of challenging voters at the polls. It seemed to mean that he did not personally
confront or question them during those years. He could have presented a challenge to the
37
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election board official “in the manner provided by the law,” and the official would have
personally challenged the voter.44 This, of course, contradicted the testimony of
Brosnahan and Smith. There was also a question of chronology. Rehnquist denied
“personally challenging” voters between 1958 and 1968, but according to a New York
Times article, he admitted that he may have personally questioned voters’ literacy in
1954.45
Senators also had to decide what defined harassment and intimidation in the
context of legal literacy challenges to Arizona voters before 1964. Stuart Taylor, a
journalist for The New York Times, opined that Rehnquist may not have equated
challenging with stopping people in line at polling places and asking them to demonstrate
their qualifications.46 John Dean, former counsel to President Nixon, who claims he was
the first to suggest Rehnquist as a candidate for the court in 1971, believes “that
Rehnquist was not truthful about his activities in challenging voters.” But he added,
contrary to the testimony of Brosnahan and others, “I don’t believe Rehnquist ‘harassed’
black voters ever, for that is not his style or nature. Yet I have no doubt he challenged
black voters at a time when it was perfectly legal in Arizona to do so.”47 Rehnquist’s
careful language and his status as a sitting Supreme Court Justice were persuasive in the
end. He was confirmed as Chief Justice.
Yet while the 1986 hearings did not prevent his elevation to Chief Justice, they
dramatically brought attention to the Republican Party’s practice of purposefully
targeting and intimidating minority voters under the guise of ballot security in the 1950s
and 1960s. And they raised the question of how common that practice was a quarter
century later, when Rehnquist was being grilled about it. To get a historical grasp of
ballot security and vote suppression by the GOP since Rehnquist’s days as an activist
lawyer, it is useful to examine the 1964 presidential election and the momentum the
Republican ballot security program provided to such efforts in later years.
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CHAPTER IV
BALLOT SECURITY IN THE GOLDWATER CAMPAIGN:
OPERATION EAGLE EYE
Near the time of the controversial events in which Justice Rehnquist figured in
1962, the Republican National Committee (RNC) incorporated a new, nationwide ballot
security program called “Operation Eagle Eye” into its national strategy to win elections
after Nixon’s narrow defeat in 1960. Republican leaders were convinced that voting
irregularities in Texas and Illinois cost Nixon the election, the most closely decided
presidential contest in history in terms of popular votes, and they were determined that
fraud would not defeat their candidate in the future. (Evidence suggests the Daley
machine in Chicago probably did steal the vote for Kennedy in Illinois. In Texas,
however, irregularities favoring Democrats appeared to be counterbalanced by those
favoring Republicans. Nixon needed both states to win in the electoral college.)1
Operation Eagle Eye, outlined in the RNC’s 1964 ballot security handbook for party
officials and volunteers, surpassed all previous attempts to organize and coordinate
Republican efforts to monitor and win elections.2
Prior to 1964, regional and local GOP officials like those in Arizona had
experimented with ballot security measures. Their success encouraged national GOP
leaders to launch nationwide programs.3 The RNC first organized Operation Eagle Eye
in 1962 to watch for vote fraud in the large cities.4 It was a trial run for the 1964 election,
1
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when Republican strategists pushed to have poll-watchers in every precinct in the country
(of which there were 176,500 in 1964).
Although the plan to cover every precinct proved to be overly ambitious, Eagle
Eye was highly successful, at least in terms of organization. In 1964 the party enlisted
the support of tens of thousands of volunteers to observe the election process. These
volunteers concentrated their efforts in thirty-six metropolitan areas where Democratic
majorities had overturned or threatened to overturn Republican leads built up in other
parts of the state.5 Eagle Eye’s concentration in Democratic metropolitan strongholds
followed the 1962 pattern, but the attempted extension of the program in 1964 to every
precinct in the nation was unprecedented. In largely rural Louisiana, for example, the
GOP aimed to have 2,000 poll-watchers for the state’s 2,219 precincts. In 1960, only 50
poll-watchers had worked Louisiana precincts.6
Hierarchies of Command
The RNC initiated the nationwide extension with a clear chain of command. At
the head of the Ballot Security Program stood Harlington Wood, deputy director for
ballot security, who worked under the director of political education and training
Raymond Humphreys and RNC chairman Dean Burch.7 Wood’s job was to promote the
institution of state ballot security programs and to coordinate the efforts of state ballot
security officers. Most of the responsibility for Republican ballot security programs fell
to these state officers who were appointed by the Republican state chairmen.
Because states have their own voting laws and control their own election
machinery, the state ballot security officer tailored the program to the particular
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circumstances of the state. After researching past voting irregularities and all state
electoral laws and regulations, the state officer was expected to establish training courses
for poll-watchers and, where permitted, challengers; to publicize the statewide ballot
security program (to deter voting irregularities); to provide for the Election Day security
network; and to act as a liaison with the national office. The state officer also divided the
state into geographic districts and appointed district ballot security officers with the
approval of the state chair. The district officer implemented the statewide program and
helped secure the appointment of county or city ballot security officers. These local
leaders recruited and trained volunteers in their own jurisdiction, publicized the local
program, and oversaw Election Day activities.8
The General Outline of the 1964 Ballot Security Program included the following
instructions:
• Create in each state an effective Ballot Security Organization under leadership
of the State Ballot Security Officer.
• Research and study State Election Laws, irregularities and errors, and how to
combat and correct.
• Attend national educational conferences for Ballot Security Officers.
• Observe and report pre-election violations.
• Recruit and train poll watchers and challengers, where permitted, to secure each
precinct.
• Appoint qualified and true Republicans as election officials in each precinct.
• Determine that registration is being properly conducted.
• Strive to improve canvassing methods to identify unqualified, non-existent
voters and eliminate them from the lists.
• Plan, schedule, supervise and teach training courses designed to eliminate fraud
and error for Republican election officials, watchers, and challengers.
• Prepare and distribute materials and check lists for study and reference by
precinct officials.
• Focus press attention on the problem and program.
• Secure effective cooperation of law enforcement officials.
• Set up an Election Day security network to advise and act on ballot irregularity
matters.
• Collect information in the event of prosecution or other proceedings following
an election.
• Determine that ballots and machines are safeguarded after the election.
• Develop new plans and ideas to improve future operations by Ballot Security
Officers, considering possible legislative amendments to improve the election laws for
future elections.9
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The new ballot security program was basically precinct politics writ large, and its
success depended on the precinct officials, poll-watchers, and, where permitted,
challengers. RNC leaders knew that the task they turned over to the states presented
unparalleled organizational challenges, so they encouraged state ballot security officers to
find loyal and energetic volunteers.10 Wood acknowledged in his Ballot Security
handbook that “it is obvious that this new effort, organized on such a scale and spreading
into and throughout each state will require much effort, thought, initiative, energy,
ingenuity, and pioneering which, under other circumstances, might be considered beyond
the ‘call of duty.’ This must be borne in mind when selecting officer personnel.” He
advised recruiting “physically and mentally capable ‘true’ Republicans,” from citizens’
groups, Young Republicans, Republican Women, Junior Chambers of Commerce, or
other civic groups.11
Keeping an Eagle Eye on Precinct Activities
The neighborhood activists and Republican precinct officials had several
responsibilities. Before Election Day, they were asked to conduct a thorough canvass to
eliminate from the lists all unqualified, deceased, transient, non-existent voters, or voters
who had moved. Part of this canvass involved traveling around the precinct to check that
vacant lots did not serve as voter addresses and that addresses were in fact residential
buildings. Wood recommended using first-class mailings with a return address and
instructions not to forward the mail in order to compile voter challenge lists—a tactic
likely to discriminate against minority and low-income registered voters, as noted in
Chapter III above. Referring to previous regional ballot security programs like those in
Arizona, he noted that this method “has been used to advantage . . . to secure revision of
voting lists.”12 Poll-watchers and challengers also had to become familiar with past
voting irregularities in their areas and with the state electoral laws. Wood included in his
1964 handbook an informative seven-page list of examples of fraud, irregularities,
problems, or errors encountered or alleged in previous elections.13
Wood also made clear to his readers that the poll-watchers and challengers “must
be encouraged to remain alert, and to immediately challenge whatever or whomever may
be suspicious, with politeness but firmness, and with courage and persistence.” They
should not be deterred even if others charged them with browbeating voters. As Wood
explained, “‘Browbeating’ is a common defense to cover irregularities.” Instructions for
watchers and challengers “must cover not only what to look for, but what action is to be
10
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taken, such as advising the election judge, the police officer on duty, calling election
officials, and the [County or City] Ballot Security Officer for help and advice. They must
remember to locate phones, and to have change ready in advance.” He also cautioned the
volunteers to “check the credentials of the others present, and not to surrender theirs to
anyone without proper authority.”14
Flying Squads, Command Posts, and Deterrence
When poll-watchers and challengers could not get adequate redress from precinct
officials or the election judge, they were supposed to call the party’s county or city ballot
security officers who had a staff to receive the information and to give advice and
assistance. The staff, Wood suggested, could include an influential businessman and
“roving teams of ‘inspectors,’ made up of lawyers, or others, or teams available for
immediate dispatch.”
The teams of lawyers, or “flying squads,” became quite popular in 1964.
Republicans dispatched them from what they called a “command post.” Some squads
served a single city; others covered an entire state. Oklahoma, for example, had three
command posts. If a command post received a report of flagrant election law violations,
the ballot security officer in that county investigated the complaint. If the complaint was
meritorious, the command post sent a team of lawyers, by plane if necessary (in which
case the squad was literally flying!), to protest or take other necessary action.15 The
flying squads had three main purposes: “to investigate, give first-hand advice and
assistance, and produce psychological deterrent.”16
Deterrence was an important part of the RNC program. Wood recognized that
roving teams had been used as effective deterrents in the past. He also recommended the
following as deterrents:
• Getting local press coverage about Republican organization, personnel, training,
and ballot security preparation.
• Calling attention to the law and criminal penalties involved with voter fraud and
“[m]aking known that the FBI may be involved in federal violations.”
• Submitting editorials to support ballot security programs.
• Using a camera as a prop.
• Having local press, law enforcement officials, or election officials come to the
polling site to investigate events.
• Securing press coverage of early events or incidents in later editions of news
17
media.
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Republicans used local press coverage effectively. There were so many
newspaper articles covering Eagle Eye in October and November 1964 that the ballot
security operation became quite well known before the election. This was intended. The
RNC sent suggested press releases to all state ballot security officers to encourage press
coverage in a uniform manner. The stated purpose was to publicize ballot security efforts
so that potential perpetrators of electoral fraud would be wary.
The Paraphernalia of Deterrence
RNC leaders also believed that the presence of cameras threatened Democratic
skulduggery. Like the flying squads, cameras were intended to create a psychological
deterrent. Republicans would continue to use cameras—including videocameras—at
polling places over the next forty years, although the Justice Department later warned
against their use.18 The Wall Street Journal reported that one GOP official in a southern
state planned to give cameras to his poll-watchers. In theory, The Journal wrote, the
poll-watchers “could obtain photographic evidence of flagrant irregularities, but the
official notes that even if the poll watchers don’t know how to use the cameras, potential
Democratic wrongdoers may be frightened off.”19 The fact that legitimate Democratic
voters might also be frightened off apparently did not concern the leadership. (In
Houston, Texas poll-watchers not only used cameras to photograph voters as they entered
the polls, but they also used tape recorders to capture conversations between election
judges and voters.) In Alice, Texas—deep in the southern, heavily Latino part of the
state—Republicans took pictures of voters entering three booths. The Houston Chronicle
reported that Republican county chairman Harold Wakehouse denied that his group had
sanctioned the picture-taking.20 He personally may not have, but the RNC certainly did.
In his third report to ballot security officers under the subtitle “Security Network,” Wood
simply stated, “Remember cameras.”21
The presence of law enforcement officers at election sites was believed to deter
electoral fraud too, but law enforcement was not the only reason for having officers on
hand. In his first report to ballot security officers across the country, Wood highly
recommended the Ballot Security Book of Louisiana, prepared by Jim Reeder, an attorney
in Shreveport and state ballot security officer. “We think you ought to have a copy as it
is an outstanding example of what each state can do to develop such a program to fit its
own laws and problems," Wood wrote.22 According to Stanley Penn of The Wall Street
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Journal, this book emphasized the pivotal role law officers can play in an election.
"Police cooperation is essential in efforts to prevent skulduggery and enforce the rules at
polling places,” Penn wrote.
Politicians are well aware that a police officer who is unfriendly to one party can
ignore its poll-watchers' complaints, while they know a party can often count on the help
of a sympathetic officer. In Louisiana, GOP poll-watchers and other party officials are
urged [here Penn quoted from Reeder’s book] “to make every effort to obtain the
cooperation of the sheriff and local police and law enforcement officers on Election
Day." The book adds, "We are advised that all sheriffs in the State of Louisiana, except
one, are sympathetic with Senator Goldwater's election. We should take full advantage
of this situation."23
Louisiana was not the only state to rely on law enforcement officers. According
to Wood, the Alabama state ballot security officer “found trouble” with his security
program so he offered a reward for the arrest and conviction of persons for certain
election violations.24
Election Day deterrents were to be planned carefully. Wood’s handbook
recommends ballot security officials “consider and plan in advance for the effective use
of cameras, radio, telephone, warning signs or posters, press, or other original ideas.
Some metropolitan areas have used cars with two way radio communication.”25 He also
counseled that “certain counties, target counties, in your area may require more attention
than others. Please advise which areas these may be.”26 The plan to target certain
counties required RNC officials to distance themselves from possible charges of
discrimination. “This program,” the handbook claimed, “is in no way intended to reflect
upon the character or reputation of any community, precinct, or individual, but only to
better the operation of the electoral process.”27 However, the ballot security programs did
not always “better the operation of the electoral process.” In many of the targeted
counties, Democrats complained that Republican poll-watchers and challengers caused
intentional delays and disruptions to discourage Democratic voters. Voters most often
mentioned as experiencing delays were African Americans, but elderly voters also faced
challengers who lengthened the time required to vote.28
The two parties were sharply divided over GOP ballot security drives. Democrats
claimed that Operation Eagle Eye was a deliberate attempt to intimidate voters, especially
ethnic minority voters. Republicans insisted its sole purpose was to prevent vote theft.
But of course ballot security programs were also a partisan effort to win elections, and
23
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this partisan motive sometimes conflicted with the stated motive of “goodgovernment.”.29
Quotas, Canvasses, and Election Day Tactics
GOP ballot security measures built on three other aspects of the RNC’s precinctpolitics strategy: establishing quotas for the number of Republican votes per precinct,
conducting a voter canvass, and preparing for Election Day. Like the new, nationwide
ballot security program, the precinct quota program was incorporated into the RNC
strategy after it proved successful in regional elections. Director of Political Education
and Training Ray Humphreys worked out the quota program in several congressional
campaigns. His 1962 success in North Carolina’s Eighth District established the pattern
for the national campaign in 1964. After assembling basic political data from previous
elections in the district, Republicans examined the data and assigned quotas for
Republican votes in each precinct, assuming a 10-percent increase over the previous four
years in voting population. GOP officials characterized the data the workers would
obtain as "direct, specific information so your vote hunt this fall can be with a rifle and
not a shotgun."30
In 1964, vote quotas were assigned for every state, county, and congressional
district in the country. State assessment was thorough, based on multiple factors
including the expected degree of support from blacks and other minorities.31 The general
idea behind the program was to concentrate campaign efforts where they would result in
the greatest pay-off in Republican votes. When this vote quota program was presented to
the state and local leaders at nine regional workshops, the state leaders were encouraged
to implement it by selecting target counties and target precincts where they would focus
their effort. Generally they were to be guided by the assumption that the greatest
potential for increasing the Republican vote would come from increasing the turnout in
areas already casting a heavy Republican vote.32
Once the quotas were established, Republicans canvassed the voters. They
recorded names of all known Republican voters on tally lists used on Election Day. Pollwatchers equipped with the lists checked off the names of those Republicans who voted
early in the day and telephoned those who had not yet voted to encourage them to get to
the polls.33
A ballot security canvass differed from the quota canvass in two ways. The
former targeted Democratic voters in an attempt to challenge and depress Democratic
votes. Eagle Eye’s national director Charles Barr said that he expected “1.25 million
voters to be either successfully challenged or discouraged from going to the polls.”34 A
kit organized for Republican poll-watchers in Minnesota explained that the purpose of the
ballot security plan was to “safeguard the investment of time, money and effort that the
29
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Republican party, its volunteers, its candidates and their volunteers have made in this
election. Your job is partisan,” the kit clarified. “When to our [i.e., the Republican
Party’s] benefit insist that all requirements for assisting illiterate or handicapped voters
in the voting booth be carried out.” Similarly the kit directed poll-watchers to insist that
procedures be carried out if they advanced the GOP cause. “Raise a challenge,” the kit
instructed, “when certain supposedly improper assistance is given to a voter ‘and you
have good reason to believe these are not Republicans.’”35 When reporters inquired
about these instructions at a Minneapolis press conference a week before the election,
Minnesota GOP chairman Robert Forsythe acknowledged that the state headquarters
distributed the literature and that “each county GOP organization was free to use or
disregard all or part of the instructions contained in the poll-watching booklet.” Forsythe
told reporters that “someone might have been overzealous in writing this poll-watching
instruction” and that particular instructions for watchers to discourage prompt closing of
the polls in GOP-dominated precincts and to encourage it in Democratic precincts would
not be followed.36
Democratic vote suppression was also a motive for GOP ballot security in
Oregon. Poll-watchers there could legally challenge Democratic voters if the voter was
not the person listed in the poll book, could not read or write the English language, or did
not reside at the address listed in the poll book.37 Democrats could contest some of the
challenges, a poll-watching manual instructed. If, for example, the Democratic voter had
moved and signed a statement that her residence address had changed, she could reregister but was only allowed to vote a limited ballot, losing her votes for city and county
offices.
The success rate in challenging incorrectly registered Democratic voters depended
on the thoroughness of pre-election canvasses of the precinct. The Oregon manual for
poll-watchers and challengers issued by state ballot security officer Michael Walsh
emphasized that a committeeman or woman should conduct a complete canvass in order
to challenge all incorrectly registered Democrats. Yet if a complete canvass was
impossible, “incomplete efforts are better than nothing, because every Democrat who is
challenged for incorrect registration loses his city and county vote; therefore, an attempt
should be made to challenge even one or two names if complete checking was not done
in the precinct.”38
Chicago . . . and Elsewhere: How Much Fraud?
Republican claims that ballot security was needed to safeguard against preelection violations and all other irregularities or errors in the 1964 election were
particularly credible in places like Chicago, where the Democratic machine had a long
history of corruption. Poll-watchers on duty there on election day documented some of
the worst abuses in the country, including vote buying, chain voting, illegal voter
35
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assistance, failure by election officials to compare signatures, multiple voting,
unauthorized persons allowed to count ballots, and alcohol provided for voters and
election judges.39 Republicans also complained that persons serving as Republican
election judges were really Democrats.40
The list of electoral abuses in Chicago played right into Republican fears of
massive Democratic Party dirty tricks in the Windy City, but it was questionable whether
they were widespread. An editorial in the Chicago Sun Times said there was “no
particular reason for suspecting the Eagle Eye people of faking their reports, or of making
them up out of whole cloth.” But it cited GOP county chairman Timothy P. Sheehan as
saying that “many of the comments are from workers who have been in only a single
precinct of a ward and they assume the entire ward was the same. It should also be
remembered,” he added, “that Eagle Eye teams were sent to the worst possible precincts
in the various wards.”41
Sheehan’s caution is an exception to many reports that encouraged Republican
fears. A controversy in Chicago surrounding efforts to update voter registration lists
before the November 3 election is suggestive of the complexity of developing accurate
registration lists. In Chicago, “Operation Double Check” was the name Republicans gave
their ballot security canvass to verify voter registration addresses. On the basis of their
canvass, Republican volunteers and party officials challenged 4,000 names on voter
registration lists in six traditionally strong Democratic wards, which had been compiled
after the election board conducted an official canvass on October 7 and 8. In a bitter
partisan dispute that followed the challenges, including a failed Republican attempt to
employ a handwriting expert to confirm signatures on pre-election voter affidavits against
registration cards, Operation Double Check leader and GOP candidate for circuit judge
Reginald Holzer condemned the election board for an incomplete canvass and charged
that Democrats intended to perpetrate fraud with padded voter registration lists.42
It is more likely that the election board simply erred. After their early October
canvass, but before the Republican allegations, the board had sent challenge notices to
141,000 voters, only 2,000 of whom responded. The board struck the remaining 139,000
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voters from the registration lists.43 Board canvass members undoubtedly did miss some
names of additional voters who had moved, in the sense of failing to send out even more
than 141,000 letters, but the GOP volunteers erred in the other direction. In the
eighteenth precinct of the First Ward, for example, twenty of the twenty-five persons
challenged by the volunteers appeared before the board and proved their legal
residency.44 Their names were obviously not part of “padded lists.” In the end Operation
Double Check resulted in another 2,963 voters stricken from the rolls.45
Charges of Minority Vote Suppression
The late-October Chicago controversy was just one of many partisan disputes that
broke out over Eagle Eye across the nation. In Miami, Republican vote challenges at the
polls resulted in a circuit court injunction banning “illegal mass challenging without
cause, conducted in such manner as to obstruct the orderly conduct of this election.” In
St. George, South Carolina, the NAACP asked the FBI to investigate “irregularities being
perpetrated against Negroes trying to vote.” An NAACP spokesman alleged that “about
every third Negro seeking to vote was being ‘challenged on various grounds,’” and some
whites suspected of voting for President Johnson were also being challenged without
cause. In Atlanta and Savannah, Georgia, Republican challengers also targeted black
voters. Intentional delays caused by Eagle Eye volunteers were reported in Miami,
Columbus, Cleveland, and the state of New Jersey.
In San Francisco, Democrats charged that Republicans asked Latino voters for
non-existent registration certificates. Voters in California also complained that
unidentified telephone callers warned them they would be challenged at the polls and
would be subject to prosecution if they had moved since registering to vote. Others said
that telephone callers misinformed them that they had to bring a registration stub to the
polls. In Texas’ heavily Hispanic Rio Grande Valley, letters were sent to 2,000 residents
advising recipients: “It probably would be wiser to simply stay at home and not go near
the voting place on election day, rather than get arrested for interfering with the election
judge.” In both English and Spanish, the letters claimed to be from the Brownsville
office of PASSO (Political Association of Spanish-Speaking Organizations), but PASSO
did not have a Brownsville office.46 The Houston Post reported on Election Day that
handbills had been distributed in black and Hispanic neighborhoods falsely informing
voters that police would be stationed at polling places to arrest voters who had
outstanding traffic tickets, among other offenses. The handbills read as follows:
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PUBLIC NOTICE
If any voters or members of their family who are planning to vote Tuesday, are wanted by
Law Enforcement Officials for the following offenses, information has been received that a list of
voters has been drawn to be arrested after voting for the following offenses, committed in the past
five years:
1. Traffic tickets
2. Speeding or negligent collision tickets
3. Parking Tickets
4. Child Support Payments ordered by the Courts in divorce suits or child desertion
5. Questioning by the Police for any offense
6. Voters who have not appeared in Court as witnesses or Defendants in criminal or civil
matters
7. Voters who have not paid fines ordered by the Court
*****
Please take care of these matters before voting or else contact a Bail Bondsman or Lawyer
before voting in order to be sure that you won’t miss work or have to spend the night in jail by being
arrested.
(Harris County Negro Protective Association)47

The Harris County Negro Protective Association did not exist, and Houston’s
mayor Louis Welch, as well as police chief Herman Short, both condemned the attempt at
voter intimidation. While the Democratic county chairman thought that Republicans
were behind the handbills, the GOP chairman denied the allegations, saying, “we have a
Republican alliance of Negro people working very hard to get out the vote.”48
The anonymity of those behind the most disturbing tactics—the phone calls,
letters, and handbills—makes it difficult to prove that Eagle Eye was responsible. But
the partisan thrust of those directed at Democratic voters was clear. In New Jersey a
printer identified a person who, he alleged, claimed connections to the RNC as the man
who placed an order for 1.4 million leaflets—many later circulated in Harlem—urging
black voters to write in the Rev. Martin Luther King’s name for president. The RNC
denied knowledge of the write-in campaign.49 Across the continent, John Luce, a
Johnson campaign worker in California who “volunteered” for the Goldwater campaign,
charged that a ballot security officer for Eagle Eye in San Francisco tried to enlist his
help to frighten voters in heavily Democratic districts with low literacy rates. Luce was
asked to represent himself as a “survey reporter” for a non-existent “ministers’ union” in
an attempt to determine how long voters had resided in the precinct.50
When Republicans faced charges of discrimination, they denied it. Eagle Eye
National Director Charles Barr argued that “there is nothing discriminatory in Eagle Eye
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against any race, creed or economic status.” Yet Republicans concentrated their efforts
on minority precincts. Don McDaniel, president of the Los Angeles County Young
Republicans, told the Los Angeles Registrar of Voters that “his group intends to assign
watchers to the predominantly Negro 21st Congressional District, ‘where we have firsthand knowledge of election code violations.’”51 The city’s registrar of voters did not
provide specific information on the alleged violations. In the District of Columbia, GOP
chairman Carl Shipley stated that he had three poll-watchers for each precinct and an
additional forty private detectives available. The poll-watchers and detectives, he
explained, would only challenge ballots when there was “reasonable cause” to suspect a
voter. In an attempt to clarify his position, Shipley claimed, in a reporter’s words, that he
did not intend “to insult the public generally; well-dressed persons will not be challenged
. . . only ‘the kind of guy you can buy for a buck or a bottle of booze.’”52 It may be true
that some votes were bought for a buck or a bottle of booze, but this statement gave new
meaning to “reasonable cause” and clearly contradicted Eagle Eye national director
Barr’s statement that the program did not discriminate on the basis of economic status.
Before the election, the Democrats’ plans for ballot security were not as well
organized as the Republicans’, to put it mildly, but Democrats quickly mounted a
counteroffensive against Eagle Eye. Party officials denounced the operation as often as
reporters would listen in an attempt to publicize GOP tactics to their own supporters.
They also took counter measures like placing their own poll-watchers to observe
Republican poll-watchers. Two attorneys from the Joint Democratic Campaign
Committee even issued a public statement “warning of criminal penalties ranging up to
five-year jail terms for ‘groundless challenges’ of voters and otherwise interfering with
voting.”53 In San Francisco, federal officers kept their eyes open for “organized attempts
to intimidate voters.” In Oklahoma, officials alerted challengers that they had to have “a
good and bona fide reason” for their challenges. New Jersey officials were also on the
lookout for “attempts to interfere with voters’ rights.”54
The countermeasures may have had some impact. The DNC’s 1966 registration
manual claimed that “due to the vigilance and careful preparation of Democrats to
combat these [Eagle Eye] techniques, the Republican effort was largely thwarted in
1964.”55 Others attributed Johnson’s landslide victory to an increase in minority voter
turnout and a backlash against Eagle Eye efforts. James Sanderlin, a St. Petersburg,
Florida attorney and chairman of the nonpartisan Pinellas County Voter Education
Committee, claimed that the turnout for Johnson was so heavy because people “were
determined to vote for him. I think in the voters’ minds the Republicans became the
hostile enemy—someone trying to deprive them of their vote,” Sandlerlin explained. “I
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attribute that to the lack of ticket splitting. Our committee voted to endorse both
Republicans and Democrats, and some Negroes wanted to split their ticket, but didn’t
after being upset by challengers.” 56 Thus, in some cases, well-publicized ballot security
efforts heightened voter awareness and, instead of depressing minority votes, may
actually have encouraged them—apparently not a unique result of such measures in
succeeding decades.
Operation Eagle Eye: A Forty-year Retrospective
Operation Eagle Eye must be understood in the historical context of the GOP’s
southern strategy. It was a nationwide operation directed by the RNC during a
presidential election campaign in which the Republican candidate was on record as
endorsing “states’ rights” in the special sense that phrase had assumed in the popular
mind since Strom Thurmond’s 1948 Dixiecrat revolt—opposition to federal laws to
destroy legally enforced racial segregation then under attack in the South. “Goldwater
showed how Republicans could develop a powerful appeal in the white South without
becoming outright segregationists,” observe two leading scholars on racial realignment.57
This southern strategy has continued into the Twenty-first Century.
As noted earlier, one of the models for Operation Eagle Eye was the Republicans’
ballot security program as it developed in Arizona in the years after Goldwater was
elected to the Senate in 1952. An important figure in that program was Rehnquist,
Goldwater’s friend and counselor, whose regard for states’ rights in many of its forms
found vigorous expression after he was appointed to the Supreme Court in 1971. An
earmark of the Phoenix Republican ballot security program was the effort of some
challengers to suppress black and Latino votes at the polling place.
Finally, some of the methods employed by Eagle Eye became part of the modus
operandi of subsequent Republican campaigns. These include challenging of Democratic
voters at polls without cause, humiliation of uneducated voters, efforts to slow down
voting in Democratic precincts, special targeting of minority, low-income neighborhoods
for challenges, instructions to Republican poll-watchers that encourage unfair treatment,
brandishing cameras at polling sites, and developing an attitude among ballot security
teams that encourages stereotyping low-income and minority voters as venal and stupid.
And while they often cannot be traced to the Republican Party, anonymous
disinformation schemes tend to accompany such campaigns.
This approach undoubtedly leaves many Republicans feeling uncomfortable, even
when they, like fair-minded Democrats, acknowledge the legitimacy of some forms of
monitoring certain Democratic voting precincts. A noteworthy example is Charles
Stevens, once head of the Young Republicans in Phoenix, who told a reporter of having
gotten a call from Rehnquist to join Operation Eagle Eye in 1964. Stevens, who later
became a prosperous lawyer who helped Sandra Day O’Connor get her start in law, was
the son of Greek immigrants who had been driven out of Turkey and arrived in the
United States speaking broken English. While he knew that challenging voters to read
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the Constitution was legal in Arizona, he did not approve of it. “I didn’t think it was
proper to challenge my dad or my mother. . . . It just violated my principles,” he said. “I
had a poor family. I grew up in the projects in Cleveland, Ohio.” He remembered
Rehnquist telling him that if he felt that way about it, he didn’t have to participate.58 But
many lawyers did, along with other volunteers. And many continued to do so in
succeeding election campaigns.
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CHAPTER V
BALLOT SECURITY FROM 1968 TO 2004
Republican ballot security campaigns from 1966 onward built on the guidelines
developed in 1962 and 1964. The hierarchy of ballot security officers was amended
slightly after 1964 with the addition of area ballot security directors. These area directors
coordinated GOP efforts within multiple precincts (wards or election districts) of a city or
county and reported to county or city ballot security officers. One of their primary
functions was to contact precinct workers several times on Election Day to monitor
results, and to encourage poll-watchers and offer them support. Many volunteers needed
encouragement because they were assigned to precincts outside of their home districts.
GOP leadership continued to perceive the most acute need for Republican watchers in
“core city areas” where Republicans did not have a core constituency.1 Volunteers
serving in these areas were particularly vulnerable to charges that the Republicans were
targeting minorities. The RNC wanted the area director to make sure that the volunteers
did not feel “deserted in a strange place.”2
GOP ballot security retained its emphasis on precinct workers from 1966 to 1984,
but the demands of recruiting what the leadership deemed enough of them ultimately led
to a change in emphasis. The RNC early on had called volunteer poll-watchers the key to
successful ballot security and established an ideal of three poll-watchers for every two
precincts (the third to circulate between the two). This would have required more than
250,000 volunteers in 1964. By 1972, Republicans were pushing for much more: one
poll-watcher for each voting machine and for each paper ballot box.3 Efforts to recruit
tens of thousands of people taught Republicans to appeal to business corporations, using
an ostensibly bipartisan approach. Even though the law required that the employees who
volunteered had to be allowed to work for the party of their choice, experience showed
that seven out of ten volunteers from the business community were Republicans.4
Ultimately, however, it proved too difficult to identify and train enough volunteers.
Voting machines and ballot boxes in many precincts, especially those with Democratic
majorities, had little or no Republican oversight.5
One way the Republicans confronted this problem was by vigorously publicizing
their efforts to keep an eye on elections. As one ballot security organizer put it,
“Although we clearly could not cover all precincts, we had one great advantage: no one
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could know where we would be watching.”6 Thus Republicans sometimes announced
they were sending poll-watchers with cameras and tape recorders to unnamed target
areas.7 In Alabama, where Republicans as late as 1980 were still trying to build a state
party organization that could compete with Democrats, state GOP leaders sought to
remind voters that sheriffs and their deputies were legally required to be present at all
precincts on Election Day and that the sheriff could “specially deputize a sufficient force
to act at all election precincts on the day of any election.”8 For its part, the RNC offered
in each state rewards “of $1,000 to any citizen who gives information leading to the
arrest, conviction and punishment of any election official who violates state or federal
laws against vote fraud.”9 Although the RNC released most of its publicity through
official news media, GOP leadership discovered in the 1964 campaign “that ‘leaking’
information to the opposition [was] most effective.” Rumors, according to the RNC
Ballot Security Organizers Guide, “always get blown up as they circulate.”10 Accurate
information on Republican ballot security efforts clearly was not given a high priority in
these cases.
The Merging of Law Enforcement with Ballot Security
The psychological deterrents mentioned in Chapter IV had been an integral part of
the 1964 ballot security campaign, but professional law enforcement officers began to
play prominent roles after 1964. Louis B. Nichols, an FBI investigator for twenty-three
years before joining Nixon’s senior advisory committee in 1968, wrote an article on vote
fraud for The Reader’s Digest appearing in 1969, in which he stated that his army of
100,000 volunteers had “mounted a powerful ‘psychological warfare’ campaign” as part
of GOP ballot security efforts in 1968. With the help of former FBI colleagues, lawyers,
Vietnam veterans, students and other volunteers, Nichols’ army “distributed thousands of
pamphlets on federal election laws and posted red-letter placards warning that
‘information of violations should be reported IMMEDIATELY TO THE OFFICE OF
THE U.S. ATTORNEY.’”11
To justify these actions, the author recounted a wide range of alleged Democratic
fraud, including the provision of too few voting machines which caused long lines in
Republican precincts, and Democratic poll workers instructing minority voters on which
candidates to vote for and even temporarily disabling Republican volunteers by offering
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them tainted drinks to sicken them.12 These accounts called to mind Vice-president Spiro
Agnew’s charges that Democrats had “intimidated and abused” GOP poll-watchers in
1968, and that a Democratic precinct captain in Chicago had offered Republican pollwatchers “protection” and then, to frighten them, showed them the pistol he had in his
belt.13 The Chicago Tribune also reported that several Republican poll-watchers were
physically abused at their precincts in 1968.14
Republicans in other cities could also be confrontational. Manyon M. Millican,
executive director of the Alabama Republican Party in the late 1960s, offered training
seminars for poll-watchers. He reminded them to use cameras and “radio control” cars.
He also stressed that is was important for poll-watchers to stand their ground. “The only
sure way to get an honest and accurate count,” he explained “is to have a human body
who is tough and even mean, at the polls counting the ballots.” To make his point clear
he recounted an incident in Louisville, Kentucky, where Republicans worked hard to
elect a Republican mayor. During the election the Republicans “were having problems
with a Democrat running over our watchers. They dispatched a 6’6,” 275 lb. football
player to the polling place; he walked in, cracked the guy on the kisser, and flattened him
to the floor, turned around and walked out, and no more problems occurred at that polling
place! Use force if needed,” Millican advised, “but secure the ballot. No amount of
protection and expense is too great to protect our ballot in the election of any Republican
candidate. Use any method, that is practical, honest and sound.”15
Millican’s approval of violence at the polling place underscores a widespread
perception that elections are won or lost through “ballot security” measures in the
precincts. Lawyers organized in flying squads or committees continued to play an
important role at the local level after 1964, but the volunteer poll-watchers remained the
strength and the weakness for the GOP into the 1980s. When they were well trained and
posted in sufficient numbers, they met the expectations of Republican leaders; but often,
as in 1964, they were inadequately trained and in short supply. In 1966, one southern
Republican complained that “our little organization is composed of amateurs and we need
all of the information that we can get concerning ballot security.”16 The situation had
improved by 1984, but there were still problems for GOP ballot security organizers.
According to the national ballot security director for the 1980 Reagan-Bush campaign, J.
Michael Farrell, the Republican efforts in 1976 and 1980 were hampered by voter
registration lists that had not been purged; insufficient numbers of poll-watchers and
election judges, especially in targeted precincts; and unprepared ballot security
coordinators. These problems led Farrell to recommend that the party purge voter
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registration lists; hire poll-watchers, election officials, and guards for targeted precincts
across the country; and implement a paid regional coordinator system in 1984.17
As Democrats saw it, the Jesse Jackson presidential campaigns of 1984 and 1988,
the increase in black registration as a result, and the Democrats’ re-taking control of the
Senate in 1986 gave considerable momentum to the Republicans’ ballot security efforts
in the 1980s and later. Democratic activist Donna Brazile, a Jackson worker and Albert
Gore’s campaign manager in 2000, said “There were all sorts of groups out there doing
voter registration. Some time after the ’86 election, massive purging started taking place.
It was a wicked practice that took place all over the country, especially in the deep South.
Democrats retook the Senate in 1986, and [Republican] groups went on a rampage on the
premise they were cleaning up the rolls. The campaign then was targeted toward
African-Americans.” As in the past, Republicans justified the purges in the name of
preventing the unregistered from voting. But Democrats charged vote suppression. “The
purges may have picked up in the late ‘80s, but they have been used consistently,
oftentimes right before a major election,” according to Ellen Spears, associate director of
one of the historically most active organizations on behalf of southern black voting rights,
the Southern Regional Council in Atlanta. “I think it’s very safe to say this is a major
post-Voting Rights Act method of continuing the old South practices of limiting the
impact of the black vote.”18
The Republican National Lawyers Association
The Republicans’ perceived problems arising from too heavy a reliance on
volunteers began to be addressed with a different strategy in the mid-1980s. From
Operation Eagle Eye onward, the major Republican ballot security programs had borne
the imprimatur of the party high command, overseen by the RNC and implemented at the
grassroots by local organizations and commercial political operatives. In the mid-1980s,
the situation began to change. GOP ballot-security skulduggery in the city of Newark
and environs had led to a consent decree in 1982 presided over by a federal judge in New
Jersey, according to which the RNC promised to forego minority vote suppression.19 In
1985, several months before the RNC was hauled back before the same judge as a result
of illegal purging efforts in a 1986 Louisiana senatorial campaign and agreed to submit
all future ballot security programs it oversaw to the court for its inspection, a new
organization was created—the Republican National Lawyers Association (RNLA).
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A group of lawyers who had worked on the Reagan-Bush campaign in 1984 were
behind its founding, and it was designed “to be a sort of Rotary Club for GOP stalwarts,”
according to a contemporary article in Legal Times magazine. The RNC helped the
association get off the ground with a $5,000 loan, although today the RNC claims no
official connection with it. By 1987 the RNLA had active chapters in several states and
the District of Columbia, and planned to hold its first annual convention early the
following year. A lure for attendees, the planners hoped, would be continuing legal
education credits and a possible appearance by Attorney General Edwin Meese III and
President Reagan.20
The RNLA turned out to be much more than a Rotary Club for GOP lawyers,
however; it became the predominant Republican organization coordinating ballot
security. By its own account, in early 2004 it had grown to “a 1,900-member
organization of lawyers and law students in all 50 states.”21 Its officers were experienced
lawyers who knew their way around Washington as a result of having served in
Republican administrations at the national and state levels and in major K Street firms.
Michael Thielen, its current executive director, who earlier worked for the RNC,
describes the organization as follows:
Since 1985 the RNLA has nurtured and advanced lawyer involvement in public affairs
generally and the Republican Party in particular. It is accurately described as a combination of a
professional bar association, politically involved law firm and educational institute. . . .
With members now in government, party general counsel positions, law firm
management and on law school faculties, the RNLA has for many years been the principal
national organization through which lawyers serve the Republican Party and its candidates.22

“The Age of the Lawyers”
Its prestige in Republican party circles undoubtedly got a boost from its
involvement in the Florida ballot recount battles of November-December 2000, when,
according to one of its members, Eric Buermann, the RNLA was “extremely helpful . . .
by sending lawyers to Florida to work on the recount, providing expertise as needed, and
coordinating volunteer lawyer response.” It was this helpfulness which apparently led
Buermann, the state’s Republican Party general counsel, to coordinate a collaboration
between the RNLA and Florida legal response teams in 2002, so that, in the words of an
RNLA newsletter that year, “there will be a permanent structure in place to keep the
lawyers active and organized during off-election years.”23
Actually, the collaboration was even broader, involving the National Republican
Campaign Committee and the RNC as well.24 The Democrats, on the other hand, also
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were developing a large network of lawyers that year—10,000, by one estimate—to
counter vote suppression efforts. The nationwide deployment of thousands of lawyers in
both parties led one journalist to predict “a new era in US politics after the Florida
debacle two years ago—the age of the lawyers.”25
Executive Director Thielen gives this account of the organization’s involvement
in the 2000 recount: “After election day, RNLA members were dispatched by party
organizations and campaigns to multiple locations within several states. When it became
clear that the final result in Florida would determine the outcome of the presidential
election, members were concentrated there.” Thielen adds, “had it not been for the
preeminent litigators retained by the campaign entities and the volunteer attorneys who
spent weeks defending the intent of voters before canvassing boards, the will of the
nation’s voters would surely have been thwarted.”26 Underlining the organization’s
enhanced status among Republicans, White House counsel Albert Gonzales told the
group, “You know, I must confess I groaned when I was first asked whether I would be
willing to address another group of lawyers. However, when I found out this group
included many lawyers that helped secure the election for George W. Bush, I quickly
reconsidered.”27
The RNLA’s pride in its Florida efforts is expressed by trophies it presents to
honorees at special receptions, consisting of lucite blocks that, as described on the
organization’s Web site, “contain a commemorative message in honor of the Florida
recount team, and contain actual ‘Chads’ from Florida dispersed throughout the Lucite.
They [sic] were only a few hundred created and are not for sale but rather only presented
to distinguished members and guests of the RNLA.” Not surprisingly, an RNLA lawyer,
Hayden Dempsey, formerly a lawyer for Governor Jeb Bush, is heading Lawyers for
Bush, the president’s legal defense team in Florida in 2004.28
Ballot Security Seminars for GOP Lawyers
The organization in 2002 began to offer on a regular basis schools around the
nation on election law and ballot security. The first National Summer Election School
was held in San Antonio in 2002. A newsletter that year promised its members that the
event “will teach you the basics of election law from nationally-preeminent attorneys in
this field. You will learn the how-tos of recognizing and preventing vote fraud in
registration, absentee balloting, election administration, election day operations and postelection counting procedures. You also will learn how to conduct election recounts and
contests. Finally, you will learn how to organize and staff an election day integrity task
force in a manner that protects the rights of all our citizens to vote.”
The same article implicitly disavows the kind of dirty tricks aimed at minority
precincts that have gotten Republican ballot security programs in trouble over the years.
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“Misguided persons who seek to use the upgrading of voting integrity to prevent
disadvantaged or other groups of persons from casting their ballots are not welcome in
the Republican Party, and certainly not in the RNLA. That said, there are some exciting
opportunities for you to learn about how to prevent election fraud.” 29
What is unclear about their election-fraud prevention efforts, however, is the
criterion for targeting the precincts to which the RNLA sends its operatives. Jonathan
Snare, an experienced Texas litigator, said in 2002 that the organization sends its
members “to targeted districts where voter fraud is a concern or has historically been a
problem.”30 This seems to imply that a history of prior vote fraud is not required. What
appears to be at least as important a criterion is how close a race is. When this is the
primary criterion, however, the spectacle of Republican lawyers descending on polls
where there is no hint of fraud can be ridiculous, and potentially intimidating.
One such instance occurred in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania in 2002, when a team of
about a dozen RNLA lawyers suddenly arrived to act as poll-watchers in what one
observer called a “highly unusual move.” The contest for the U.S. House of
Representatives was between two incumbent congressmen, a Democrat and a Republican,
who had ended up opposing each other because redistricting had placed them in the same
district. One RNLA lawyer defended her team’s appearance by saying, “We’re all
targeting districts where it’s close because that’s where you’re more likely to have people
who, in their enthusiasm for their candidate, make mistakes.” But various local citizens
were offended. One, a former Federal Elections Commission chairman, said, “That sort
of heightened scrutiny is unusual. If you’re sending a whole group of attorneys to watch
polls, there’s presumably some particularized concern about those polls.” The
Republican candidate himself professed puzzlement at the “attorneys-as-poll-watchers”
in his district. “I guess there are enough attorneys in the world to be able to do that,” he
said. “I always felt that a lawyer standing by at campaign headquarters was sufficient to
respond to anything that seemed unseemly.”31 More controversial still was the
involvement of an RNLA lawyer in a tight South Dakota senatorial race that same year.
He bombarded media with questionable evidence of vote fraud among Indians using as a
conduit his roommate, a TV reporter whose employer was initially unaware of the
partisan affiliation of her source.32
With the rise to prominence of the RNLA, the Republican Party’s nationally
directed ballot security programs appear to have been transformed. While Operation
Eagle Eye was directed from the command posts of the RNC by professionals, the people
on the ground—poll-watchers and challengers—were often amateurs, which is to say
Election Day volunteers who may have had only cursory training. The RNLA, born in
the Reagan era, has gradually assumed the role of the party’s overarching anti-fraud
enforcement agency. In the process, the organization has professionalized ballot security
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(its spokespersons seem to prefer the term “ballot integrity”) with a cadre of highly
trained, aggressive, and mobile lawyers who can go anywhere in the nation on short
notice. Indeed, they don’t even need to be mobile, in many cases. As one of the
organization’s newsletters put it: “Ironically, when the Democratic National Committee
bragged of sending in a thousand lawyers each to Missouri, Florida, and Texas for
election day operations, the [RNLA] Field Operations Committee already had chapters
organized in those states and did not need to send out of state lawyers to assist with the
elections.”33
Professionalizing ballot security programs in this sense, however, does not
necessarily ensure that GOP minority vote suppression efforts will disappear. One
possibility is that they will simply become more sophisticated.
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CHAPTER VI
CASE STUDIES OF BALLOT SECURITY EXCESSES: 1981-2002
How often do GOP ballot security programs result in minority vote-suppression
efforts? Unfortunately, there is no systematic, detailed study of this phenomenon.
Moreover, there is no central repository of information on the subject, although there
must undoubtedly be records of many allegations of such efforts on file with the U.S.
Department of Justice—records generally not available to the public. Therefore the
question of how often ballot security programs involve vote suppression cannot be
answered. However, it is possible to gather information on various known cases and
present it in a systematic way.
To obtain the information presented here, the authors scanned a wide array of
sources, including newspaper and magazine accounts, the very few law review articles
on the subject, and political archives in various libraries. No articles on the subject were
found in scholarly journals or monographs. After these initial efforts, a list of over sixty
cases that seemed to merit investigation was compiled. From these, once initial research
was conducted, a final list of fourteen cases was compiled which were especially
instructive regarding the modus operandi of ballot security programs gone bad, spanning
the time period from the early 1980s to 2003. One of them, focusing on Louisville in
the latter year, was presented in the introductory chapter of this Report. The remaining
cases are presented in this chapter in chronological order.
Because there is no way to identify all instances of ballot security excesses, those
described below cannot be characterized as either typical or atypical. Nonetheless, the
excesses documented are clearly part of a pattern going back at least to the 1950s and
continuing today, and as such, they merit the concern of anyone who wishes to see
unlimited and fair access to the polls of every qualified voter, whatever their race,
ethnicity, or socioeconomic status.
Of the cases presented, a disproportionate number involve Texas. This is
perhaps partly a function of the selection bias of the authors of this Report, whose author
has observed ballot security programs in the state for years. However, it is also probably
due to the fact that Texas, a former Confederate state, has both a large African-American
and Latino population. The GOP, having embarked on its race-based southern strategy a
generation ago, has especially focused its attentions on these heavily Democratic
populations in the Lone Star State.
CASE 1: The New Jersey Gubernatorial Election
and the “National Ballot Security Task Force,” 1981
New Jersey has long had a reputation for political corruption within both parties.
As one commentator writing in the 1980s noted, “It is hard to know whether it runs in
cycles or whether it is simply exposed every once in a while.”1 U.S. attorneys in the
early 1970s, at the insistence of liberal Republican Senator Clifford Case, investigated
1
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organized crime figures and public officials leading to the conviction of Democratic
bosses in Jersey City, the mayor of Newark, a Republican candidate for U.S. Senate, and
top officials in the administrations of both a Republican and Democratic former
governor.2
In 1981 the RNC and various state Republican committees created a joint $1
million venture they called “Commitment ’81.”3 Its purpose was to help elect state and
local candidates in six states in which it set up operations: Virginia, Indiana, Hawaii,
California, Nevada, and New Jersey.4 Its actions in the New Jersey gubernatorial
campaign were coordinated by the RNC and the New Jersey Republican State Committee
and were ostensibly designed to prevent vote fraud.
The New Jersey ballot security program was headed by a political operative hired
by the Republicans, John Kelly, and had two phases: a mass mailing intended to
establish a mechanism for challenging the eligibility of potential voters, and efforts to
prevent voter fraud on Election Day. Both phases of this program were challenged by
Democrats during and after the election. Following an investigation by the Essex County
prosecutor, the DNC filed a $10 million suit in federal court against the Republican
organizations and various individuals responsible for the ballot security program, alleging
harassment and intimidation of black and Hispanic voters. (The gubernatorial campaign
of Thomas Kean, however, was not alleged to have been involved.) In preparation for the
suit, the Democrats had gathered affidavits from more than eighty voters claiming they
had been harassed by the task force. The outcome had important, if limited, legal
ramifications not only in New Jersey but across the nation.5
The governor’s race for an open seat featured former New Jersey Assembly
speaker Kean, a Republican, and Democratic Congressman James Florio, who lost by a
margin of less than 1,700 votes in an election with over 2.3 million votes cast.6 The
chairman of the RNC, Richard Richards, credited Kean’s victory to the ballot security
program. Without the ballot security program, he asserted, the Democrats “would have
stolen” the election. “If Kelly had not been up there,” he said, “Florio would be
Governor.”7
Post Cards, Warning Signs, Guns, and Two-way Radios
The RNC spent between $75,000 and $80,000 on the New Jersey Ballot Security
Program, mostly on the mailings.8 New Jersey law in 1981 allowed election supervisors
to send out sample ballots to registered voters in the year of an election. If a sample
2
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ballot was returned by the postal service, the supervisor could re-send the sample ballot,
this time marked “Please Forward” and requesting notification of any address change. If
sample ballots in the second wave were not returned, these voters’ names could be placed
on a “challenge list” and taken to election officials at the polls.9 In contrast, the New
Jersey ballot security team, on its own, sent out postcards using outdated voter
registration lists, and sent them only to precincts with a majority of black and Hispanic
voters. The 45,000 returned mailings were converted immediately into challenge lists
without sending a second mailing. However, two weeks before the election was to begin
the New Jersey Commissioners of Registration refused to accept the lists when they
discovered they had been compiled using outdated voter information. The RNC
nonetheless announced they would continue their efforts to ensure ballot security in the
state’s election, without the lists.10
This was primarily done by placing poll-watchers on Election Day (November 3)
at voting sites where, according to the chairman of the Republican Committee in Mercer
County, “in the past there have been suspicions of voter fraud.”11 Some of the pollwatchers were lawyers; several others were off-duty police officers who carried guns and
two-way radios. All of them wore armbands that read, “National Ballot Security Task
Force.”12 They erected signs stating:
WARNING
THIS AREA IS BEING PATROLLED BY THE
NATIONAL BALLOT
SECURITY TASK FORCE
IT IS A CRIME TO FALSIFY A BALLOT OR TO
VIOLATE ELECTION LAWS
1. IF YOU ARE REGISTERED YOU CANNOT VOTE
2. YOU MUST VOTE IN YOUR OWN NAME.
3. YOU MAY ONLY VOTE ONE TIME
$1,000 Reward for information
leading to arrest and conviction
of person violating New Jersey
election law. Call 800-402-4301.
HONEST VOTE 198113
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On the morning of Election Day Angelo J. Genova, a lawyer for the Democratic
State Committee, charged that the Republican Party was waging a systematic campaign
designed to prevent minorities from voting and sought a court order that the signs be
removed. At midday Judge Daniel A. O’Donnell of the State Superior Court in Trenton
ordered all the signs taken down, saying they were inherently “political” and didn’t
specify who had paid for them.14 The signs were removed beginning at 4 p.m. on the
same day.15
One voter, Amy Hammond of Trenton, called the toll-free number repeatedly to
ascertain who was in charge of the posters. She was told several times that “we don’t
divulge our clients. We are an organization that works for an honest vote on Election
Day. We’ve done it in other states. We did it in Indiana, we did Hawaii, we did
California, we’ve worked in Nevada.” When Hammond responded that she saw “a guy
walking around with a gun” at the polls, she was told that the man “might have been a
plainclothes officer assigned there by the county sheriff or something.”16 A later call to
directory assistance revealed that the phone number was registered under the RNC.17
Apart from the established facts that the task force put up signs and that some
wore armbands and had guns and radios, there were conflicting reports about the actions
of the poll-watchers on Election Day. Democratic city councilman Anthony Carrino,
from the North Ward of Newark, reported that the task force operated only in about half
the precincts in the North Ward, primarily in minority districts. The task force, he
maintained, was “like the Gestapo,” and would arrive at polls in groups and demand to
examine voter registration books.18 Kenneth J. Guido, Jr., a lawyer for the DNC, claimed
one voter “was physically pulled out of a polling place” by a member of the task force.19
There were allegations that the task force interrogated voters at the polls, refused to allow
certain voters into the polls, removed signs advertising Democratic candidates, and even
prevented poll workers from assisting voters. One voter said she did not vote because of
the presence and actions of the task force.20 The president of the NAACP in Trenton
claimed, “I saw Gestapo armbands in my polling place, and I won’t tolerate seeing them
here in the future.”21
On November 7 Charles T. Manatt, DNC chairman, called on the Department of
Justice to investigate the New Jersey ballot security program, claiming that it may have
violated Section 11(b) of the Voting Rights Act, which makes it illegal to “intimidate,
threaten, or coerce, or attempt to intimidate, threaten or coerce any person for voting or
attempting to vote.”22 Manatt stated that “according to the reports we get,” the National
14
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Ballot Security Task Force operated “all in black precincts” and that “they got
overzealous with some of these storm troopers they had parading around the polls.”23
Manatt claimed that “a cloud now hangs over the New Jersey elections” and demanded to
know who paid for the ballot security program, how it was organized, and whether there
was a conspiracy to intimidate voters.24 Republican leaders made no attempt to deny that
they had funded and organized the program, and argued that it was not an effort to
prevent minorities from voting: Manatt’s call for an investigation, they said, was merely
the “sour grapes tactics of a man desperate to steal an election.”25
Statewide Investigation
On November 13, New Jersey Attorney General James Zazzali ordered a
statewide investigation into the actions of the national task force, and one was begun,
headed by Essex County prosecutor George Schneider, a Democrat.26 Schneider’s
immediate plan was to interrogate John Kelly, the leader of the New Jersey Ballot
Security Task Force, but he was nowhere to be found. Some said he had gone to
Oklahoma, some said New York, and one aide to Kean said that Kelly “took off like a big
bird right after the election.”27 Word surfaced that Kelly had lied on his résumé, and he
was suspended by the Republican Party with pay. He had claimed that he had graduated
from Notre Dame and then Fordham law school, held a position in the Fraternal Order of
Police, worked for the Federal Drug Enforcement Agency, and held a position in the
Reagan campaign of 1980. All of these claims turned out either to be false or misleading.
He was forced to resign by late December.28
Another red flag raised during Schneider’s investigation was the dubious behavior
of Anthony Imperiale, a Republican assemblyman from Newark who also operated a
private security agency. When Newark city councilman Anthony Carrino claimed that
reports had been made to him that Imperiale was involved in the ballot security measures,
Imperiale branded them “a prefabricated lie.” He said: “I didn’t drop off anyone wearing
blue armbands. In no way was my security agency involved. I don’t put up signs and
didn’t know anything about them until I saw them.”29 Imperiale added, “If the Democrats
are making charges that I knew about this, then tough crap on them. It’s the Democrats
who have a reputation of stealing votes.”30 However, when Kelly finally returned to New
Jersey for questioning, he named Imperiale, along with the Republican chairmen of
Camden, Mercer, and Atlantic counties, as being the point men for “street operations” of
23
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the program. One of them confirmed that he had assigned fourteen task force members,
who were off-duty police officers and sheriffs, to guard polls in his county. He was
quoted as saying, “There was no intimidation whatsoever,” and that task force officials
were only assigned to areas where “in the past there have been suspicions of voter
fraud.”31
“Who Did It Intimidate?”
The next day, when Imperiale was questioned, he admitted to assigning about
thirty-five people to guard certain Newark voting sites with instructions to report any
irregularities to him. But he added, “Who did it intimidate? No one but fraudulent voters
in my opinion. This is sour grapes from Democrats. They don’t know how to take
defeat.”32 Several years later, Imperiale was chosen to represent New Jersey at the
Republican National Convention, and an editorial in the The New York Times noted that
he had “once publicly referred to Martin Luther King as ‘Martin Luther Coon’ [and]
began his demagogic political career as a preacher of armed white self-defense following
the 1967 Newark riots.”33
Despite the suspicious behavior of Kelly and Imperiale, Schneider’s six-week
investigation found no evidence that anyone in the four counties concerned had been
prevented from voting in the election. While there had been technical violations
committed by the RNC, Schneider said, he decided not to bring criminal charges,
believing that the widespread publicity regarding the task force “will serve as an effective
deterrent to future abusers.” Schneider nonetheless asserted that the ballot security
program was “a covert operation that was at the very least intentionally misleading and
resulted in technical violations of our election laws.” He added that the RNC “must be
considered misfeasant in allowing Kelly and his underlings to operate with little, if any,
control.” He concluded, “I believe the facts support the conclusion that there existed a
lack of sensitivity on the part of the Ballot Security program to the rights and feelings of
the inner-city voter and a lack of straightforwardness in the manner in which the
program’s message was expressed to all voters in New Jersey.”34
The same week that Schneider dropped his investigation the DNC announced a
lawsuit asking for $10 million in damages against the RNC. Schneider’s findings, along
with those of a newly formed group which called itself “Right to Vote ’81,” led the DNC
to take legal action. The group was founded on November 7 by Democratic
Congressman Peter W. Rodino, Mayor Kenneth A. Gibson of Newark (the city’s first
African-American mayor), and the Rev. S. Howard Woodson, Jr., president of the New
Jersey Civil Service Commission. Woodson said of the Ballot Security Task Force that
“the entire operation can be termed ‘Big Brother is watching’” and he called for “the
eradication of this tactic ever again in the state and the nation.”35 “Right to Vote ‘81”
organized volunteers from church groups, labor unions, the Democratic Party, and the
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NAACP; sent out forms to twenty-six black churches in New Jersey asking for witnesses;
and came up with eighty affidavits by mid-December.36
These were combined with photographs as evidence in the lawsuit, which charged
that the Republican party harassed and intimidated black and Hispanic voters and
violated their Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendment rights as well as Section 11(b) of the
Voting Rights Act. It charged that off-duty sheriffs and policemen were hired to patrol
minority precincts and were “prominently displaying revolvers, two-way radios and
armbands with the words National Ballot Security Task Force” on them. This task force
“obstructed and interfered with the operations of the polling places in black and Hispanic
precincts.”37 According to Eugene Eisenberg, executive director of the DNC, “the abuses
were so grotesque and reprehensible that we had a legal, moral and political
responsibility, looking toward 1982, to put a stop to it—even if only one person was
harassed.” He added that the program was particularly egregious because “this was not
an idiosyncratic event but a larger strategy to reduce the normal Democratic vote by
going after people on the basis of race.”38 Plaintiffs were the DNC and various other
organizations and individuals. Defendants were the RNC, the New Jersey RSC, and
various individuals, including Kelly, the task force director.
Republican leaders vigorously and publicly defended the program as a legal,
necessary procedure to prevent vote fraud. “We are delighted to be a partner with the
Republican Party in New Jersey in their ballot security program to ensure an honest
election,” claimed RNC chairman Richards. ”Anyone opposed to ballot security
obviously must be supportive of election fraud. We would have been cheated out of that
race if we hadn’t been alert.”39 Ronald Kaufman, regional director of the RNC for New
Jersey, New York, and New England who had designed the ballot security program and
who had hired Kelly, stood by the New Jersey operation. “Ballots security has been a
problem nationally for some time,” he claimed, and his New Jersey program was not
intended to keep minorities from voting, it was aimed solely at preventing vote fraud.40
Furthermore, he thought it was a success, and planned to use the New Jersey program as
a model for future campaigns.
Kaufman dismissed charges made against the program, claiming that no one in
the RNC had instructed anyone to wear guns, that the armbands were to distinguish the
security team from loiterers, and that the choice of precincts was based on voter records
and history of vote fraud rather than racial composition.41 William Greener III, director
of communications for the RNC, wholly endorsed the program and vowed that his
organization would continue “legal and proper” ballot security measures to prevent vote
fraud.42 When he learned of the $10 million lawsuit brought by the DNC, his response
was, “We haven’t done anything wrong. We have nothing to fear.”43
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1982 Consent Decree
The controversy disappeared from the media for about a year, after which the two
parties, neither admitting guilt, reached a consent agreement not to engage in voter
intimidation. On November 1, 1982, Judge Dickinson R. Debevoise of the U.S. District
Court for the District of New Jersey issued a consent order, signed by all parties to the
lawsuit. The most substantial part of the agreement, which would be invoked by the
court four years later in a case originating in Louisiana, read as follows:
2.

The RNC and RSC (hereinafter collectively referred to as the “party committees”) agree that they
will in the future, in all states and territories of the United States:
a) comply with all applicable state and federal laws protecting the rights of duly qualified
citizens to vote for the candidate(s) of their choice;
b) in the event that they produce or place any signs which are part of the ballot security
activities, cause said signs to disclose that they are authorized or sponsored by the party
committees and any other committees paticipating with the party committees;
c) refrain from giving any directions to or permitting their agents or employees to remove or
deface any lawfully printed and placed campaign materials or signs;
d) refrain from giving any directions to or permitting their employees to campaign within
restricted polling areas or to interrogate prospective voters as to their qualifications to
vote prior to their entry into a polling place;
e) refrain from undertaking any ballot security activities in polling places or election
districts where the racial or ethnic composition of such districts is a factor in the decision
to conduct, or the actual conduct of, such activities there and where a purpose or
significant effect of such activities is to deter qualified voters from voting; and the
conduct of such activities disproportionately in or directed toward districts that have a
substantial proportion of racial or ethnic populations shall be considered relevant
evidence of the existence of such a factor and purpose;
f) refrain from attiring or equipping agents, employees or other persons or permitting their
agents or employees to be attired or equipped in a manner which creates the appearance
that the individuals are performing official or governmental functions, including, but not
limited to, refraining from wearing public or private law enforcement or security guard
uniforms, using armbands, or carrying or displaying guns or badges except as required by
law or regulation, in connection with any ballot security activities; and
g) refrain from having private personnel deputized as law enforcement personnel in
connection with ballot security activities.44

The substance of the agreement, in short, made a distinction between legitimate
ballot security measures and those which target minority precincts per se and intimidate
voters in them; and it prohibited the RNC and the New Jersey Republican Party from
engaging in the latter anywhere in the United States.
CASE 2: Judges and Warning Signs on Dallas’ South Side, 1982
Political scientists writing in 1964, the year that Goldwater’s try for the
presidency galvanized the emerging GOP in Texas, observed that Texas Republicans “as
indicated by their conduct and pronouncements . . . have virtually written off that one44
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fourth of the electorate composed of Negroes and Latin Americans.”45 While that was
still true in the 1980s for blacks, it was somewhat less so for Latinos. Slowly the
Republicans had begun to reach out to conservative Latinos, and officeholders started
appointing some to their administration. The rapid growth of the Latino population
through immigration and natural increase helped get the Republicans’ attention. Still,
they were keenly aware that most voters in both minority populations were heavily
Democratic, and “ballot security” was a major Republican concern.
The 1980 elections had been particularly dramatic in Texas. Ronald Reagan
carried the state, which had voted for Jimmy Carter four years before. The Republicans
felt their star was rising. Two years earlier, in 1978, they had won two landmark
contests. William Clements, Jr., a rich oil man, had become the first Republican
governor since Reconstruction, and John Tower, a hard-right conservative and Texas’
first Republican senator since 1870, had been elected to a second term. Tower had been a
strong supporter of Goldwater in 1964 and was outspoken in his defense of Goldwater’s
refusal to back the Civil Rights Act that year.46 Clements’ 1978 victory was an upset,
though a narrow one. Turnout was key. Both he and Tower got high voter turnout in the
wealthy, urban areas of the state. The working-class and minority voters of the cities, as
well as of rural East Texas, largely stayed away from the polls.47 These events augured
well for Republicanism in Texas, and the party hoped to increase their number of elected
officials in Texas while carrying the state for Ronald Reagan, which they did.
In 1982, the same year the consent decree in New Jersey was agreed to by the
RNC, Clements was running for a second term, and both Democrats and Republicans had
been working hard to get out the vote. Adumbrating events in Florida in 2000, Clements’
secretary of state, David Dean, chief state elections officer, had developed a scheme
during the summer of 1982 to purge state voter roles of ineligible felons. A heated
controversy followed. The director of the Texas Civil Liberties Union said it “smacks of
a politically motivated attempt to intimidate anyone who has ever been arrested into
foregoing the right to vote.” A federal injunction forced him to drop the effort when it
was revealed that the list of “felons” he proposed to send to county voting officials was
highly inaccurate.48
A few months later, events in Dallas focused the spotlight again on Democratic
allegations of Republican efforts at minority vote suppression and Republican allegations
of voter fraud. On Election Day afternoon Democratic poll-watchers noticed that a
number of heavily black precincts were running short of ballots. Democratic
congressman Martin Frost’s tally after the election revealed that thirty-three precincts had
actually run out of ballots during the day, that more ballots were sometimes slow in
coming from the county elections office, and that in some precincts they never came at
all. People waited up to 4 1/2 hours in the rain as a result of the shortages. Democrats
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attributed the problem to the county election administrator and asked for an investigation
by the Justice Department and the county district attorney.49
What attracted even more publicity, however, was the appearance of large black
and red signs in black precincts. The signs contained a message that began,
DO NOT REMOVE THIS SIGN
BY ORDER OF THE SHERIFF OF DALLAS COUNTY
You Can Be Imprisoned

after which were listed six voting fraud offenses. The signs were put up by a state
appeals court judge, Patrick Guillot, and a group of at least four other Republican state
judges, one of whom later became a federal district judge and another, a Texas Supreme
Court judge. Guillot, in a letter soliciting help from his fellow judges, wrote that
“Governor Clements’ ballot security chairman requested that all his judicial appointments
help out in the effort to keep voting fraud to a minimum. . . . I talked with [secretary of
state] David Dean and Sheriff [Don] Byrd Friday and cleared this with them. Remember,
when you discourage fraud, you gain votes, too.” The latter three words were
underlined.50
When questioned later, Dean said that “he had told Guillot that these signs could
not be posted without the approval” of the county elections administrator, Conny Drake.
Drake, however, denied having received the request for approval. Sheriff Byrd, who had
directed some of his deputies to post signs in South Dallas, where many blacks were
concentrated, said he understood that Dean had given approval for their posting—which
Dean later denied under oath. Indeed, Dean said he had warned against the project.51
The Department of Justice later found fault with the signs, and Assistant U.S. Attorney
General William Bradford Reynolds, a conservative Republican, said he was “concerned
that no nonracial justification has been offered for placing most of the signs at minority
precincts.”52
One of the sign-posters, state district judge Jack Hampton, asserted he had gotten
each election judge’s permission before posting a sign at the precinct—a claim denied by
a spokesman for one of the County Commissioners in whose district the postings had
occurred. Hampton told a newspaper reporter who had asked him if he believed the signs
were intimidating to minority voters, “We have more black defendants in this courthouse
than white defendants. If they steal more, I guess they could be intimidated more.”53
Four years later, in 1986, one of the sign posters, Judge Sidney Fitzwater, was
nominated to the federal bench under the sponsorship of Texas Senator Phil Gramm. He
had first been appointed to his state judgeship by Governor Clements and was running for
election to the same post in 1982 when he put up the signs. At his Senate confirmation
49
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hearing, he admitted to participating in the Republican ballot security program, but said
that “he did not study the signs and drew no conclusion from the fact that he was asked to
post them only in black areas of south Dallas.” Indeed, he said that he would not have
posted them if he had known they were targeted solely at minority precincts. He also
commented that another judge had told him to post the signs, and that it was a part of an
officially sanctioned ballot security program.54 After apologizing for his actions and
taking sharp criticism from various Democrats and from Willie Velasquez, director of the
Southwest Voter Education Project in Texas, Fitzwater was confirmed, becoming, at age
thirty-two, the youngest judge on the federal bench.55
CASE 3: Poll-watcher Controversy in Houston, 1984
The 1984 presidential campaign was contentious in Texas. After Ronald Reagan
had narrowly won the South in 1980 (he carried Texas by 55 percent), and Republican
governor Clements lost to Democrat Mark White two years later, Democrats and
Republicans began to mount massive registration drives. “Voter registration is up in the
brand-new, burgeoning suburbs in west and northwest Harris County [surrounding
Houston],” wrote political reporter Nene Foxhall. “But registration is also up in those
inner-city, predominantly minority neighborhoods, a treasure trove for Democrats, where
voters waited in a downpour two years ago to vote a straight ticket.”56
Partisan attacks and counterattacks got under way early in the campaign. A
member of the Reagan administration in Washington accused Governor White, as well as
the governors of Ohio and New York, of breaking federal law by “coercing” state
employees to register Democratic voters in welfare offices and state employment
agencies, where registrants were more likely to be Democrats. White strongly denied
breaking the law and claimed the charges by the Reagan official were part of a
“coordinated attack to reduce voter turnout.” He also “voiced concern about aggressive
GOP efforts to monitor election procedures . . . including offering $5,000 rewards to
‘bounty hunters’ who provide information leading to the arrest of state officials for vote
fraud.”57 And, a few days later, the governor attacked Republican efforts in El Paso to
place ads on Spanish-language TV stations warning listeners that “election security
officials” had identified illegal voter registration cards, and that illegal voters could face a
fine or imprisonment. The station refused the ad. Republican Phil Gramm, campaigning
for a Senate seat, said, “I hope the governor has as much commitment to fight vote fraud
as I have to fight voter intimidation.”58
In 1980 Republicans had offered a $1,000 reward “for information leading to . . .
prosecution for voting fraud.” No one claimed it.59 In 1984, the $1,000 offer still held,
and the GOP announced it had budgeted $250,000 for ballot security in Harris County.
What such a huge budget would be used for was not mentioned in newspaper reports, but
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the party announced its intention of placing poll-watchers in “heavily Democratic
precincts,” which minority leaders took to mean minority precincts. Democratic
strategists saw this, too, as an attempt to intimidate voters.60 The GOP county chairman
dismissed their charges as “hogwash.”61 Black state senator Craig Washington,
representing Houston inner-city neighborhoods, threatened to send out one thousand “big,
black and burly” ex-felons to watch the white poll-watchers in black precincts.62
Tensions between the parties were heightened the Saturday before the election,
when two Democratic Party offices in Harris County were broken into and vandalized in
early-morning raids. “Communist pig” was written on one wall. Texas Democratic Party
chairman Bob Slagle attributed them, in part, to the GOP’s ballot security program.
“When you create an atmosphere of hatred and racism then you get the kind of terrorist
action that happened . . . this weekend,” he charged.63
On Election Day, Senator Washington’s ex-felons failed to show up.64 One
Republican poll-watcher was ejected from his assigned polling place for repeatedly
leaving the premises to make a phone call to Republican headquarters.65 A black election
judge told reporters that the Republican poll-watchers at her precinct were “just sitting
there minding their own business.”66 At another polling place, however, the black
minister serving as election judge said poll-watchers challenged more than twenty-five
voters. “They said that some of them were voting more than once. . . . They said that
most blacks look alike so it was hard to tell.”67
The black electorate in Harris County turned out to vote in large numbers,
apparently unfazed by the ballot security program. Long lines all day were noted at some
of their precincts, which went heavily Democratic. But their support for Democrats was
not sufficient to prevent the Reagan-Bush ticket from carrying Texas almost two-to-one,
in a year that witnessed the election of state legislator and rising GOP star Tom DeLay to
Congress.68
After the election, Harris County GOP Chairman Russ Mather mentioned what he
called several voting inconsistencies in predominantly black Precinct 24—an extremely
impoverished neighborhood—where many voters shared the same address or listed the
Salvation Army or an empty lot as their residence. The county Republican ballot security
chairman added that party officials “thought it highly unusual that so many people would
actually live in such crowded conditions.”69
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CASE 4: Postcards in Louisiana, 1986
In the mid-term elections of 1986, several state Republican parties pressed
aggressively forward with ballot security programs, particularly in states with close races
for Senate and House seats in November.70 The year 1986 was noteworthy in Louisiana.
Russell Long announced his forthcoming retirement from the U.S. Senate. He was the
last member of a political dynasty that began in 1928 with the election of his father Huey
Long as governor. Republicans felt their time had come to choose a senator. GOP
Congressman Henson Moore began his campaign for Long’s seat with a huge war chest.
He ran an ad saying, “The party’s over. It’s morning in Louisiana,” a slogan that not only
invoked President Reagan’s “morning in America” theme but was intended to link his
Democratic opponent, Congressman John Breaux, to the corruption of the governor,
Edwin Edwards. In the nonpartisan primary, Henson bested Breaux 44-37. 71 Louisiana
in 1980 had the third largest percentage of African Americans among the fifty states.
They were one of the main groups the Breaux campaign appealed to.72
As part of its 1986 ballot security program, the RNC had hired a private
contractor to conduct operations nationwide. One such operation focused on Louisiana.
Run by Ballot Security Group out of Chicago, it followed a pattern Republicans had used
at least since the 1950s, as this Report’s account of Arizona politics has shown. Nonforwardable letters were sent to 350,000 registered voters across the state. About 30,000
were returned.73 Most of the returned letters had been addressed to blacks. “They were
very selective,” the chairman of the State Central Democratic Committee said. The head
of Ballot Security Group denied his company was targeting blacks, although he
acknowledged the returned envelopes primarily came from their addresses. “That’s to be
expected,” he said, “because more of them are renters and they move more often.”74
However, the fact later emerged that the letters had been targeted at districts voting over
75 percent for Democratic Presidential candidate Walter F. Mondale in 1984, a pattern
that seldom occurred outside heavily black districts.75 As the attempted purge began to
attract attention, assertions that candidate Moore’s money had helped subsidize it were
initially denied but later turned out to be true.76
Democrats went to court to obtain a restraining order and succeeded. Had the
Republicans not been prevented from continuing their program, their next step would
have been to send challenged voters a registered letter notifying them of the action. If
there was no reply, a notice would be placed in the parish (i.e., county) official journal,
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and if there was still no response, the voter’s name would be stricken—purged—from the
registration list.77
“It Could Keep the Black Vote Down Considerably”
Voters in affected areas brought suit. In the discovery phase, a particularly
damning memo came to light, which spelled out clearly the motive behind this ballotsecurity program and suggested as well the motive behind many other programs which
had used this purging tactic. The memo was from Kris Wolfe, the RNC midwest political
director, to Lanny Griffith, the RNC southern political director. “I know this race is
really important to you,” Wolfe wrote. “I would guess that this program will eliminate at
least 60-80,000 folks from the rolls. . . . If it’s a close race . . . which I’m assuming it is,
this could keep the black vote down considerably.”78
After considering the evidence, the trial judge called the Louisiana ballot security
program “an insidious scheme by the Republican Party to remove blacks from the voting
rolls. . . . The only reasonable conclusion is that they initiated this purge with the specific
intent of disfranchising these blacks of their right to vote.” He prohibited use of the
tactics in the future.79
Based on the facts ascertained in the case, the DNC returned to the federal court
in New Jersey that had presided over the 1982 consent decree stemming from the GOP’s
1981 vote suppression scheme in Newark and surrounding areas. Judge Debevoise
presided over another agreement in late 1986 according to which the RNC would not
engage in direct-mail campaigns for the purpose of using undelivered letters to challenge
the validity of voter registrations. (The following year, both parties agreed to yet
another stipulation in the same court, requiring the RNC to submit all ballot security
programs to the court for approval.)80
In November, Breaux won by a margin of 53-47, gaining the votes of Blacks,
Cajuns, and about half the remaining whites as well, which easily overcame Moore’s
strong support in affluent white neighborhoods. Breaux would not have won without
black votes, a fact he promised to remember.81 Various commentators attributed
Moore’s defeat in part to the ballot security scheme. The Almanac of American Politics
described it as a “thinly disguised attempt to intimidate voters, but [it] succeeded only in
infuriating blacks and increasing their turnout while—no one would have believed this
two decades ago—making no favorable impression on whites.” Even Clarence Thomas,
chairman of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission at the time and soon to
become a Supreme Court justice, blasted the Louisiana program. He portrayed it as
having helped the GOP “snatch defeat from the jaws of victory,” by stimulating black
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turnout in the Breaux race. “Republicans,” he said, “have shown an arrogance that
blacks need not be consulted, nor need be approached on campaign issues.”82
CASE 5: Toxic Atmosphere in Houston, 1986
As in neighboring Louisiana that year, Republicans in Texas geared up for an
aggressive, highly publicized statewide ballot security program in 1986. Former
governor Bill Clements, whom Mark White had unseated in 1982 thanks in part to an
extraordinarily high minority turnout, was now hoping to defeat White, and the GOP was
eager for revenge. As the campaign heated up, the ballot security programs in Louisiana
and some other states were attracting national attention. Paul Kirk, DNC chairman,
pointed out that a Louisiana court had recently issued an injunction against the massive
“do not forward” mail-out to black voters in the Pelican State, and he said Democrats
were trying to stop “what in fact has been not ballot integrity, but black intimidation.”
(No such mailing was used in Texas, according to Republican Party officials.) He also
noted that the DNC had filed a lawsuit in New Jersey federal court to enforce the 1982
agreement in which the RNC agreed not to target precincts on racial grounds.83
Jane Matheson, executive director of the Texas Republican Party, announced that
her party would send volunteers in each county to ensure that signatures on requests for
absentee ballots matched those filed on voter registration cards, and to further make sure
that absentee ballot applications contained all the required information. Poll-watchers
would be sent to many areas, according to Ann Ashy, who headed the state Republican
ballot security program. She explained that targeted precincts would be decided “partly”
on their being in areas with a history of illegal vote fraud—probably including “all of
South Texas,” which she defined as “everything south of San Antonio”—a huge area
heavily populated by Latinos. Statewide, Republicans planned to station 2,600 pollwatchers in up to 1,500 polling places.84
The national controversy over ballot security programs continued as Election Day
approached. In late October a ballot security program in Michigan targeting black and
Hispanic precincts came under scrutiny by Judge Debevoise in New Jersey, who would
soon hold that programs that year in Louisiana, as well as in Indiana and other states
GOP officials refused to identify, violated the terms of the 1982 consent decree.
However, the Michigan plan was not run by the RNC but by the National Republican
Congressional Committee (NRCC), which had invested $24,000 in a plan to pay its
workers to challenge voters in Pontiac. Debevoise said the Michigan plan was a “matter
which raises disturbing questions.” The NRCC, faced with the possibility of a lawsuit,
tried to put an end to the program but the man running the ballot security program, a
prominent Republican and county prosecutor, called the Democrats’ complaints “a lot of
crap,” and argued that, as a local organization, it was not obligated to abide by an
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agreement entered into by the RNC. He promised to place challengers at the polls.
Debevoise agreed to hear Democrats’ charges that the Michigan program violated the
terms of the 1982 agreement, but later rejected them, when lawyers for the RNC
convinced him that the program it had funded in that state had been stopped.85
As these events were unfolding on the national scene, Houston’s Republicans said
they were going to put as many as 200 poll-watchers in 50 to 75 predominantly minority
precincts in the inner city. County Republican chairman Russ Mather said “about 25 of
the 290 minority election judges ‘would do anything they could to influence the
election’.” GOP officials denied that the targeted precincts had anything to do with race.
“If you plot these on a map, they are all in the inner city, and that’s where the Democratic
vote is going to be 90 to 95 percent straight ticket,” Mather said. “That’s where the
abuses are going to happen. They are not going to happen in [the predominantly white
areas of] west Harris County, in Clear Lake City or Kingwood.”
The local head of GOP ballot security, Preston Goodwin, added that the precincts
chosen for poll watching were ones in which alleged violations had occurred in the past.
His group was sending letters to the Democratic precinct judges to alert them to the
presence of Republican poll-watchers who, the letters said, “are not being assigned to
harass or intimidate you, or the voters, or to disrupt the elections process. They are being
assigned to observe the conduct of the election, including the assistance of voters . . .”
Goodwin asserted that his volunteers would be looking for poll officials allowing people
to vote without proper identification or, under the guise of assisting voters, suggesting
how they should vote.86
With the county chairman’s announcement, the political atmosphere became
toxic. Black precinct judges, angered by the Republicans’ allegations of dishonesty, met
with Democratic leaders and then “came out swinging,” according to one team of
reporters. Houston congressman Mickey Leland called Mather “a racist bastard.” He
explained: “It’s blatantly racist to suggest the problem only exists in black precincts.”
Ann Covert, executive director of the county GOP, responded that Leland “should be
embarrassed by his bad mouth. It’s not racist at all.” She said voting irregularities
habitually occurred in about twenty to twenty-five precincts. The congressman wanted to
know how the GOP could determine where the majority of problems occurred when they
traditionally focused on black ones. He distinguished between merely sending pollwatchers and Mather’s public announcement that they were being deployed to minority
precincts. It was the latter action, he said, that was intended to discourage inner-city
voters from showing up at the polls. Soon Democratic officials, including Governor
White, were likening the poll-watcher program to the Ku Klux Klan.87
Adding to the tension as the election neared was a decision by the GOP to equip
their poll-watchers with badges that said “Texas Ballot Security Program.” The state
GOP chairman George Strake defended them as “perfectly legal. They are representing
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the Texas Republican Party under the Texas Election Code. . . . Nobody is trying to act
like a state official,” he said. The afternoon before the election, Attorney General Jim
Mattox, a Democrat running for re-election, ruled that the badges could not be worn.88
The elections took place apparently without incident on November 4. The results,
however, were not as happy for Texas Democrats as they were in Louisiana that year.
Clements defeated White statewide, even though White carried Harris County and South
Texas.89
CASE 6: Problems in Hidalgo County, 1988
Ronald Reagan’s second term as president was coming to an end, and Texas
Republicans were eager to replace their icon with his vice-president, George H. W. Bush.
The presidential race was especially significant to Texans because Bush, while not a
native, had Texas roots, and because Democratic presidential hopeful Michael Dukakis
had chosen as his running mate Senator Lloyd Bentsen, who was a native—not simply of
Texas but of Hidalgo County in South Texas, a heavily Latino part of the state.
Republican Bill Clements had re-taken the Texas governorship from Mark White
in 1986 and appointed Jack Rains as secretary of state. Rains was eager to establish an
innovative state-run ballot security program. As it turned out, its focus would be on
South Texas. Stories of bosses, or jefes, engaging in ballot-box stuffing and bringing
Mexican nationals across the Rio Grande to vote during the first half of the Twentieth
Century were a part of Texas political lore, and vote fraud still occasionally occurred.
Latinos, on the other hand, were keenly aware of a long history of Anglo discrimination
in the Rio Grande Valley against Mexican-American citizens. Major ethnic upheavals in
South Texas during the sixties and seventies were the result of this Anglo domination and
Latino rebellion against it. Both Republicans and Democrats worked hard to register
Texas voters in 1988, and both parties—for different reasons—were interested in Latinos,
who, as the election approached, made up about 13 percent of registered voters and
tended to vote Democratic.90
Ironically, the first voting controversy in Texas that year involved a discovery,
early in January, of fraud by Republican campaign consultants. Various of the party’s
presidential candidates had hired local consultants to collect the 5,000 signatures of
registered voters necessary to get their name on the March primary ballot. The
consultants, in turn, had hired youthful workers paid hourly or by each signature
collected. Consultants and workers were caught forging voters’ names. The campaigns
of Senator Robert Dole, former Delaware Governor Pierre (Pete) DuPont, and former
Secretary of State Alexander Haig were implicated. The names of registered Democrats,
including many African-Americans living in North Houston, were written on the
petitions. None of those contacted by reporters said they had signed. Some of the
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purported signers were dead. Dole’s Texas co-chairman attributed the fraud to the Bush
campaign, which denied it.91
State GOP chairman George Strake first tried to investigate the matter to
determine which signatures were fake. However, once the FBI got involved and the
scandal began to dominate the local news, people were unwilling to discuss the matter
with party officials. “The process has simply become impossible,” Strake finally
admitted, and declared all the major national GOP candidates eligible to appear on the
ballot. “While many observers said they believed it the only reasoned approach to take,”
one reporter observed, “the line does not play well for the party that has made ballot
security a crusade.”92
The crusade, however, was undeterred. A few days after Strake allowed all major
candidates a place on the ballot, Rains announced a ballot security program whereby his
office would station election inspectors at various places in the March 8 “Super Tuesday”
primary, and then train and deploy an even larger number in November, mostly in South
Texas and East Texas (the latter with a heavy black population). “I think the Valley
(South Texas) has a disproportionate amount of complaints, and then East Texas does,”
he said. Both areas were Democratic strongholds. He assured reporters, however, that it
would be a nonpartisan effort. State Democratic chairman Bob Slagle responded that he
hoped the ballot security program would be focused more on Houston, given the
Republicans’ petition fraud scandal, and he threatened a lawsuit to prevent voter
intimidation by secretary of state Rains.93
In late February, Rains wrote several state agency heads requesting a list of their
employees to work as election inspectors in the party primaries. Rains said the “eyes of
the nation” would be on Texas, and he wanted to ensure a clean election. Attorney
general Jim Mattox and state treasurer Ann Richards, both Democrats, balked. Richards
said she was puzzled, because the parties, not the state, usually monitor elections. Mattox
refused to allow the use of his employees, pointing to potential legal problems, and
urging extreme caution, given the possibility of voter intimidation. Rains nonetheless
sent fifty-eight inspectors to polling places on primary election day.94
Democrats charged that Rains was politicizing his office. The secretary of state is
the governor’s top appointee, and the office is an important one, administering election
law and keeping records on corporations and campaign expenses and contributions.
There was speculation that, like some of his predecessors in the post, Rains was aiming
for higher office. In addition to his unprecedented use of public employees as election
monitors, he was criticized for sending partisan op-eds to newspapers at state expense,
and putting up billboards with his name on them advertising his “Voter ’88” registration
drive. Even some Republicans thought his behavior inappropriate. 95
In the summer, the Houston petition forgery case went to trial. The jury found
that Rocky Mountain, vice-president of Southern Political Consulting and a former
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employee of U.S. Representative Tom DeLay, had been unable the previous December to
gain the necessary petition signatures simply by going door-to-door in a Houston
neighborhood. Mountain then resorted to what he called “Plan B.” He took his young
workers back to the company’s offices, provided them with beer, and oversaw a “forging
party.” Mountain and the company were convicted on thirty-eight misdemeanor counts
each. He could have been fined $2,000 for each count and given a year in jail but instead
was assessed $7,600 total, given probation, and required to perform a year’s public
service. The company paid a $38,000 fine.96
As the months went by, Dukakis’ campaign faltered, thanks partly to the “Willie
Horton” ad that was a central feature of the Bush campaign, and Bentsen’s position on
the ballot was not providing the anticipated boost in Texas. But Democrats worked hard
in the waning days of the campaign to get a high voter turnout among South Texas
Hispanics.
Election Inspectors “Are Officers of the State”
Events in October created a noisy controversy that attracted national attention.
Rains sent instructions to election officials around the state to implement his ballot
security program, giving unprecedented authority to the election inspectors overseen by
his office. As spelled out in a subsequent op-ed Rains sent to state newspapers, “election
inspectors are not poll-watchers or other monitors who work for a particular party,
candidate or cause . . . [but] are officers of the state . . . [whose] activities will be
coordinated with U.S attorneys, the FBI and the Texas Department of Public Safety.”
Poll-watchers, under the new rules, would be able to make telephone calls while on the
job, require election officers to verify voter registration in some cases, and warn that law
enforcement officials would be on the alert to respond to Election Day problems. These
were departures from standard poll-watchers’ duties. Attorney general Jim Mattox and
other Democrats attacked Rains for engaging in tactics to discourage minority voters.
The Mexican American Legal and Educational Fund (MALDEF), a civil rights
organization, filed suit, claiming that Rains had overstepped his authority and was
illegally using his office to intimidate voters in South Texas. MALDEF attorney Judith
Sanders-Castro argued that the new procedures should have been cleared with the Justice
Department under the Voting Rights Act—a claim Rains’s office denied. She said Rains
had broadened the inspectors’ powers to enable them to be “a mini-police” force
appearing at polling places on November 8.97
Adding to the controversy was a remarkable press release from Randy Erben,
assistant secretary of state, on October 25. Erben announced “a major case of alleged
vote fraud was uncovered Tuesday morning in Hidalgo County,” Bentsen’s home county
where his father still lived. (Hidalgo County had the eighth largest percentage of Latinos
of any county in the U.S.—85.2 percent—and the seven counties with higher proportions
were also in South Texas.) At issue were absentee ballots printed in such a way that
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voters choosing any but the Democratic presidential candidates could have had their
ballot invalidated. Erben said he had “asked the Texas Rangers, the F.B.I. and . . . the
U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of Texas, to investigate the situation. It appears
we have a deliberate conspiracy to deprive voters of their civil rights,” he said. He
announced that Rains had ordered the Hidalgo County Clerk, William “Billy” Leo to
impound all the unused ballots and those that had been returned by mail. “This type of
fraud is a throwback to the old days, when political bosses manipulated the democratic
process to favor their own candidate or party,” Erben continued. “We’re checking ballots
in all other 253 counties to make sure this fraud is not spreading across the state like
wildfire.”
Leo, a Democrat, claimed the flawed ballot resulted from a typographical error
which he had not noticed, and agreed to correct the error and send all those who had
voted a new ballot. He complained that the secretary of state never contacted him before
Erben issued his broadside alleging fraud, and Leo later unsuccessfully sued Erben for
libel. A state representative from Hidalgo County would file a bill in 1989 to remove
authority for supervising elections from the secretary of state, and establish a six-member
bipartisan election commission. It failed.98
“Remember: Election Officials Are Watching”
While the battle of absentee ballots was raging, Latinos along the Rio Grande
began to hear radio spots in Spanish, paid for by the Hidalgo County Republican Party.
The ads warned, in part:
Voting officials will be watching closely. It is illegal to vote in this election if you are
not a U.S. citizen. If you have a green card, you cannot vote. If you do vote, you can be subject to
up to 10 years in prison, fined up to $5,000 and lose your opportunity to become a U.S. citizen. If
you accept money to vote, you can get up to five years in jail.
Remember, election officials are watching.

The ads caused Texas Congressman Jack Brooks to ask U.S. Attorney General
Richard Thornburgh to send federal observers to South Texas, and he agreed to do so.
Brooks told Thornburgh that the “election officials are watching” statement was
equivalent to a “Big Brother” threat. Congressman Bill Richardson in neighboring New
Mexico said the ads were among continuing racist scare tactics used by the Bush
campaign and should be removed from the air. He said he was “fed up” with the GOP
refusing to admit to “these intimidation and racist tactics aimed at Hispanic and black
voters,” referring to the controversial Willie Horton ads the Bush campaign was running.
Dukakis would voice his criticism of the ads a few days later, when he appeared at a giant
rally outside the Hidalgo County courthouse.99
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In the face of lawsuits challenging his controversial instructions to poll-watchers
and inspectors, Rains backed off a week before the election. The Texas Supreme Court
presided over a settlement, in which he agreed to rescind the memoranda containing
instructions to poll-watchers, and to tell poll inspectors not to contact law enforcement
officials regarding polling place disputes but rather the secretary of state’s office.
On Election Day, thirty-two federal observers were in place in Hidalgo County,
along with two Justice Department attorneys. They reported seeing no voter harassment.
Nor did county clerk Leo. Tom Wingate, Republican county chairman, said, “We’ve had
irregularities, but nothing we haven’t been able to stop.” He mentioned isolated instances
of illegal behavior, such as electioneering too close to the polls and marked ballots
carried into booths. Bush easily won Texas, defeating Dukakis 56 to 43 percent. Exit
polls showed that 82 percent of the Hispanic vote in Texas went to Dukakis and Bentsen,
compared to 75 percent for Mondale and Ferraro four years previously. However,
turnout in heavily Latino Hidalgo County was 4 points below that in 1984.100
CASE 7: Uniformed Poll Guards in Orange County, 1988
At twenty polling places on Election Day morning in November 1988, voters in
heavily Latino precincts in Orange County, California were confronted with an unusual
spectacle: signs in English and Spanish warning non-citizens not to vote, and, more
unexpected still, “guards” in blue uniforms with badges who were taking down voters’
license plate numbers, asking them about their citizenship, and in at least one voting
station, collecting and submitting voters’ ballots to poll workers. Some of the guards sat
alongside election officials. Both the guards’ handling of ballots and questioning of
voters were illegal.101
By lunchtime the guards were removed from the polls on order of the chief deputy
California secretary of state.102 But their presence created a firestorm of protest and set in
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motion a year-long federal investigation, a civil lawsuit, and new legislation making the
hiring of uniformed guards at polling places in California on Election Day a felony
punishable by a $10,000 fine. The events that day were similar in some important
respects to previous ballot security programs gone bad, as well as to ones which would
come later.
Orange County was (and remains) a nationally recognized base of conservative
Republican politics, having become famous for its strong support for Goldwater’s
presidential bid in 1964 and Ronald Reagan’s for governor two years later.103 However,
within the county the 72nd Assembly district had a sizable component of Latino voters
and when the Republican assemblyman died a day after the June 7 GOP primary,
Democrat Christian “Rick” Thierbach took on Republican Curt Pringle for the job, and it
appeared he had a good shot at winning. Democrats mounted a major get-out-the-vote
drive in Latino precincts. That and the expected closeness of the race, among other
things, apparently influenced the Republicans to take ballot security measures. The final
count revealed that Pringle had won by 867 votes out of 66,831 cast. The two men’s
campaigns were among the most costly of any California assembly races that year.104
After the news broke of the guards at polling places, some Republicans tried to
justify it by describing rumors they had received in the weeks before the election. One of
Pringle’s consultants had gotten a tip to watch for “voting irregularities” on Election Day,
he explained to reporters. Tom Fuentes, Orange County Republican chairman and
himself Hispanic, also told of receiving reports of “door-to-door walkers seeking the
registration of non-citizens.” (Donald Tanney, Orange County registrar, told of meeting
with two members of the GOP county central committee at their request. After listening
to their belief that “vanloads of illegal citizens” would be brought in to vote, and to their
inquiring if they could challenge their citizenship, Tanney said, “I strongly cautioned
them about any form of interference.” But he said “there was never any mention of
uniformed observers. I never even thought they would go that far.” In any case,
someone with the county GOP had asked a political consultant to hire guards from a
company called Saddleback Security, and it was their employees who showed up at the
polls early the next morning.)105
Democratic leaders immediately expressed outrage. Paul Garza, executive
director of the Democratic Party of Orange County, called it a violation of Hispanic
voters’ civil rights and compared it to the situation in Texas, where Republicans in the
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days leading up to November 8 had been running TV and radio ads warning
undocumented Latinos not to vote: “We’ve heard about this being done along the Rio
Grande in Texas,” Garza said, “but it’s unconscionable that it is being done in Orange
County.”
“Un-American, Unconstitutional, Despicable”
But Democrats were not alone in denouncing the guards. Santa Ana Councilman
John Acosta, a long-time Republican, called positioning the guards “totally, totally unAmerican. It smacks of Nazism.” Orange County Supervisor Gaddi Vasquez, described
by reporters as one of the GOP’s most prominent Latinos in California, said the episode
“showed a tremendous lapse in judgment.” Raoul Silva, a member of the California
Republican Party Central Committee, said, “It’s un-American, it’s unconstitutional, and
it’s despicable.” State GOP chairman Bob Naylor labeled it a “terrible, terribly symbolic
insult.” Indeed, very few Republican officials, Anglo or Latino, were quoted as
approving it once it became public, although Greg Haskins, a high-ranking county GOP
official said, “I can’t imagine anybody who had the right to vote being intimidated by
these people.”
Nonetheless, some Republicans, to put the best face on it, seemed eager to make a
distinction between the “symbolic insult” Naylor spoke of and the alleged effect of vote
suppression. And others seemed to believe that, given the narrow victory by Republican
Pringle, the guards’ presence made the difference. Carl Rodriquez, Pringle’s chief
consultant, speculated that without the guards Pringle might not have won—implying that
they scared off would-be illegal voters. However, Republicans at the time admitted they
had no evidence of illegal voting106
Some Democrats and civil rights advocates also believed that the guards’
presence “made the difference”—not by providing ballot security from the votes of noncitizens but by intimidating some registered voters who came to vote and decided not to.
Richard Martinez, executive director of the Southwest Voter Registration and Education
Project, announced that a poll was being conducted of Latino voters, and he suggested
that posting guards “has a chilling effect on voters, particularly first-time voters who are
gingerly taking their first steps in our political process.” And stories began to filter in
about voters’ experiences with guards at the polling places. Voter Jerry Castillo said a
guard glared at him as he walked up to his polling place. “I felt really intimidated,” he
said, “like someone was looking over my shoulder.”107
Rumaldo Madrid, 62 years old, was a Korean War veteran and strong Reagan
supporter who, although a registered Democrat, said he had intended to vote for Pringle.
He encountered a man in a business suit as he approached his polling place at St.
Joseph’s Church. The man asked him if he was a U.S. citizen and registered to vote.
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When he said yes, a uniformed poll guard “came up like he was a football player,
walking real fast,” in Madrid’s words, and asked him for proof of his citizenship. The
guard, he said, told the other man, “Anybody can say they’re an American citizen.
Anybody.” Madrid said the guard “was talking like he was letting me know he had some
authority.” When Madrid asked the two men who they were, they refused to answer, he
said. He decided not to vote. (After Madrid became a plaintiff with others in a lawsuit
against the Republican party, however, he was dropped because he could not identify the
guard who approached him as one of the men hired by the Republicans.)108
“He Kind of Scared Me”
Jane Fantuzzi, 74, a Latina, had frequently been a poll worker. When she
approached the polling place at the senior citizens’ center to vote on election morning,
she saw signs warning non-citizens not to vote. She returned home, and after thinking
about it, decided to go back. When she did, a uniformed guard barred her from entering
the building and told her to wait outside. “He kind of scared me,” she said. “I was
tempted not to vote because I was scared, and I knew there was something going on
wrong.” She had never seen guards at a polling place before, and she had been voting
since she was twenty-one, she said. Fantuzzi did as she was told, waiting for more than
half an hour, reciting the Rosary. Then she got up her courage, went inside, and voted.
An election official later explained the event by saying that the voter congestion inside
the building was so heavy that he asked the guard to help him direct people to chairs in an
outdoor area. He said the guard was well-behaved and helpful. If that was true, the
experiences of Madrid and Fantuzzi nonetheless illustrate the impact even relatively nonthreatening ballot security personnel may sometimes have on older voters.109
The Orange County poll guards controversy continued to make news for more
than two years. Perhaps the most significant result was passage of a new state law,
sponsored by Democratic state senator Milton Marks, ultimately backed by all the
Republicans in the Assembly, and signed by Republican governor George Deukmejian in
September 1989, making it a felony to post uniformed guards within 100 feet of polling
places, punishable by a $10,000 fine. While there had been some Republican resistance
earlier, it ceased when Marks made public an internal memo the RNC sent out during a
poll-watching program in 1988 urging its workers not to wear “public or private law
enforcement or security guard uniforms, using armbands or carrying or displaying guns
or badges,” and denouncing “any methods or tactics which in any way could be viewed
as chilling an individual’s intent to exercise his or her right to vote.”110
An attempt by Democrats to recall Pringle because of the guards incident failed.
Latino civil rights groups and five voters who had encountered the guards, including Jane
Fantuzzi, filed a lawsuit against Orange County Republican leaders, the company
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supplying the guards, and the county registrar of voters. It was eventually settled before
trial for $480,000, after the civil rights groups were dropped from the suit. It was
reportedly the largest sum ever paid in a voting-rights case at that time. Of the settlement
money, the plaintiffs decided to keep $17,000 each and donate the $150,000 remaining
after lawyers’ fees to nonprofit nonpartisan groups working for voter education and
registration in Latino areas of Pringle’s district.111
Perhaps the effects of that donation, combined with continued anger among
Democrats and Latinos at the poll-guard incident and the slow pace of the county and
federal investigations into continuing voting-rights violations connected with it,
explained the defeat of Curt Pringle in his 1990 re-election bid. The following summer,
the investigations came to an end, concluding that there was insufficient evidence “that
the intent of the people who sent out the guards was to intimidate voters.”112
CASE 8: Racial Politics in North Carolina, 1990
The 1990 North Carolina race for U.S. Senator pitted three-term incumbent Jesse
Helms against African American Harvey Gantt, an architect and former mayor of
Charlotte. (Gantt, the first black mayor of the city, hoped to become the first, as well,
elected to the Senate from the South since Reconstruction.) Gantt had another “first” on
his record: he was the first African-American to enter Clemson University in his native
South Carolina, from which he graduated with honors. Helms was one of the most
obdurate southern hold-outs against a racially inclusive “new South.” According to The
Almanac of American Politics, “more than any other major politician, Helms [seemed]
hostile to civil rights measures.” He was “a pessimist, with an almost apocalyptic vision,
ready to see the downside of almost every development.” He had opposed the extension
of the non-permanent features of the Voting Rights Act in 1982 and voted against the bill
to make the Rev. King’s birthday a national holiday.113
During the campaign, Helms waged a vituperative television, radio and directmail war against his opponent. His ads and mailers cast the issues of the election, as
Helms saw them—abortion, national defense, crime, homosexuality, and “traditional
values”—in dire terms. “The radical homosexuals will escalate their vile, repulsive
attacks,” read one mailer. “All these radicals need is a few days of television smears,
when we cannot answer them, and this election could be over!”114 Many had expected
Helms to win easily. But as Election Day drew near polls indicated that the race was
close, and some even showed Gantt with as much as an eight-point advantage.115
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Newspaper reports in the months and weeks leading up to Election Day tended to
focus on Helms’s belligerent campaign tactics, his Manichean worldview, and his
divisive style in general. But as it became clear that the contest was a close one, the
Helms campaign begin to inject the subject of race more directly into ads and mailers. A
week before Election Day on November 7, a television ad appeared, showing a white
hand crumpling a piece of paper while an announcer stated, “You needed that job and
you were the best qualified. But they had to give it to a minority because of a racial
quota. Is that really fair? Harvey Gantt says it is.”116 Another TV advertisement that
began running the same day attacked Gantt as the recipient of racial preferences: “How
did Harvey Gantt become a millionaire?” the announcer asked. “He used his position as
mayor and his minority status to get himself and his friends a free TV station license from
the government. Only weeks later, they sold out—to a white-owned corporation for $3.5
million.” The claim, which Helms would use again in another ad six years later in his
successful re-match against Gantt, was partly false. While Gantt and his friends had
indeed made a quick profit, the Federal Communications Commission said explicitly that
race was not a factor in their decision.117
Post Card Misinformation to Black People
The last week of the campaign saw Helms inflate his racial rhetoric to
extraordinary levels, and his ads became the subject of comment on national talk shows.
“This is the ultimate,” Merle Black, a scholar of southern politics at Emory University,
asserted. “I’ve never seen [the racial issue] played to this extent by him, and he’s been
the master of it ever since George Wallace got out of the business.”118
On the same day the racially explosive ads appeared, the North Carolina
Republican Party announced a ballot security program for the upcoming election. Over
the next few days, the party sent out two waves of postcards, totaling 150,000, in what
they called “heavily Democratic” areas that warned, “When you enter the voting
enclosure, you will be asked to state your name, residence and period of residence in that
precinct. . . . It is a federal crime, punishable by up to five years in jail, to knowingly
give false information about your name, residence or period of residence to an election
official.”119 In addition, the mailers falsely claimed that voter eligibility was contingent
upon having lived in the same voting precinct for thirty days prior to the election.
Recipients of the cards overwhelmingly were black voters.120
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The chairman of the North Carolina Democratic Party charged that the
Republican program was “clearly not an attempt to educate but rather to intimidate
voters.”121 The next day DNC chairman Ronald Brown called on the Justice Department
to investigate possible rights violations, and he wrote a letter to all fifty Republican state
chairmen warning them that it was illegal to conduct “ballot intimidation and ballot
security activities.”122 Speaking a few days later on the CBS news program, “Face The
Nation,” Brown said, “What the Republican Party has done is absolutely disgusting. It’s
a repeat of what they’ve been doing for the last decade, and that is to try to intimidate the
poorest and most vulnerable of voters.”123
In response to a suit by the DNC, Federal Judge Dickinson Debevoise in Newark,
N.J., who had presided over the consent decree reached in 1982 between the DNC and
the RNC over ballot security practices, scheduled a hearing for Monday, November 5, the
day before the election; its purpose was to determine whether the RNC had violated his
earlier court order. After reviewing the evidence, the judge concluded that even though
Republicans had failed to inform their staff and their state campaigns of the 1982 decree,
and although the North Carolina program amounted to “tactics . . . of the kind which
were forbidden by the consent decree and settlement agreement,” the prohibition applied
only to the RNC and did “not purport to govern the activities of the North Carolina”
Republican Party. The case thus fell outside his jurisdiction.124
Although Democrats did not have enough time to pursue legal relief in North
Carolina before the election, U.S. assistant attorney general for civil rights John Dunne
secured a pledge from the chairman of the North Carolina GOP, Jack Hawke, that
information gleaned from the postcards, e.g., that the voter’s address was incorrect,
would not be used to challenge voters at the polls. Dunne also announced that an
investigation was under way into whether the cards, which “falsely misled” voters,
violated their civil rights.125 Dunne sent a team of lawyers to North Carolina to observe
the voting, and set up a telephone hotline to report complaints of intimidation.126
Election Day produced no reports of voter intimidation, and Helms defeated Gantt
by six percentage points in a racially polarized contest: 60 percent of whites backed
Helms, in contrast to 6 percent of blacks.127 Post-election analysts attributed Helms’s
victory in part to his last-minute barrage of negative campaigning centered on racial
themes, which may have influenced undecided white voters.128
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The state GOP’s last-minute implementation of its ballot security program was
obviously intended to reduce the number of black voters in the state. In the two rounds of
postcard mailings containing both threatening and false information, the first (81,000
cards) was sent to precincts in which 94 percent of the voters were black, and the second
(44,000 cards) was sent exclusively to black voters.129 The Gantt campaign reported
instances in which biracial couples received mailings addressed only to the black member
of the family.130
Another Consent Decree
Republican leaders reacted to reporters’ questions with professions of ignorance.
Charles Black, chief spokesman for the RNC who had also served as a media adviser to
the Helms campaign, was asked right before the election whether he had an obligation in
his official capacity “to examine the legality and legitimacy” of the ballot-security
program. “I don’t want to judge it either way. . . . It’s just not my role,” he said. “I can’t
do everything. It’s not my job, I’m a volunteer trying to fill in for [RNC chairman] Lee
Atwater,” who was quite ill. President Bush, who, thanks in part to Atwater’s inspired
use of the Willie Horton ad in Bush’s campaign two years earlier, occupied the White
House, declined to judge the North Carolina ballot security program. He responded to
reporters’ questions in a manner similar to that of Black. All he knew about it, he
averred, was what he had read in the newspapers: “I read a lot of charges and
countercharges, and I’ve heard some people say it’s bad and I’ve heard others say it’s
not. . . . It depends on how it is done,” he explained. “And I just don’t know enough
about what you’re trying to get me into to get into that.”131
After the election, the Justice Department filed suit against the North Carolina
Republican Party and the Helms for Senate campaign for violation of the Voting Rights
Act by intimidating and interfering with black voters in trying to discourage them from
voting. On February 26, 1992, the defendants signed a consent decree that required them
to refrain from any future ballot security programs directed at blacks and stipulated that
they must secure approval from a federal court before implementing any future ballot
security programs. A Helms campaign spokesman denied that the senator had anything
to do with the postcards; Helms signed the consent decree, the spokesman explained, to
avoid paying lawyers to contest the charges.132 Helms remained in the U.S. Senate until
2003.
CASE 9: The Old South Lives on in Charleston,
South Carolina, 1980-1990
South Carolina is a state with a long history of racial discrimination in voting, as in
every other aspect of public life. The 1895 state constitution mandated a poll tax, a
literacy test, disfranchisement for certain crimes, and burdensome residency
requirements. The long-term effects of these barriers were obvious when the Voting
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Rights Act was passed. Shortly before, in November 1964, 75.7 percent of South
Carolina’s voting-age whites were registered to vote, as compared to 37.3 percent of
voting-age blacks. The gap narrowed significantly once the Act was in effect.
Nonetheless, in 2000, white turnout in Charleston County (measured as a proportion of
the white voting-age population) still exceeded that of blacks by 13.5 percent.133
As in many parts of the South, there has been a continuing effort by some
Republicans in Charleston County to maintain the racial turnout gap, and to harass and
intimidate African Americans at the polls. A recent trial involved cases brought by the
U.S. Department of Justice and private plaintiffs, who successfully challenged at-large
county council elections. Testimony at one point focused on a so-called Republican
Ballot Security Group that harassed voters at the polls, sometimes in conjunction with
white election officials.134 The judge hearing the case, Michael Patrick Duffy, cited
testimony from a white attorney, F. Truett Nettles, a Democrat with more than twenty
years’ experience as a poll-watcher or chairman of the Charleston County Election
Commission. Judge Duffy wrote:
[From 1980 until 1992] Nettles served as a poll watcher assigned on most occasions to
predominantly African-American polling sites . . . [with a team of lawyers] to help prevent and,
when necessary, remedy instances of harassment and intimidation of African-American voters by
white poll officials. . . . Nettles testified that, from 1980 through 2000 “[e]very time, every
election we would have controversies in African-American precincts about voter assistance, or just
the way voters are treated when they vote.” Several white poll managers—including a future
chairperson of the Election Commission—were routinely appointed as poll managers by the
Election Commission and assigned to predominantly African-American polling places in
Charleston County, where they intimidated and harassed Africa-American voters.135

Poll managers are paid officials appointed by the Election Commission to conduct
the elections. But Republican poll-watchers, appointed by the party and by candidates,
got into the act as well: “African-American voters also endured improper interference
from white poll watchers, as distinguished from poll managers,” Judge Duffy concluded.
They “directly confronted some African-American voters requesting assistance with
questions such as: ‘Why do you need assistance, don’t you know how to read? You can
vote without assistance, you don’t qualify’.” Nettles claimed that as a result of these
kinds of harassing questions, “some of the voters said, ‘Oh, never mind,’ and they just
turned around and walked out the door.”136
The judge cited testimony by North Charleston Mayor Keith Summey, who also
served on the Election Commission from 1978 through 1986. The mayor “testified that
controversies involving white poll workers and African-American voters were routine
during his time on the Election Commission. . . . And while white poll managers
complained that African-American voters sought to vote improperly, Mayor Summey
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never once found merit to any such allegations.”137 During this period—in 1980, to be
precise—college students, claiming they were federal poll-watchers, intimidated people
at a predominantly black precinct, threatening to “lock up” voters.138
In 1990 the Ballot Security Group, so-called, was actually linked to the official
Election Commission. According to Judge Duffy: “A member of the Charleston
County Election Commission and others participated in a Ballot Security Group that
sought to prevent African-American voters from seeking assistance in casting their
ballots. One of the other members of the Ballot Security Group was . . . [a] particularly
problematic poll manager assigned by the Election Commission to work in . . . [a
predominantly black] precinct. He was removed from the . . . precinct because of his
efforts to deny African-American voters their right to have election assistance from the
person of their choice.”139
According to Laughlin McDonald, a lawyer for plaintiffs in the case, “In 1986,
Nettles and chairwoman of the county Democratic Party, Joyce Cantrell, got a
restraining order from a local judge prohibiting election officials from interfering with
the right to vote and requiring them to provide voters with assistance upon request. But
in the elections that followed, the Ballot Security Group ignored the restraining order
and went back to its old tricks.”140
CASE 10: Mayoral Politics in New York, 1993
The 1993 New York City mayoral contest was a bitter rematch between
incumbent Democrat David Dinkins, the city’s first black mayor, and Republican
Rudolph Giuliani. Four years earlier, Dinkins had edged out Giuliani 50-48%. Racial
issues, and fears of racial division, loomed large in the 1993 campaign—as did fear of
fraud and intimidation. A New York Times article summed up the latter worries shortly
before the election:
The Dinkins campaign expressed concern that off-duty police officers supporting
Giuliani might intimidate Democratic voters, while the Giuliani campaign demanded
extra police officers to make sure no fraud occurred in polling places where the Mayor’s
supporters outnumber the challenger’s.141

Giuliani representatives earlier had sent a letter to the New York City Police
Commissioner, Raymond Kelly, asking for at least 2,700 police officers to be assigned to
the polls, in addition to the “thousands” of volunteer poll watchers provided by the
Republican Party.142 Kelly responded by assigning 3,500 officers and creating 52
“captains” to supervise the poll watching.143 This decision was a compromise designed to
please both sides: the 3,500 poll-watchers were assigned to watch for voter fraud, and
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the 52 captains were assigned to ensure the poll-watchers did not intimidate voters.
Mayor Dinkins warned that it was improper for poll-watchers (especially officers who
supported Giuliani) to “exert their influence and intimidate people” and “to throw their
weight around.”144
Meanwhile, New York State Republican Party Chairman William Powers made it
clear that his party’s volunteer poll-watchers would be out in force in majorityDemocratic precincts: “We will be manning polls that have never seen a Republican
before,” he announced.145 The Giuliani campaign had been worried for months by
rumors that many Democratic voters registered more than once or were illegal
immigrants.146
On Election Day morning, Mayor Dinkins held a news conference stating that
“we appear to be seeing an outrageous campaign of voter intimidation and political dirty
tricks afoot in today’s election.”147 This allegation was based on three initially
unsubstantiated reports by Dinkins’ poll-watchers, and Giuliani responded, “I can assure
you this has nothing to do with my campaign and it is precisely what we expected of
them.”148 The reports were that off-duty police officers physically threatened a Dinkins
volunteer and that intimidating posters had been placed in black and Latino
neighborhoods.149 The second report was later confirmed. Posters had been placed at
several polling places, and read: “Federal authorities and immigration officials will be at
all election sites. . . . Immigration officials will be at locations to arrest and deport
undocumented illegal voters.”150 Dinkins called on the Department of Justice to
investigate, and a statement issued by the department advised voters to disregard the
posters and pledged “to protect the rights of minority voters.” It also announced that “the
Department of Justice and the FBI are conducting an investigation to determine who
prepared and posted these notices.”151
The investigation coincided with charges of minority vote suppression in the New
Jersey gubernatorial contest and added to the racially charged atmosphere in New York
City. In addition to the threatening posters, reports emerged that ten homeless men
showed up at a predominantly black and Hispanic voting site in Bedford-Stuyvesant and
tried to disturb the voting process; one of the men admitted to having been paid $60 for
the purpose but did not identify the source.152 Others among the ten told a Democratic
poll-watcher they had been promised $70 and a hot meal by an organization called
Together We Stand.153 Another person not connected with the homeless men reported
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that Republican poll-watchers asked for the green cards of prospective voters in East
Harlem.154
Giuliani defeated Dinkins by almost the same margin Dinkins had won in their
first contest: 51-48%. On November 29 Al Gordon, New York State Democratic Party
chairman, claimed he had evidence of over seventy-five instances in which voter
intimidation and minority vote suppression had occurred on Election Day, and promised
to forward his evidence to the Justice Department in hopes of preventing future
Republican ballot security programs.155 His evidence, he said, revealed a pattern of
harassment that seemed to him to be orchestrated not by the Giuliani campaign but by the
Republican Party at the state level. “We are not calling for an overturning of the
election,” he said. “We are saying that there was a pattern of thought-out harassment by
the Republican Party and that they have to stop.”156
He cited instances in which homeless men disturbed voters by asking for their
identity and instances in which poll-watchers tried to slow down the voting process by
asking for several forms of identification.157 He also cited the testimony of Denise Ryan,
a Dinkins poll-watcher who reported that in her precinct “four large white men came into
the gymnasium and proceeded to stand in the doorway, blocking the door. . . . An elderly
gentleman trying to get in couldn’t even see past them.”158 Gordon concluded, “I think it
was an effort to delay, harass and intimidate voters just in the minority communities.”159
However, Republicans retorted that the same kind of behavior was taking place in
predominantly Republican precincts. “There was voter intimidation by them—not by
us,” said John Sweeny, a lawyer for the New York Republican Party.160 State party
chairman Powers called Gordon’s accusations “a cheap political stunt.”161 There were no
definitive resolutions of these allegations. Charges and countercharges regarding the
same issues—vote fraud and vote intimidation—would continue with a vengeance in
New York City five years later.
CASE 11: Implementing Motor Voter in New Jersey, 1996
The National Voter Registration Act (NVRA) or Motor Voter became law in
1993. Its purpose was to make voter registration easier. In one or another form such a
law had been advocated by Democrats and opposed by Republicans since Jimmy Carter’s
presidency. Both parties generally saw it as having the potential to dramatically increase
voter turnout and to disproportionately increase the number of Democratic voters. The
Democrat-controlled Congress had passed a motor voter bill that was vetoed in 1992 by
President Bush on the ground, among others, that it could encourage voter fraud. The
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next year Congress, still controlled by the Democrats, sent another bill to the White
House, and President Clinton signed it into law shortly after taking office.162
Motor Voter was particularly aimed at making it easier for lower-income citizens
to vote, by providing registration forms at agencies supplying public assistance. Its
provision of the opportunity to register when applying for a driver’s license, of course, is
what gave the NVRA its popular name as Motor Voter.
The state of New Jersey under Governor Christine Todd Whitman changed its
election law to comply with Motor Voter in 1995. In the summer of 1996, during the
campaigns for the first federal elections held under the revised law, a sharp partisan
conflict arose that recalled earlier “ballot security” controversies in the state going back
at least to 1981.
The controversy began when the county superintendent of elections in Passaic
County, Alice Zona, failed to send sample ballots for the November elections to 20,000
registered voters in the heavily Democratic cities of Paterson and Passaic. When
criticized by Democrats, Zona defended this action by saying she had earlier sent out
ballots to the same addresses before the previous June’s primary elections and the U.S.
Postal Service had returned them because the addressee was unknown or there was no
forwarding address. She said she had also purged about 5,000 names from the rolls in
1995 for the same reason—although, when questioned in 1996 about the 1995 procedure,
Zona said if people whose names were purged that year had shown up at the polls they
could have voted, because their names were still in the system.163
That the process was intended to work differently in 1996 than it had in 1995
soon became clear. On September 26, the state attorney general sent an 18-page
instruction book to all New Jersey election superintendents. Under the new rules, many
of the people of the kind whose names had been purged from the voters list by Zona
because they had moved without notifying election officials would face a rather daunting
process if they showed up at the polls in November. Specifically, the new rules required
that any registered voter who had moved within a county from one election district to
another without having told the board of elections of their new address would have to
verify that address at the municipal clerk’s office on Election Day. This would mean
going to the polling site, where they would learn of the new requirement, then going to
city hall, executing a “transfer affidavit,” and then, once their new address was verified,
returning to the polling site and voting.164
On October 1 the New Jersey Democratic Committee, the Passaic County
Democratic Committee, and Congressman Robert Torricelli, running for the U.S. Senate,
filed a lawsuit requesting a restraining order against the state, claiming the new law
violated the Voting Rights Act as well as Motor Voter, one of whose purposes was to
make it easier for people who move to vote. After examining voting records, lawyers for
the Democrats pointed out that 21,000 voters in Passaic County and 40,000 in Essex
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County alone who had moved had not yet reported their new addresses.165 The State
Republican Party, secretary of state Lorna Hooks, and Torricelli’s opponent, Republican
Congressman Richard Zimmer, responded to the suit by claiming the state was simply
taking precautions necessary to prevent voter fraud.
Vote Fraud Deterrence . . . Or Voter deterrence?
Democrats argued the law would disproportionately affect poor, urban, and
minority voters because they were more likely to change residence and, if challenged at
the polls, they might be less likely to spend the time and money traveling to city hall and
then back to the polling site. “New Jersey has a long and sad history of efforts to
interfere with voters at the polls,” said Cardell Cooper, Mayor of East Orange. “We are
taking the steps we need to take to make sure that nobody is improperly denied the right
to cast a ballot on November 5.”166
Torricelli, on a campaign stop with the Rev. Jesse Jackson, chided the
Republicans and Zimmer for defending the law: “It’s unbelievable that Dick Zimmer as
a candidate for the U.S. Senate would actually become directly involved in an attempt to
keep people from voting. This potentially could disenfranchise a quarter-million people.
Most of them are African American or Hispanic background. But indeed any citizen of
the state could fall victim.”167 Democratic lawyer Angelo Genova acknowledged the
state’s need to confirm addresses, but criticized forcing voters who had moved and not
reported it to go far out of their way to cast a ballot. “The notion of a confirmation
process beyond what the federal law requires is where they cross the line,” he asserted.168
In a preliminary hearing Federal Judge Maryanne Trump Barry agreed in part
with both sides and encouraged them to come to a “mutual accommodation” before she
had to rule on the case.169 One the one hand, Barry agreed with the state that the
Democrats’ charge of racial discrimination was “sheer speculation.”170 But she added, “I
don’t think it takes a great imagination to say that there will be X number of people who
will say, ‘What the heck, I have to get back to work’” when they showed up to vote and
learned of the hoops the state would force them to jump through. She said the rule
appeared to violate Motor Voter.171
Two days later, both parties reached an agreement. Voters would no longer have
to travel to municipal court to prove their new residency. On the other hand, poll
supervisors could still challenge voters, who would then have to sign a pledge on their
ballot swearing to their new address. If questions remained about the voters’ residency,
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their votes could be challenged after the election.172 Democratic lawyer Genova said of
the agreement, “The design and intent is to encourage voter participation at the polling
place with as little . . . burden as possible.”173 Donna Kelly, representing the Whitman
administration, likewise was positive about the settlement: “Our concern is the integrity
of the process. This procedure will ensure us of that.”174 Implicit in Kelly’s statement
was the admission that “ballot integrity” could be achieved without the onerous
requirements imposed by the original rule, which would almost certainly have diminished
turnout among poorer voters lacking transportation who had moved.
Big Brother Inside the Black Box
In the week before Election Day, a controversy of a different sort arose, also
harking back to earlier dirty tricks in the Garden State. Readers of The Jersey Journal
and The Hoboken Reporter began to notice fliers tucked inside the newpapers, warning
potential voters of the penalties for voting illegally.175 Entitled “Technology for the ’96
Election,” the fliers claimed that, “thanks to advances in computer technology, voting
machines can now be equipped with computers inside.”176 These computers could be
linked, the fliers claimed, to government agencies that could detect everything from
unpaid student loans to traffic fines. The fliers also suggested that “combining this
technology with plainclothes detectives at each polling place would be a great way for
governments (with limited resources) to solve a lot of these problems as they walk-in to
vote, wouldn’t it?”177
The publication and distribution of this fanciful Orwellian scenario was seen by
Democrats as an attempt to suppress the vote of minorities, particularly Latinos who had
recently become citizens. New Jersey Congressman Robert Menendez noted, “It’s
certainly written by someone who favors suppressing the Latino and minority vote in this
election. Most of the places where this flier has surfaced is in Latino areas in Jersey City
and North Bergen, but it’s not an isolated incident. They’re all over.”178
At a news conference Menendez was joined by Democrats Donald Payne, also a
congressman; Sharpe James, mayor of Newark; and Cardell Cooper, Mayor of East
Orange. They blamed Republicans for the fliers which they portrayed as tools of
minority vote suppression.179 The executive director of the New Jersey Republican State
Committee, Tom Wilson, responded to the charges by saying his party “has nothing to do
with it, and we condemn anyone who did it.”180 The perpetrators remained anonymous.
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Mary Bustillo Donohue, former member of the Bergen County Board of
Freeholders, wrote a letter to the editor of her local newspaper on the night of the
election: “It is reprehensible that those who look down on minority citizens and have
made ‘character’ such an important campaign issue would resort to this despicable
attempt at voter suppression. The distribution of this flier was a cowardly attempt to
tamper with a free election. Fortunately, as I listen to the election returns this evening,
the attempt backfired.”181 Torricelli defeated Zimmer in the Senate race.
CASE 12: Searching for Fraudulent Voters
in New York, 1998
Democrat Charles Schumer challenged incumbent Republican Alphonse
D’Amato for New York’s U.S. Senate seat in 1998. It was expected to be a tight race,
and while both machine and paper ballots would be cast, it was thought that the election
outcome could very well be determined by the paper ballots. Therefore, months before
the November 3 election, Democrats and Republicans reached an agreement with a state
Supreme Court judge in Albany regarding the treatment of challenged paper ballots. All
such ballots would be set aside and the court would then review them and determine their
validity.
In fact, Schumer beat D’Amato handily. The cliff-hanger turned out to be the
race in which Democrat Eliot Spitzer challenged incumbent Republican Dennis Vacco
for the job of New York state attorney general. Surprisingly, it was the outcome of that
race which seemed to turn on the counting of paper ballots, at least early on. Before the
returns were officially certified in December, however, charges made by Vacco of
widespread voter fraud primarily in New York City black and Hispanic neighborhoods
led to court battles, a stand-off over certifying the winner (in city precincts) on the New
York City Board of Elections, and partisan and racial rancor that sizzled for six weeks
after the election. In the end, Spitzer was declared the winner by slightly more than
25,000 votes out of more than 4 million cast, in the closest statewide race since 1954.182
As the counting of the paper ballots proceeded in the weeks following the
election, it looked as though Spitzer was the winner. On November 19 the State Board of
Elections said Spitzer was almost 23,000 votes ahead in the total count and only 15,000
of the 250,000 paper ballots cast remained to be counted. Spitzer declared victory but
Vacco failed to concede. In fact, the day before Spitzer’s announcement, Vacco had filed
a complaint in the New York Supreme Court alleging widespread vote discrepancies,
especially in New York City, where Spitzer had beaten Vacco by a margin of three to
one.183 And so, taking a leaf from the losing New York mayoral campaign of Rudy
Giuliani in 1989, who also alleged widespread voter fraud (an allegation subsequently
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unproven), Vacco began a legal and public-relations campaign to have the election results
thrown out.184
Supreme Court Justice Thomas Keegan gave both candidates permission to
challenge paper ballots statewide and inspect the 7,000 voting machines again in New
York City. Party representatives examining the paper ballots were not allowed to see
how the person voted, but they knew the makeup of the district and the results of the
machine voting.
Shortly after Vacco’s team began inspecting ballots, the pattern of their
challenges became obvious: in two heavily black neighborhoods that went for Spitzer,
for example, 434 out of 591 and 445 out of 669 paper ballots, respectively, were
challenged. By contrast, the Spitzer team challenged 134 out of 10,334 and 10 out of
2,500 absentee ballots upstate, in two areas that went heavily for Vacco. “It is a pattern
that brings up the ghost of disfranchisement,” said Keith Wright, a Harlem assemblyman.
“People have died for the right of people of color to vote. And the pattern of Dennis
Vacco’s challenges recalls some of the worst of American history.”185 Assemblyman
Roberto Ramirez of the Bronx agreed, saying, “There is no question that there is a focus
and concentrated effort to challenge ballots in the minority community.”186
Phantom Voters, Sore Loser?
The focus on minority precincts—standard operating procedure in Republican
ballot security operations—was not the only basis for criticism of Vacco’s approach,
however. State election laws required that paper ballots not have any stray markings.
But, as The New York Times reported, party inspectors went to unusual lengths,
challenging “ballots for everything from having a check mark slightly outside the box to
having a signature that dips slightly below the line.” Some ballots were challenged
because voters, when asked their county of residence, listed Brooklyn rather than Kings.
One was challenged because when the voter was asked the reason for not being able to
vote in person she wrote that she would be “in the Holy Land,” but did not name a
specific country. A spokesman for the state Board of Elections said “the objections are
many, many more than they would normally be. This is a highly unusual situation.”187
On November 23, Thomas Spargo, a lawyer for Vacco, asked Judge Keegan for
more time to investigate voting irregularities, alleging that as many as a thousand people
listed as voting on November 3 had died before the election. He was vague on the source
of this information, but the judge granted his request. The charge was met with
widespread ridicule among Democrats. The administrative manager of the New York
City office of the Board of Elections asserted that “All of [the Vacco campaign’s] charges
so far have been unfounded, I believe this will be the same.” A New York Times
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investigation soon turned up some of the alleged “phantom” voters and interviewed them,
quoting one as saying Vacco was a sore loser.188
Two weeks later, on December 7, Vacco’s claims about dead voters going
nowhere, his campaign announced that he had evidence of 103,000 people on the voting
rolls “for whom there was no apparent record that they had engaged in routine activity in
the community or otherwise existed,” or people with other irregularities such as
discrepancies in their address. Vacco’s lawyer, Spargo, said the 103,000 names had been
generated by a computer search that compared the names of registered voters in New
York City with a list given by a private credit reporting company. More surprising than
the allegation, however, was the Vacco campaign’s proposed method by which to
ascertain the validity of the registration list. Invoking what was described as an
“obscure” state law requiring door-to-door visits from the police when the validity of
voters’ registration was in question, a Republican election commissioner asked for such a
canvass to verify voters’ eligibility—a canvass that could cover tens of thousands of New
York City’s residents.
A Police Department spokeswoman said no such canvass had occurred “in
memorable history.” Democratic Party Chairwoman Judith Hope said “the prospect of
uniformed police officers with guns knocking on people’s doors questioning their right to
vote sends a chill down my spine. I’m just dismayed this is a possibility in the country,
and particularly in a state like New York.” Black and Hispanic legislators called for a
Justice Department investigation into possible intimidation. Judge Keegan asked lawyers
representing both campaigns to meet with the Police Department and other official bodies
in order to scale down the number of voters to be canvassed. Spitzer’s campaign said it
would not participate, expressing outrage over a tactic aimed at minority and poor
voters.189
By this time some Republicans—including newly re-elected Governor George
Pataki—were beginning to back away from Vacco’s efforts to overturn the election
results. One person who continued to give him strong support, however, was state
Republican Party Chairman William Powers, who was perceived to be in need of
reinforcing his leadership at a time when three-term senator D’Amato had been defeated
and Pataki had won with a narrower victory than expected.190 Powers charged that the
Democratic challenge to Republican investigations was an attempt to divert the public
gaze from voter fraud. “They have sought to divide New Yorkers,” he claimed, “by
using tactics designed to scare and mislead people.”191 The Democrats, in turn, charged
that scaring and misleading voters was precisely the Republicans’ aim. The Republican
project, said Democratic state senator David Patterson, was to ask police to “go and
harass people, as if this were Eastern Europe in the 1930s.”192
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The day after the Vacco camp’s startling new allegations, Mayor Giuliani said
plans were being made for a canvass, but a much smaller one than had been
requested—30,000 voters rather than 103,000. “As you might expect the Republicans are
asking us to do too much,” he quipped, “and the Democrats are asking us to do nothing.”
Pataki, in turn, expressed concerns about sending police into thousands of homes. “You
want people to become a part of the political process. When you look at the low turnout
in November, we want to do everything we can do to encourage people to come out and
vote and participate in the democratic process” he said, taking a clearly different tack
than Powers, the state party chairman.193
Giuliani’s plans for a canvass, however, came to a halt when he learned that,
contrary to his understanding, Justice Keegan had not ordered one but had simply asked
the parties to sort the matter out between them. The mayor then announced that in the
absence of a court order, he would not deploy police officers. Nonetheless, Vacco’s
aides said a canvass could be started by the order of a single member of the Board of
Elections—a claim Democrats disputed. The board was split 50-50 between Democrats
and Republicans, and the Democrats said they would block any move to order a police
canvass without a court order. At this point, Giuliani’s office set up a conference call
with the judge and the two campaigns for the following day; during the call, Keegan
refused to issue the order.194
Vacco Soldiers On
New York government was approaching a stand-still. Although Vacco had not
produced any hard evidence of illegality in the November 3 election, his refusal to
concede and his continual charges of massive fraud had led the New York City Board of
Elections, evenly split in its membership between Democrats and Republicans, to refuse
to certify Spitzer as the winner in the city. Moreover, there was speculation that the state
Board of Elections, following the city board’s lead, would also refuse to certify Spitzer as
attorney general at their official meeting the next week—which could lead the Democrats
on the same state board, which was also split 50-50 between the two parties, to refuse to
certify Pataki as governor.195
Just when it was thought events had reached the limits of the politically bizarre,
word leaked out of the Vacco camp on December 10 that, in the absence of a police
canvass of any or all of the 103,000 people suspected of fraud, the Vacco team was hiring
a former New York City police detective who ran a private detective agency in Queens.
He would presumably oversee a makeshift group of employees in the attorney general’s
office (still officially under Vacco’s authority) to track down fraudulent voters.
The following Monday Justice Keegan threw out Vacco’s suit alleging fraud, and
Vacco conceded defeat. The state Board of Elections promptly certified Spitzer as the
new attorney general. At the end of six weeks of unsubstantiated allegations of
widespread voter fraud by New York State’s top law enforcement official, Vacco had not
presented evidence of a single illegally cast vote. He did not, however, back away from
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his charges. “I have a lot to say about alleged fraud,” he said. “But now is not the time
or place.”
An editorial in the Syracuse Post-Standard observed that Vacco’s “post-election
tactics have left a sour aftertaste.” Another editorial, in the Times, mentioned the
bitterness the six weeks of turmoil had caused in minority neighborhoods, and called for
the replacement of state GOP chairman William Powers, whom it called the
“mastermind” of the Vacco “travesty”.196
CASE 13: Investigating “Massive Fraud”
on the Reservations of South Dakota, 2002
In the months leading up to the 2002 mid-term elections, the U.S. Senate race in
South Dakota was seen as one of the most important in the nation, and it was certainly
one of the most hotly contested. U.S. Rep. John Thune, a Republican, had been
personally recruited by President Bush to challenge incumbent Democrat Tim Johnson.
South Dakota was considered a battleground state that year, one of those deemed crucial
for maintaining Democratic control of the Senate. The state’s other senator, Tom
Daschle, was the majority leader of the nation’s narrowly divided upper house, and the
Thune-Johnson contest was described in the press as a proxy fight between the president
and the majority leader. Bush would make five trips to South Dakota on Thune’s behalf
that year—one shortly before the election, accompanied by Vice President Cheney.197
Essential to the Democrats’ strategy was a get-out-the-vote drive among the
state’s Indians, composing 9 percent of the total population and concentrated on nine
deeply impoverished reservations. In striking respects, South Dakota Indians resemble
blacks in the Deep South a generation or two earlier. They have lived historically
segregated lives, and they have been locked out of the political system in many
respects.198 Indian rights activists in 2002 were asking for more polling places on
reservations, some of whose inhabitants don’t vote because they must travel thirty miles
or more to a polling site.199 Gerrymandering has made it difficult for them to elect
candidates of their choice to office down to the present, as a recent federal court decision
has made clear.200 Since 1976 two of the state’s Indian counties have been covered by
Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act, which requires all covered jurisdictions to submit
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intended changes in election procedure to the Justice Department for approval before the
changes can take effect. A successful lawsuit brought by the American Civil Liberties
Union on behalf of the Oglala and Rosebud Sioux tribes, settled shortly after the
November 2002 election, charged that over the years the state government had failed to
submit approximately 600 election-related laws and regulations in counties covered by
Section 5 to the Justice Department for preclearance. Indeed, South Dakota had actually
submitted fewer than ten.201
The state’s Indians vote heavily Democratic, although their turnout rate has
historically been much lower than that of their white counterparts. Senator Johnson
attributed his 1996 win partly to Indian support, and in 2000 Indians also gave their vote
to Al Gore, who lost statewide.202 Once elected to the Senate, Johnson was active on the
Indian Affairs Committee. Democrats made a major effort in 2002 to push Indian
registration to unprecedented levels, hiring about 100 independent contractors, mostly
Indians, to get registration up in the Native American communities. By October, the
push appeared to be paying off. Figures released by the secretary of state showed about
17,000 new registrations since the June 4 primary, about 6 percent of the number of
voters who typically vote in a statewide Senate race. Roughly 25 percent of those newly
registered lived in counties with Indian reservations or near them. Moreover, Democrats
were narrowing the edge Republicans usually maintained on absentee ballots.203
Attorney General Barnett Announces an Investigation
On October 12, less than a month before the election, front-page stories in South
Dakota newspapers revealed that a federal and state investigation into vote fraud in six
counties was under way. Mark Barnett, Republican state attorney general, announced
that the investigation, led by the FBI, had been going on for two weeks. The FBI was
involved, Barnett explained, because the six counties either contained Indian reservations
or were near to them. Barnett noted that the investigation so far was focusing on a single
person, but “it could expand.” The next year’s legislature, he said, might want to tighten
the state’s election laws governing absentee voting and voter registration.204
After his announcement, Democratic Party spokeswoman Sarah Feinberg said
party officals had been aware of the probe since October 3 after talking to a county
auditor about irregularities in absentee ballots. Once party officials had reviewed the
ballots they contacted the U.S. attorney. Shortly after Barnett’s announcement, the
Democratic Party issued a statement saying that Rebecca Red Earth-Villeda—apparently
the “one person” Barnett was referring to—had worked for the Democrats as an
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independent contractor. Two absentee ballots she submitted were found to be invalid,
and her contract was terminated on October 7. The Democrats’ statement said, “The
South Dakota Democratic Party has a zero-tolerance approach to anything less than full
compliance with South Dakota and federal election regulations. If other issues are
brought to the attention of the party, we will continue to fully cooperate to ensure that no
one is able to undermine the democratic process.” On October 22 an indictment was
handed down, naming yet another person, a contractor for the United Sioux Tribes Voter
Registration and Education Project, who was charged on five counts of forging voter
registration cards.205
Attorney General Ashcroft Is Worried About Vote Fraud
Democrats had reason to be worried that Republicans would raise a hue and cry
about vote fraud as a rationale for mounting ballot security programs in the South Dakota
race. In a major news conference in March 2001, U.S. Attorney General John Ashcroft
had announced that regarding voting rights, not only disfranchisement but vote fraud
would be a major focus of his administration. He later met with national civil rights
leaders on the subject, causing them to express their fear that aggressive fraud
investigations in the tradition of past GOP ballot security efforts would suppress minority
votes. In October 2002, while the South Dakota investigations were under way, the
Justice Department held a daylong “Voting Integrity Symposium” to train approximately
300 FBI and U.S. attorney’s offices personnel in order “to prevent election offenses and
to bring violators to justice.” This was part of what the Justice Department called an
“unprecedented” effort to guard against voter discrimination at polling places and to
prosecute vote fraud. There was speculation among Democrats that Ashcroft had
personal reasons for his concern with vote fraud. In 2000 he had been narrowly defeated
as U.S. Senator from Missouri in an election marred by Republican charges of fraud in
St. Louis Democratic strongholds.206
Wade Henderson, executive director of the Leadership Conference on Civil
Rights, one of the largest and oldest consortiums of civil rights organizations, sent a letter
signed by various members of the Conference to Ashcroft on October 25, 2002
expressing concern that “overly aggressive ‘voting integrity’ efforts, instead of reducing
fraud, tend to intimidate lawful voters and ultimately suppress voter turnout. This is
especially true when investigations and prosecutions appear to concentrate efforts on or
target voters of a particular racial, ethnic, disability or other minority group.” The letter
also mentioned an earlier meeting with Ashcroft in which various members of the
organization had expressed their concerns about Justice Department ballot security
efforts, “particularly the planned use of potentially intimidating signs and publicity about
these efforts.” A spokesman for Ashcroft, Mark Corallo, responded: “The only people
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intimidated are the people who were going to cast fraudulent ballots, and that’s the point
here.”207 As earlier case studies in this chapter have revealed, this is a stock defense by
Republicans in charge of ballot security programs when accused of intimidating minority
voters.
‘The Wall Street Journal’ Weighs In
The South Dakota investigations were immediately portrayed by Republicans
locally and nationally as a scandal of major proportions—so much so that attorney
general Barnett took issue with some of the exaggerated claims. Four days after the story
broke, John Fund, a columnist for the Wall Street Journal, wrote that “a massive votefraud scandal broke out in a U.S. Senate race in Tom Daschle’s home state . . .” After
quoting various South Dakotans’ claims and speculations, Fund added, “Voter fraud isn’t
unknown on reservations. . . . Let’s hope the latest scandal in South Dakota . . . prompts
states to examine their own absentee-ballot laws so they will stop being treated as an
engraved invitation to fraud.” (Fund did not mention that most of the absentee votes in
South Dakota were usually cast by Republicans.) Senator Bill Frist, chairman of the
Senate Republicans’ campaign committee, opined that the situation in South Dakota was
“shameful.” The day after Fund’s column appeared, Larry Long, the state’s Republican
deputy attorney general and a candidate to succeed Barnett, responded by noting that the
Democratic Party had in fact reported the incident to the state Department of Criminal
Investigation. And Long’s Democratic opponent asserted that he as well supported
Barnett in getting to the bottom of the matter.208
The RNC mailed fliers to South Dakotans entitled “Tim Johnson and the
Democrats are hiding the truth about voter fraud” and included reproductions of four
newspaper headlines seeming to suggest that voter fraud was widespread in the state. The
RNC later was forced to apologize because one of the headlines didn’t even relate to
charges of vote fraud.209
One news source spotlighting the fraud investigation was Sioux Falls’s KSFY
TV, the local ABC affiliate. An inquiry by freelance journalist and editor of Talking
Points Memo Josh Marshall led to the discovery that the reporter who developed an
inaccurate and misleading newscast regarding the fraud charges, Shelley Keohane, had
gotten documents that she used for her report from her roommate, Jon Lauck, a Sioux
Falls lawyer who was also chairman of the Lawyers for Thune Committee and a member
of the Republican National Lawyers Association. Once these facts were revealed,
Keohane was pulled off the vote fraud story.210
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Lauck was active in other ways as well. The Republican Party paid him travel
money to go through files of county election officials for evidence of questionable Indian
registration cards and applications, which he then distributed to the media. “Some
broadcast media were provided with large stacks of material indicating fraud on
reservations,” according to one reporter. “One Sioux Falls television station apologized
for broadcasting unverifiable information and pulled a lead reporter off the fraud
story.”211 Lauck also wrote an article for the conservative magazine, National Review,
which appeared a few days before the election, ridiculing the Democratic Party’s
statements minimizing the extent of the fraud to date. “The FBI and the attorney general
do not generally launch a large-scale investigation for one person and a couple of
documents,” he asserted. Lauck likened the scope of the fraud to that in South Texas in
1948 which contributed to the election of Lyndon Johnson to the Senate. “When LBJ’s
lawyer (and fixer) Ed Clark needed extra votes . . . he said ‘it meant going into the
Mexican country. . . .’ Sen. Tim Johnson’s . . . campaign attempted a similar strategy on
Indian reservations. And he, too, will be remembered for his bounty-hunting even if he
wins,” wrote Lauck.212
Given the steady stream of Republican claims of massive fraud, one might have
expected attorney general Barnett to jump on the party bandwagon and exploit the
investigation for Thune’s advantage. However, neither Barnett nor the Republican
secretary of state Joyce Hazeltine did so. (Wall Street Journal columnist John Fund
would later attribute this to their fear of being labeled racists by Democrats.) From the
middle of October on, Barnett took sharp issue with allegations that fraud was
“widespread,” stressing that while the investigation was continuing, it was focused on a
few individuals. “I’m only aware of two cases where criminal law may have been
violated, and you’ve heard about those,” he said on October 20. “I just don’t want the
suggestion out there that there is widespread fraud when we don’t have any evidence of
that.” Hazeltine also did not see massive fraud, and emphasized that the state’s election
laws were working. The laws were designed to detect problems before the election, she
said, and they were successful in doing so. Barnett also emphasized that the Democrats
had cooperated with the investigation and that neither they nor the Johnson campaign
were implicated.213
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As Election Day approached, a South Dakota poll indicated that 15 percent of
those surveyed said they were more likely to vote Republican as a result of the highly
publicized investigation, and only 4 percent were swayed toward the Democrats. A few
days before voters went to the polls, however, Barnett announced that the
investigation—which had spread from six to twenty-five counties—had not turned up any
illegally cast votes, although Red Earth-Villeda, the woman who was originally the focus
of the inquiry, would probably be charged. State and federal authorities at that point had
turned up fifteen absentee ballot applications with allegedly forged signatures.214
Late Votes from the Reservation
The senatorial race ended in a photo-finish. Votes were counted throughout the
night of November 6. Near the end, Johnson trailed Thune by about 2,000 votes. Then
the votes were tallied from Shannon County—in which most of the famous Pine Ridge
reservation is located—and Johnson edged ahead of Thune by 524 votes out of over
337,000 cast statewide. Turnout on the reservation was up phenomenally from the 1998
mid-term election. That year, 19 voters had cast ballots in Precinct 3; in 2002, more than
300 did. The six main reservation counties voted 78-21 percent for Johnson. However,
his victory was dampened by the fact that the Republicans triumphed in several other
battleground states and regained control of the Senate. Although the winning margin was
sufficiently narrow to allow Thune under state law to demand a recount, he did not do so;
instead, he would challenge Daschle, again with strong support from Bush, in 2004.215
Thune’s refusal to demand a recount provoked a Wall Street Journal editorialist to
inveigh once more against the alleged Indian voting fraud in South Dakota. Pointing to
the huge increase in Indian turnout as compared to the modest increase statewide, as well
as to the late voting returns on the reservation, the Journal suspected fraud. “By the
way,” the editorial added, “we’re told that Mr. Thune’s lawyers have affidavits from
about 50 people attesting to voting irregularities, including from four Indians saying they
were each paid $10 to vote.” Attorney General Barnett responded, “Nothing has changed
since before the election.” His investigators had identified fifteen irregular absentee
ballot applications and were reviewing as many as 1,750 that Red Earth-Villeda may
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have handled. He said he would like to know where the Journal’s information came
from. “We continue to hear rumors, but we do not have the evidence.” 216
Shortly before Christmas the source of the Journal’s allegations was revealed. It
turned out that on Election Day, attorneys who had attended a training session the
previous summer on election fraud spread out across South Dakota to gather affidavits
demonstrating voting irregularities. They collected fifty. Once Barnett’s office had had a
chance to examine them, it was determined that only three of the affidavits alleged
criminal behavior, and two were proven to be false. The third person was still being
sought. Barnett pointed out that two of the affidavits the Republican lawyers had
collected were either forgery or perjury, because they contained the same wording.
“They are just flat false,” Barnett said.217
David Norcross, a former general counsel for the RNC and the man directing the
affidavit enterprise on Election Day, admitted the lawyers had drawn up identical
affidavits and then searched for people to sign them. Before this information came to
light The National Review published an article, relying on the affidavits. Barnett
characterized the story as “shoddy, irresponsible, sensationalistic and garbage.” The
National Review responded by claiming Barnett had not investigated most of the charges
in the article.218 Rumors of fraud in South Dakota’s 2002 election continued to be
circulated two years later by conservatives such as nationally syndicated columnist
Robert Novak, even as local Republican officials, including Barnett, the new Republican
secretary of state Chris Nelson, and local election officials in key Indian counties
defended the election results. “I do not agree that the election was stolen,” Nelson
reiterated in September 2004. “There was no evidence that any illegal ballots were put in
the box anywhere,” he said.219
An O. Henry Ending
The end of the South Dakota voter fraud story could have been written by O.
Henry. In December 2002 Barnett brought nineteen counts of forgery on absentee ballot
applications against Red Earth-Villeda, each count a felony punishable by a maximum of
five years in prison and a $5,000 fine. Larry Long was elected attorney general in
November, and Barnett became his deputy but continued prosecuting the case. The tribal
council on a reservation where Barnett wanted to serve subpoenas refused to allow it,
saying the alleged crime had occurred off the reservation. In April 2003 Red Earth Villeda was indicted again, on eight counts of forgery, after the tribe allowed the attorney
general to serve subpoenas. The trial was scheduled for February 9, 2004. Less than a
month before the trial was to begin, the state’s handwriting expert concluded the people
who had testified under oath that their votes were forged had actually signed the
documents. “In twenty-five years, I’ve never seen anything like this,” Barnett said. “It
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automatically shoots our case out of the saddle.” He added that he could not explain how
the expert witness “could be so diametrically opposed to what these people swore to,” he
said. Barnett described the witness, who had testified for the state in several other cases
but whom he refused to identify, as “well-qualified.” Red Earth-Villeda walked free.
The only conviction to result from the alleged “massive fraud scandal” of 2002 was that
of Lyle Nichols of Rapid City who, in a case apparently unrelated to Red Earth-Villeda,
had forged signatures on voter-registration cards while working for the United Sioux
Tribes. He pleaded guilty to felony charges and spent fifty-four days in jail.220
Shortly after the 2002 elections, the Republican-dominated state legislature,
invoking ballot security, passed a law requiring notarization of absentee ballot
requests—a law generally perceived as making it more difficult for Indians to vote. Of
those voting, only 3 of 75 Republicans opposed the bill; 1 Democrat out of 29 supported
it.221 One noteworthy bill introduced after the 2002 elections failed to be enacted into
law. House Bill 1010 was designed to make registration easier for Indians, many of
whom live many miles from the county auditor’s office. The bill would have allowed
registration on the internet. During the legislative debate, Republican State
Representative Ted Klaudt commented: “The way I feel is if you don’t have enough
drive to get up and drive to the county auditor . . . maybe you shouldn’t really be voting
in the first place.” These comments were made in connection with Indian voters, as were
those of another Republican representative, Stanford Adelstein:
Having made many efforts to register people . . . I realize that those people we want to vote will be
given adequate opportunity. I, in my heart, feel that this bill . . . will encourage those who we
don’t particularly want to have in the system. [Referring to Indian voters, he added] I’m not sure
we want that sort of person in the polling place. I think the effort of registration . . . is adequate.222

Charges of racial discrimination against Indians continued into the presidential
election year. According to an April 2004 New York Times editorial on vote suppression
masquerading as ballot integrity:
Today, in Bennett County, S.D., Indians say they have to contend with poll workers who make fun
of their names, election officials who make it hard for them to register and—most ominously—a
wave of false voter fraud charges that have been made against them, which they regard as
harassment. Jo Colombe, a Rosebud Sioux tribal council member, said that when she worked as a
poll watcher in a recent election she was accused of fraud simply for taking a bathroom break.
When she returned, she said, white poll watchers charged her with copying the names of Indians
who had not yet voted, and taking them out to Indians waiting in the parking lot.223
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Soon thereafter, Bret Healy, a Democrat and the director of the Four Directions
Committee, an organization whose purpose is to register and mobilize Indians,
complained that a law passed in the previous session of the Republican-dominated
legislature had led in recent elections to the disfranchisement of people in counties with
large Indian populations. The new law requires voters either to show photo ID or sign an
affidavit verifying their identity. Some poll workers, he claimed, did not tell prospective
voters without their ID that signing an affidavit was an option and barred them from
voting. The legislature would not have changed the law, Healy said, if the Indian vote
had not played such an important role in 2002. “It was a law passed with ill intent,” he
said. Chris Nelson, the secretary of state, said the problem was minor and that steps were
being taken to fix it.224
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CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The foregoing examination of Republicans ballot security programs since the
1950s can be summarized succinctly. However legitimate the party’s desire to guard
against Democratic election fraud, these programs have sometimes degenerated into
efforts to suppress the votes of blacks and Latinos—often the poorest and most
vulnerable among them.
To political operatives this is apparently common knowledge, although
Republican officials publicly deny it. In 1993 Republican Christine Todd Whitman
narrowly beat the incumbent Democratic New Jersey governor, James Florio. Postelection investigations by the news media indicated that Democratic officials had had
difficulty in mobilizing the usual number of recruits for get-out-the-vote efforts in black
precincts. Moreover, some members of the Black Ministers Council of New Jersey
reported receiving offers of cash from people identifying themselves as Republicans if
the ministers would not endorse Florio to their congregations.1 Daniel Todd, Whitman’s
brother, appeared on a panel two days after the election. As reported in the San
Francisco Chronicle, “Explaining his sister’s victory . . . Todd said, ‘[A well-run shoe
leather campaign] is where a lot of our effort went and a lot of our planning—getting out
the vote on one side and vote sup . . .’ breaking off before resuming, ‘and keeping the
vote light in other areas.’”2 Whitman’s campaign spokesman was quoted the same day as
saying, “We cut the (Democratic) margin in Essex and Hudson (two urban counties with
large black and Latino constituencies). Sometimes vote suppression is as important in
this business as vote-getting.”3 Whitman strongly denied her campaign had engaged in
vote suppression.4 Eleven years later, in the summer of 2004, Michigan state
representative John Pappageorge, discussing election strategy, told a meeting of the
suburban Oakland County Republican Party, “If we do not suppress the Detroit vote,
we’re going to have a tough time in this election.” Blacks make up over 80 percent of
Detroit’s population. When his remarks appeared in the newspapers, Pappageorge denied
intending to give offense to his “colleagues in Detroit or anywhere.” However, he did
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not deny making the comments attributed to him. 5 It seems reasonable to believe that in
private venues, many Republican operatives talk frankly about minority vote suppression
as a tactic, and that not a few try to effect it.
Let us now recapitulate some of the features of vote suppression efforts put forth
by Republicans under the guise of ballot security programs, as they have been described
in this Report:
1. An organized, often widely publicized effort to field poll watchers in what
Republicans call “heavily Democratic,” but what are usually minority, precincts;
2. Stated concerns about vote fraud in these precincts, which are occasionally
justified but often are not;
3. Misinformation and fear campaigns directed at these same precincts, spread by
radio, posted signs in the neighborhoods, newspapers, fliers, and phone calls,
which are often anonymously perpetrated;
4. Posting “official-looking” personnel at polling places, including but not limited to
off-duty police—sometimes in uniform, sometimes armed;
5. Aggressive face-to-face challenging techniques at the polls that can confuse,
humiliate, and intimidate—as well as slow the voting process—in these same
minority precincts;
6. Challenging voters using inaccurate, unofficial lists of registrants derived from
“do-not-forward” letters sent to low-income and minority neighborhoods;
7. Photographing, tape recording, or videotaping voters; and
8. Employing language and metaphors that trade on stereotypes of minority voters as
venal and credulous.
Ballot-security programs employing these techniques, as the above research has
shown, are not usually the work of a few renegades out of touch with the leadership
structure. The history of such programs from the 1950s to the present reveals that
lawyers, judges, election officials, and people high in the state or national command
hierarchy of the Republican Party and its campaigns are typically the leaders of the
disfranchising efforts.
Finally, ballot security programs employing such tactics are implemented in cities
and states across the nation—from California to New York, South Dakota to Louisiana,
New Jersey to Texas. Virtually always African Americans or Latinos are the sole or
primary targets. Occasionally, Native Americans have been the focus of such programs
as well. The reasons for this focus are apparently two-fold. First, there is still a racist
stereotype among a good many whites that dishonesty, including tendencies to engage in
vote fraud, is especially widespread in minority communities. Second, because minority
precincts are far more likely to vote for Democrats than are almost all white precincts,
concentrating vote suppression efforts in minority communities is efficient. For example,
of ten black voters randomly discouraged or prevented from voting, nine Democratic
votes are typically suppressed for every Republican vote. The same is true of Indian
votes in, say, South Dakota. In Latino precincts—exclusive of special sub-populations
5
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like Cuban-Americans—the equivalent figures are perhaps seven Democrats prevented
for every three Republicans.
Contributing to the efficiency of targeting minority precincts is the sad fact that
they are typically still located in highly segregated neighborhoods; therefore, challenging
techniques at the polling site that slow down voting or intimidate or misinform the
general populace in these areas will primarily affect minority voters.
Impact of Ballot Security Vote-Suppression Efforts
What has been the level of success of these vote-suppression efforts over the last
half century? No one knows. Because the full extent of the misinformation and
harassment tactics is unknown, it is impossible to estimate how many qualified voters
were actually reached, and of those, how many were prevented from voting.
Of course, the turnout in certain minority precincts targeted for vote suppression
can be compared with the turnout in the same precincts in a comparable election. Using
this measure, the Republican ballot security efforts in Louisville in 2003, for example, if
intended to discourage voting, seem to have been counterproductive, as revealed earlier
in this Report. What occurred was a “black backlash,” consisting of widespread outrage
in the African-American community and several weeks of organized activity to get out
the vote. The local Republican leadership, caught in the media spotlight, conveyed the
impression, at worst, of dishonesty and racism and, at best, ineptitude in its efforts to
explain the reason for its ballot security program. Information from the case studies
reported above suggests such a backlash may have occurred in some of the other cities as
well.
However, in still other cases the minority vote may have been sufficiently
suppressed to change the electoral outcome. This is a strong incentive, other things being
equal, for the GOP to follow the advice implicit in Governor Whitman’s campaign
spokesman: “Sometimes vote suppression is as important in this business as votegetting.”
Red States, Blue States and Concern over Ballot Fraud
Over the past half century, America’s two major parties have gradually become
ideologically polarized.6 Moreover, the close presidential election of 2000, combined
with numerous questions surrounding the electoral process and vote recount in Florida
that year, have ratcheted up concerns about ballot integrity to perhaps the highest level
since 1960 when, as we have seen, Kennedy narrowly edged out Nixon in an election
some Republicans claimed was stolen. The most important difference between then and
now is that Democrats seem to be more worried about the integrity of the voting process
than Republicans as a result of the 2000 election and some of the reforms resulting from
it, such as the increased use of electronic voting machines lacking paper audits.7 Overall,
the percentage of Americans saying they do not believe their votes are counted accurately
6
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jumped from 3 to almost 9 between 2000 and 2004. In the summer of 2004, 93.9 percent
of Republicans believed their vote would be counted accurately, as compared with 74.9
percent of Democrats. The figure for blacks was 69.5.8
The approaching contest between President Bush and Senator John Kerry may be
a cliff-hanger as well. Both parties are moving forward with massive fund-raising and
get-out-the-vote drives. In addition, Republicans (including U.S. Attorney General John
Ashcroft) are planning ballot security measures, and Democrats are developing plans to
respond to them, as well as mounting their own security programs. In this context, given
the numerous abuses ballot security measures have encouraged, do the Republicans have
good reasons to continue to employ them?
How Big A Problem Is Vote Fraud?
Election fraud is an undeniable reality in the American polity. How widespread it
is remains unknown, however. Indeed, the terms vote fraud and election fraud are used
in a variety of ways, which adds to the problem of ascertaining its incidence. One
definition, often implicit in discussions of the subject by Republican anti-vote fraud
activists, limits vote fraud to exclude what Dayna Cunningham has called “racially
discriminatory abuse of discretion by local officials, particularly in the South, to bar
African-American and other minorities.” Drawing on the definition of fraud in Black’s
Law Dictionary, Cunningham makes a forceful case that such abuses should be included
in the definition of voting fraud. Were they so included, the narrowly conceived
concerns of anti-fraud activists, which focus on fraud by minority actors and ignore
fraud by officials trying to prevent qualified minority persons from voting, would be
seen as one-sided and hypocritical.9 Extending Cunningham’s logic, vote suppression of
qualified minority voters not only by officials but by partisan poll-watchers, challengers,
and uniformed guards, justified as ballot security, is also fraudulent
activity—perpetrated, ironically, in the name of fraud prevention.
However, discussions of vote fraud implicitly tend to rely on a narrower
definition than Cunningham’s, as does this one. How widespread, then, is it? An
unscientific nine-month survey of American daily newspapers for this Report revealed
allegations of (and occasionally criminal convictions for) election fraud by both major
parties at various levels of government across the nation. But there has been no
systematic study to date of the incidence of vote fraud in the nation or in individual
states. A Republican pamphlet used in the party’s 1964 nationwide ballot security
program, Operation Eagle Eye, estimated that 3 million votes a year were lost or stolen in
America. In 2002, political scientist Larry Sabato of the University of Virginia was
quoted as putting the figure at 4 million, although he did not respond to questions about
the basis of his estimate.10 On the shaky assumption that both estimates were roughly
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accurate—one made in the early sixties, the other forty years later—the rate of fraudulent
votes cast declined from about 3 to 2 percent of the age-eligible voting population, a
population that increased from 108 to 209 million between 1960 and 2000.
To repeat, there are no systematic studies of ballot fraud in the United States.
Sabato and Wall Street Journal writer Glenn Simpson, authors of a 1996 book on
political corruption, claimed that vote fraud, committed by both Democrats and
Republicans (but in their opinion more often by Democrats) was increasing and was
largely ignored by the press.11 While their numerous anecdotes are informative and
interesting, they are just that—anecdotes. More recently, John Fund, a columnist with
the Wall Street Journal, has written a polemical book in which he claims that election
fraud “can be found in every part of the United States, although it is probably spreading
because of the ever-so-tight divisions that have polarized the country and creates so many
close elections lately.”12 No evidence is presented, however, that such fraud is
increasing. A front-page New York Times article appeared about the time Fund’s book
was published, detailing election officials’ concern about the possibility of vote fraud in
the 2004 election “as both major political parties intensify their efforts to promote
absentee balloting as a way to lock up votes in the presidential race.” But, again, while
there is the suggestion that vote fraud may be increasing as a result of the increased
popularity of absentee balloting, there is nothing in the article to support it.13
Political scientists Lori Minnite and David Callahan systematically surveyed
aspects of the American polity to determine the incidence of voter fraud. Their
conclusions, Securing the Vote, were published in 2003 under the auspices of the policy
institute, Demos. They focused on twelve states from all regions of the country,
containing about half the American electorate, from 1992 to 2002, conducting
LexisNexis searches of news databases and statutory and case law. They contacted
“selected state officials, including attorneys general and secretaries of state.” Among
their other methods were a LexisNexis search of voter fraud throughout the U.S. since the
2000 election. Their conclusion was that “voter fraud appears to be very rare in the 12
states examined.” However, no data were presented in their report.14
In light of these conflicting views, a satisfactory answer to the question of how
widespread vote fraud is cannot at present be given. However, our discussion of vote
fraud was broached in order to judge whether there were legitimate reasons for the
Republicans’ ballot security programs. Perhaps another approach is more fruitful. One
might argue that the incidence of vote fraud nationwide or even within a state is not
good faith, onlyto become 'shadow' voters when their ballots are defaced, discarded, not counted, or
nullified in other illegal ways. The number of vote frauds, moreover, seems to be on the increase." The
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germane to whether a party’s ballot security efforts are justified in a particular case. In a
tight race in a battleground state such as Florida in the 2004 presidential election, it will
not be reassuring to either Democrats or Republicans to be told that the national vote
fraud rate is relatively low and declining. The most recent election for the most powerful
political position in the world was finally decided by 537 votes in a single state. Both
parties, then, have good reason to be concerned with “ballot security” in Florida as well
as in the sixteen or so other battleground states this election year.
Republicans should be concerned to ensure, among other things, that no one who
is ineligible to vote is allowed to, including non-citizens, unregistered voters, dogs, dead
persons, or living persons more than once. Democrats, too, should try to ensure that their
votes are not stolen, either through racial discrimination in declaring ballots to be spoiled,
inaccurate registration lists, hostile or uncooperative poll workers or challengers,
inaccurate felon purge lists, placement of less reliable voting machines, or the traditional
intimidation and misinformation tactics associated with GOP ballot security methods
documented in this Report. The need for Democrats’ concern is underlined by the
continuing controversies in Florida over the seriously inaccurate ex-felon purge lists of
2000 and 2004, the unwillingness of Governor Jeb Bush to make the list in the latter year
available until forced by a state court to do so, and the overall lack of preparedness of
Florida’s top voting officials well into the summer of the presidential election year.15
From this acknowledgement that vote fraud by both parties is a valid concern in
tight elections, two propositions follow. First, Republicans should be sympathetic to the
legitimate importance this issue has assumed for Democrats. Second, Democrats should
not be as dismissive of Republicans’ fear of ballot fraud as they sometimes have been.
Even if this change in partisan attitude were to occur, however, the problem of how to
curtail the excesses of Republican ballot security measures is not easily resolved. The
approach suggested in June 2004 by John Fund grows out of election-year excitement
which he described:
The level of suspicion between the two parties is greater than ever. John Kerry says he believes
Al Gore “won” the 2000 election and has assembled a team of 2,000 lawyers to “challenge any
place in America where you cannot trace the vote and count the votes.” Republicans have their
own legal team to combat fake voter registrations, absentee-ballot fraud and residents of nursing
homes being overly “assisted” to cast votes. Maria Cardona of the New Democratic Network
dismisses such concerns, saying “ballot security and preventing voter fraud are just code works for
voter intimidation and suppression.”16
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Fund cited approvingly the letter sent by RNC chairman Ed Gillespie to Terry
McAuliffe, his Democratic counterpart, suggesting that each party identify precincts in
the battleground states where trouble was expected on Election Day, and then that each
party send observers, as well as bipartisan teams to cover multiple precincts.
Yet Fund’s support of Gillespie’s proposal is naïve. While on its face it may have
some merit, such a proposal, offered in the middle of a contentious campaign without
time for careful planning and the advice and help of nonpartisan outsiders, is impractical
in the extreme—a judgment implied in the response to Gillespie by McAuliffe and
fellow Democrat Donna Brazile, Al Gore’s 2000 campaign manager.17
The mutual suspicion will undoubtedly remain through 2004, and nothing in the
election season will abate it. So the question is what might, in the longer term,
discourage vote fraud among both Democrats and Republicans, and also curtail vote
suppression efforts that exist under the guise of Republican ballot security programs?
Solutions: Practicable . . . Or Utopian?
Law review articles by Rachel E. Berry in 1996 and by Sherry Swirsky in 2002
address vote suppression techniques under the guise of ballot security programs. Berry
examines the consent decrees between the RNC and the DNC adjudicated in New
Jersey, growing out of the GOP’s vote suppression efforts in New Jersey in 1981 and in
Louisiana in 1986. She concludes that
The battle between the RNC and the DNC over the RNC’s efforts to ‘suppress’ black voting does
not have clear winners or losers. Although the 1982 consent order proved useful as a tool for
curbing RNC ballot security measures on a national level, the instrument ultimately has little utility
as a method for curing the unique form of race-based campaign behavior at issue in these elections.
The 1982 consent order expressed no judicial opinion of the RNC’s race-based efforts to
demobilize Democratic voters, and, as a result, the disputes between the RNC and the DNC in the
1980’s focused less upon principles of substantive voting rights law and focused more upon the
rights of the parties under the terms of the consent order. Thus, not only did the consent order not
add to the body of law delimiting unfair election practices, but it allowed contract principles to
permeate and control the conduct of the parties. . . . In sum, litigation brought by one party against
another does not seem to be the most effective vehicle for protecting the full range of voter interests
implicated by race-based political conduct.18

Berry does, however, believe that the Fifteenth Amendment has applicability to at
least some ballot security excesses. She also argues that in an expansive reading of the
Voting Rights Act, it, too, might be used as a weapon against racially discriminatory
ballot security programs.19
Swirsky, like Berry, examines widespread GOP ballot security efforts since the
early 1980s, and adds to the list of problems that of governmental investigations into
alleged ballot fraud, both before and after elections. Such investigations, Swirsky
writes, “even when unsuccessful, are perhaps the most insidious form of intimidation,
since they not only can discourage voters from participating in a particular election, but
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can deter them from participating in the future.” This point was brought home
dramatically in the summer of 2004 when Florida Department of Law Enforcement
agents, contacting black voters door-to-door whose absentee ballots were in question,
revealed their side arms to the voters. When a civil rights group charged them with
intimidation, a spokesman for the agents denied it, saying it was a hot day and agents
needed to take off their jackets.20
Swirksy’s criticism of ballot security programs in general is that even if the tactics
employed by them “could be shown to have some role in reducing fraud, they are
invariably over-inclusive, and are suspect because of their disparate impact on
minorities.”21
She examines the Civil Rights Act of 1957, the Voting Rights Act of 1965, and the
National Voter Registration Act of 1993 (Motor Voter), and points to shortcomings all
three have in prohibiting efforts by private persons to intimidate minority voters under
the guise of ballot security programs.22 Given these problems, she urges lawyers both to
clarify these laws and liberalize them through litigation, making them more applicable to
“ballot security” intimidation than they currently are.
Swirsky also urges a greater degree of preparedness for ballot intimidation than
has existed in the past, including establishment of “a network of volunteer lawyers as a
component of a campaign.” She points to Democratic party organizations as examples
of such networks, and spells out the various kinds of activities they perform far in
advance of elections, as well as on Election Day. Effective use of the media and
comprehensive voter education also would play an important role.23 Finally, she stresses
what is sometimes overlooked in Democratic accounts of Republican ballot security
programs:
[V]oter registration drives must be carefully administered to avoid registration of ineligible
persons, such as non-citizens, so as to minimize the accusations of voter fraud that inevitably fuel
efforts to impair the rights of minority voters. In short, there should be zero tolerance for incidents
of intimidation or fraud, whether committed by whites or blacks, Republicans or Democrats.24

Laughlin McDonald, director of the Voting Rights Project of the American Civil
Liberties Union, by implication agrees with both Berry and Swirsky. While “existing
federal laws make it a crime to intimidate or harass minority voters,” he writes, their
enforcement has been lax. “There is no record of the purveyors of any ballot-security
program being criminally prosecuted by federal authorities for interfering with the right
to vote,” he writes. McDonald therefore urges that victims of the excesses of ballot
security programs bring private damage suits, and he points to a precedent-setting
decision by an Arkansas federal appeals court which affirmed damages of from $500 to
$2,000, payable by poll officials, to seven black voters who had been “unlawfully
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challenged, harassed, denied assistance in voting or purged from the rolls in the town of
Crawfordsville.”
In addition, McDonald urges Congress and the states to “adopt nondiscriminatory,
evenly applied measures to ensure the integrity of the ballot.”25 In the same spirit, an
editorial in The New York Times has proposed the following steps be taken:
The Republican and Democratic Party chairmen should publicly commit not to single out minority
voters for intimidation, and to get this message out to party workers at every level.
The National Association of Secretaries of State, and individual secretaries of state and state election
officers, should state publicly that they will be on the lookout for minority vote suppression, and that
they will deal with it strictly.
The Department of Justice, which has lately seemed more focused on voter fraud than minority voter
intimidation, should explain how it intends to discharge its legal duty to protect minorities from
discrimination in voting.
Prosecutors should vigorously pursue anyone involved in vote suppression; this is rarely done now.
And its victims should bring civil lawsuits, to make those who engage in it pay.26

•
•

•

•

A Role for the EAC?
In this context, the possibilities offered by the Help America Vote Act (HAVA),
and particularly by its Election Assistance Commission (EAC), warrant consideration.
Congress passed HAVA in October 2002, purportedly to prevent the kind of problems
that brought Florida’s election process international notoriety two years previously.
Ironically, the law has come under attack by African-American leaders, by many
Democratic officials, and by some voting rights lawyers for, among other things,
requiring on Election Day photo identification or various other documents (e.g., a utility
bill or bank statement) for those who have not previously voted and who have registered
by mail. People who show up at the voting station without such documents will be
required to cast a special “provisional” ballot.27
McDonald points to three problems with this requirement. First, blacks are far less
likely than whites to carry such documents with them. Second, there is no convincing
evidence that this requirement reduces voter fraud. Third, the requirement enables
aggressive poll officials to “single out minority voters and interrogate them, asking
humiliating questions such as, ‘Where’s your government check?’ and, ‘Don’t you have
a bank statement?’”28 It is no surprise, then, that the ID requirement of HAVA, as well
as more expansive ID requirements favored by Republicans and recently passed by some
state legislatures, have been opposed by many Democrats and civil rights organizations,
as well as by the nonpartisan League of Women Voters.29
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On the other hand, numerous organizations and individuals (including the DNC’s
McAuliffe and Brazile) concerned with securing and expanding the right to vote have
seen HAVA as offering many opportunities for reform. One such opportunity is implicit
in one of the many legal duties of the four-member bipartisan Election Assistance
Commission (EAC), namely, periodically conducting a wide range of studies, whose
goal
. . . will be to promote methods of voting and election administration which are the most
convenient, accessible and easy to use for all voters (UOCAVA, disabled, limited English); will
yield the most accurate, secure, and expeditious system for voting and vote tabulation; will be
nondiscriminatory; and will be efficient and cost effective. Among the studies to be conducted
under this rubric will be those focusing on:
• Nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring and investigating voter fraud.
• Identifying, deterring and investigating methods of voter intimidation.
• Methods of recruiting, training, and improving the performance of poll workers.
• Methods of educating voters about voter registration, voting, operating voting mechanisms,
locating polling places and other aspects of participation.30

The severe underfunding of the EAC in the two years following passage of HAVA
does not augur well for its influence—nor does President Bush’s requested budget cut
for the Commission in the upcoming fiscal year.31 Moreover, its statutory role is largely
advisory. Still, there is something to be said for the EAC’s taking on the task of
resolving the problems preventing honest, fair and accessible voting procedures that so
exercise both parties. If the RNC and DNC are serious in wanting to work out an
accommodation regarding ballot security, they would be advised to jointly approach the
Commission once the elections of 2004 are over, and perhaps in conjunction with the
Voting Section of the Justice Department, lawyers of both parties, nonpartisan groups
such as the League of Women Voters and Election Reform Information Project,
interested citizens, and knowledgeable election administrators of both parties, have the
EAC devise a set of rules to which Democrats and Republicans would be bound.32
Such a proposal may sound utopian, given the intensity of the interparty conflict
over ballot fraud and ballot security programs, as well as the emotions surrounding the
ID bill,” The Clarion-Ledger (Jackson), 6 May 2004, 1A. This strategy of raising the bar for voting
requirements is specifically opposed by the League of Women Voters. Among the goals enunciated by the
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presidential election of 2004 generally. Nonetheless, each side has something to gain
from an accommodation. The Republicans are composed overwhelmingly of white nonHispanics, for reasons going back to the fateful decision made by its leaders in the 1960s
to embark on the southern strategy. Some Republicans are no doubt happy to see their
party remain overwhelmingly white. Others are uncomfortable, on moral grounds, with
that situation, and still others, perhaps on more pragmatic grounds, are worried that with
the rapid growth of the Latino population, the GOP will soon become uncompetitive in
several states and hence nationally. These latter groups should be deeply concerned
about their party’s continuing image as unfriendly to minority voters. And the negative
publicity garnered by ballot security programs gone bad continues to contribute to that
image.
Democrats, on the other hand, express legitimate concern about these programs’
ability to disfranchise minority voters. But in opposing all ballot security efforts by
Republicans, including legitimate ones, they contribute to a popular stereotype that
Democrats are uninterested in preventing voting fraud. Such a stereotype, of course,
enables Republicans, in the court of public opinion, to justify their ballot security efforts,
including those that seem clearly designed to curtail the minority vote. There is ample
reason, therefore, for both parties jointly to seek the advice and assistance of neutral
third parties after the 2004 elections to solve their respective problems.

